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*On board inclusions are subject to terms & conditions and differ for Russia river cruises.

Enrich

The Nth Degree

Suites

Butler

Dining & Beverages

On board
Return flights from a selection of up to 14 UK 
airports or NO FLY option via Standard Premier 
Eurostar and First Class rail on selected cruises
5-Star Scenic Space-Ships
Balcony suites, including a Scenic Sun Lounge 
Butler service for all guests
Laundry concierge
Complimentary beverages all day, every day
Six dining options, from casual to fine dining
Exclusive Scenic Tailormade GPS for self-guided  
touring and on board commentary
Authentic local entertainment
Wellness and fitness area
The freedom of our e-bikes – electronically 
assisted bicycles
Cruise Directors to guide and assist
Expert local guides
Complimentary Wi-Fi internet
Return airport transfers

Onshore
Scenic Enrich – unforgettable and exclusive 
once in-a-lifetime experiences
Scenic Sundowners – exclusive hosted cocktails 
in some of Europe’s most beautiful locations
Scenic Freechoice – a choice of wonderful 
activities throughout your journey

And of course all tipping and gratuities

With Scenic, the perks and privileges 
come included. Our Space-Ships are 
truly an all-inclusive luxury package.

ALL-INCLUSIVE

Tailormade

Space-Ships

Freechoice
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Multiple Award Winners

Plus many more

Luxury Europe River Cruises2 Scenic°

WELCOME
This year marks our 30th year in the 
business. Passion, innovation and 
an uncompromising commitment to 
luxury have been the cornerstone 
of our ethos since 1986. We’ve even 
earned multiple awards for our efforts 
in hand-crafting unforgettable travel 
experiences. 

Today, Scenic continue to seamlessly 
surpass expectations and win the 
hearts of discerning guests across 
the globe. From our 5-star fleet of 
Space-Ships to the spectacular list of 
inclusions featured on every itinerary, 
our unforgettable river cruises 
inspire imaginations, spoil the senses 
and surprise even the most seasoned 
travellers. This is a journey you will 
never forget. 

0808 274 5410
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Europe’s historic river 
system connects countries, 
cultures and traditions. 
Cruising these tranquil 
waters is the perfect way 
to discover multiple 
destinations in one seamless 
journey. Travel in style from 
start to finish and let the 
sights come to you. 

Rhine, Main, Danube & Moselle Rivers
The Rhine, Main and Danube rivers flow through 
the heart of continental Europe, linked by the 
engineering miracle of their namesake canal. 
While the Moselle River showcases some of 
Europe’s most scenic river cruising panoramas.

French Rivers
Culture, art and gastronomy combine along the 
beautiful Seine, Saône and Rhône rivers and 
the waterways of Bordeaux. Experience the 
joie de vivre that is France in one of the world’s 
most popular destinations.

Portugal’s Douro River
The Douro is packed with revelations, from 
the archaeologically significant Côa Valley 
to viticultural attractions like the Vinhateiro 
region. It is a wonder how it has remained so 
relatively undiscovered.

Russian Waterways
The tranquil rivers of the Neva and Volga seem 
a world away from their torrid past. Imperial 
Russian treasures and rich cultural history 
juxtapose with traditional village life while 
cruising between Moscow and St. Petersburg.

DISCOVER



  Duration   Destinations Cruise/Tour Page

The Upper Danube

15 Day Jewels of Europe 
Amsterdam > Budapest

Cruise 44

8 Day Gems of the Danube
Nuremberg > Budapest

Cruise 50

11 Day Gems of the Danube with Prague
Prague > Budapest

Cruise & Tour 56

8 Day Iconic Danube 
Passau > Budapest

Cruise 62

The Rhine & Moselle

15 Day Romantic Rhine & Moselle
Amsterdam > Basel

Cruise 68

8 Day Rhine Highlights
Amsterdam > Basel

Cruise 74

8 Day Dutch Sights & Belgian Delights
Amsterdam > Amsterdam

Cruise 78

Black Sea & Danube Delta

8 Day The Majestic East NEW FOR 2017

Vienna > Belgrade

Cruise 82

8 Day Eastern Enlightenment NEW FOR 2017

Belgrade > Bucharest

Cruise & Tour 86

9 Day Black Sea Explorer
Budapest > Bucharest

Cruise & Tour 92

River Cruises & Tours Overview
Europe

River Cruises & Tours Overview
France

  Duration   Destinations Cruise/Tour Page

The Saône & Rhône
13 Day South of France

Chalon-sur-Saône > Tarason

Cruise 100

8 Day Idyllic Rhône
Chalon-sur-Saône > Tarason

Cruise 106

Bordeaux
8 Day Bordeaux Affair NEW FOR 2017

Bordeaux > Bordeaux

Cruise 112

11 Day Beautiful Bordeaux 
Bordeaux > Bordeaux

Cruise 116

The Seine
11 Day Gems of the Seine

Paris > Paris

Cruise 120

  Duration   Destinations Cruise/Tour Page

The Douro
8 Day Delightful Douro

Porto > Porto

Cruise 126

11 Day Unforgettable Douro
Porto > Porto

Cruise 132

Portugal

  Duration   Destinations Cruise/Tour Page

15 Day Jewels of Russia
St. Petersburg > Moscow

Cruise & Tour 140

Russia
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Paris, Bordeaux and Avignon may 
be amongst France’s most popular 
destinations, but it’s hidden gems like 
Honfleur that really promise a unique 
insight into the local culture.

Susan Webber, 66 
Honfleur, France 
N 49° 25’ E 0° 13’
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We all strive to feel a 
closer connection with our 
surroundings, moments  
when we move beyond the 
physical and become truly 
emotionally engaged in  
an experience with all  
of our senses  
— a moment of wonder.
Wonder is a personal emotion, it’s about 
the heart and the mind, joy, surprise, 
curiosity and awe. Wonder can be a whole 
day or a fleeting moment. 
Travel is about more than distance. It 
offers us not just a journey across the 
world to see new sights but to the heart of 
what it means to be human. It allows us to 
step outside our normal parameters and 
become enriched by what we encounter. It 
presents us with limitless possibilities to 
become more than we were before. 
At Scenic we celebrate the art of wonder 
through travel. Our aim is to elevate your 
trip from a mere holiday into a journey  
of discovery. 
Never lose your sense of wonder.

WONDER

Verona, Italy Francesca Marcolini

From unique tiles in Portugal to exquisite 
marble, we love discovering handcrafted 
beauty across Europe. A name synonymous 
with the art of sculpting marble, Francesca 
Marcolini is from a family of traditional 
stonemasons and artists. To watch the 
crafting of our unique marble for our  
Space-Ships visit scenic.co.uk

Handcrafted by Scenic
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A Explore the world with Scenic
B Your approval is our reward
C Every last detail considered

D Ship’s Captain
E Mastering the culinary art
F Expert Cruise Directors

C

B

F

A

D E

Scenic take what you would expect from 
a 5-star river cruise to a whole new level. 
Even the luxuries you would expect to pay 
extra for are at your disposal from the 
moment you step on board.  
– Our passion for quality travel is what 
sets us apart and we would love you to 
join us for your next journey.
Since our first coach tour along Australia's Great Ocean 
Road, we have introduced journeys that cover every 
continent on Earth, travelling to over 60 countries across  
the globe. 
Our handpicked staff never lose their sense of excitement 
for the trip ahead. From our Journey Designers curating 
the best of what Europe has to offer, to our on board butlers 
greeting each new guest. Every trip is a unique opportunity 
to raise the bar further, and to exceed expectations – both 
yours, and ours. 
We realise that every trip is as unique as our guests, which 
is why we offer the biggest range of all-inclusive excursions, 
allowing you to tailor your holiday to be the trip of a lifetime.
We take pride in what we do. We go to the Nth degree.

THE SCENIC 
EXPERIENCE
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Both on board and on shore, luxury comes as 
standard with Scenic. With state-of-the-art 
Space-Ships, Scenic         offer 5-star luxury 
– from your luggage unpacked by your 
butler, to a choice of gourmet meals across 
a range of on board dining venues. Our  
staff anticipate your needs before you do.
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ALL-INCLUSIVE

Everything you could ever wish for is included in 
the price of your Scenic river cruise. From flights 
and beverages to tips and a butler, travel in all-
inclusive luxury from the moment you step on 
board.
We won’t even ask for your credit card at check in, 
there's simply no need.

At Scenic, when we say all-inclusive, 
that’s what we mean.

 Suites

 Freechoice

 Dining & Beverages

 Tailored To You

 Space-Ships

 Enrich

 Butler

 Tailormade

Our seasoned Journey Designers 
have handpicked and created a 
range of unique experiences that 
will be amongst the highlights of  
your cruise. 

These are exclusive multi-
sensory moments, adding a 
deeper dimension to your cruise 
and leaving you with an amazing 
memory to treasure.

From private classical concerts 
in castles to dinner in beautiful 
palaces, our Enrich experiences 
are one-of-a-kind and only for 
Scenic guests.

There are a vast range of 
activities and sightseeing 
experiences for you to choose 
from, so you only see what you 
want to see, and do what you 
want to do, at a tempo that  
suits you. 

Explore national parks, pay your 
respects on a battlefield, visit 
homes of artists and royalty; 
shop with a chef in a local 
market, take an on board Scenic 
Culinaire cooking class.

From history to culture, food  
to nature, there’s something  
for everyone.

Exclusive Tailormade GPS guided 
tours mean you can explore 
even further afield. Whether 
it’s culture, architecture, art or 
simply heading off the beaten 
track, our unique Tailormade 
program is available in over  
140 locations. 

For the more active, we have a 
range of directional guided GPS 
tours, designed specifically to 
compliment our itineraries. 

We even make sure your chosen 
Tailormade tour starts and returns 
to your ship location so you know 
you’ll never get lost.

Enjoy complete peace of mind 
when you journey with Scenic, 
because all of your travel is 
included in the price of your 
holiday. Complimentary no fly 
options, flexible flights with a 
range of airlines from a selection 
of UK airports and all internal 
transfers have all been taken 
care of.

The little touches can make a big 
difference to your journey, which 
is why we spend so much time 
ensuring every little detail has 
been perfected.

Luxury focused innovation and 
design mean Scenic is a class 
leader delivering the ultimate in 
European river cruising on our 
state-of-the-art Space-Ships. 
With some of the largest suites 
on the rivers, a staff-to-guest 
ratio of 1:3, special on board 
entertainment, a wellness area 
and gym, Wi-Fi internet, e-bikes 
to explore, all included in the 
price you pay, you’ll never want 
for anything else. 

We set the benchmark for the 
standard of suites on board,  
some of the most spacious on 
any European vessel. Technology  
and innovation meet to provide 
your Scenic Sun Lounge, giving 
you a private balcony at the 
touch of a button.

From a Standard Suite to the 
Royal Panorama Suites, find  
the ultimate in all-inclusive 
luxury to suit you. 

Luxury, space, views, they’re  
all included.

We know it’s the personal 
touches that make your cruise 
special, and so do our butlers. 

From delivering your morning 
coffee and croissant, nightly 
turndown, to laundry concierge 
service included for all guests, 
your butler is there to make your 
Scenic experience extra special. 

Expertly trained and dedicated 
to providing excellence in 
service, they won’t be happy 
unless you are.

From a dress-up gastronomic 
extravaganza to a low-key 
handmade pizza, we cater 
for every style of dining. We 
source from regional suppliers, 
meaning our food is both fresh 
and in season. Our chefs draw 
inspiration from the countries we 
pass through so you’ll experience 
the true cuisine of every region. 

Your dining options on board 
range from casual all day dining 
at the River Café, to Portobellos 
fine dining and degustation at 
Table La Rive. And of course 
there’s an extensive selection  
of complimentary beverages  
all day, too.

Inclusions vary and are dependent on your cruise and destination. All drinks included on board except for a very small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagnes and spirits. Please 
note that our Russian cruises operate a fully-inclusive service that includes dining and beer, wine and soft drinks with lunch and dinner, but does not include a butler service, mini bar or 24 
hour room service. Our Tailormade GPS touring device and electrically-assisted bicycles are unavailable in Portugal and Russia. Entrance fees, gratuities and transportation whilst using Scenic 
Tailormade are not included. Scenic sun lounge also not available on Russia cruises. Portobellos restaurant is replaced with L’Amour on our French river cruises. Table La Rive / Table d'Or is only 
available to those guests on the Diamond Deck or in a Junior Suite. Transfers are not included between rail stations in Paris. This information is applicable from pages 18 to 41. For full terms and 
conditions please visit pages 158-161.
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Designed to redefine luxury river cruising, with 
innovative new technology, your Scenic Space-Ship  
will be your luxurious floating hotel as you cruise the 
waterways of Europe. 

Your floating hotel
You’ll find that every aspect of your ship’s 
design has been considered at length. For 
example, our spacious Sun Deck features 
ample seating and a walking track, so you  
can unwind with a beverage and watch the  
never-ending views or keep active as the 
plentiful sights pass you by.
Elsewhere around the ship, our Panorama 
Lounge is the perfect place to unwind and 
take in the endless scenery. If you’d prefer 
to relax with a light snack, our River Café is 
open all day. You can grab a healthy bite to eat 
or something sweet before making yourself 
comfortable on the Riverview Terrace.
On board our Space-Ships you will have 
full access to a wellness area, complete 
with massage services* and hair salon*, 
a gym, special on board entertainment, 

complimentary WiFi, e-bikes and luxuriously 
appointed suites to retire to at the end of  
the day. 
Distinction in the detail
We strictly limit our guest and suite numbers 
because we know that our guests appreciate 
a real sense of space. 
Our crew-to-guest ratio of 1:3 is one of the 
best in Europe. This allows us to offer a more 
intimate and attentive service. It also helps us 
get to know you on a personal level, from the 
Cruise Director to your very own butler.
Then there’s the fine finishing touches 
throughout our vessels. From the Port Laurent 
marble in the Panorama Lounge to the 
handpicked art lining the walls, our  
Space-Ships are contemporary, luxurious  
and custom-built with you in mind. 

All-inclusive

Space-Ships

A Sun Deck
B Fitness Centre
C Vitality pool
D Reception Area
E Scenic Culinaire

C

A

D E

B

New to the rivers of France
Boasting the finest fleet of river 
ships in France, our Space-Ships will 
be upgraded to include larger suites 
and beautiful interiors. We’ll also 
be introducing a new and exclusive 
culinary experience on our Bordeaux 
and Rhône River Cruises with our 
Space-Ships offering on board 
cooking classes and more.
France’s cuisine is world-famous 
and we’re very excited to announce 
Scenic Culinaire. Guests will be able 
to participate in a series of on board 
cooking classes in our bespoke 
private cooking area. Innovative and 
completely created by Scenic, you 
can find more information about 
Scenic Culinaire on page 98.
Scenic Emerald, Diamond and 
Sapphire will be completely rebuilt 
for the 2017 cruising season. With 
the finest of interiors and amenities, 
including a vitality pool, gym and 
spa. A highlight of these ships will 
be the two new one-bedroom Royal 
Owner’s Suites. At a huge 47 square 
metres, these suites boast opulent 
furnishings and all the extra touches 
Scenic is famous for.

* Supplement applies. Please note that Scenic Tsar is not classed as a Space-Ship and amenities, inclusions and facilities differ.

Our Space-Ships have been designed to redefine luxury river cruising. 
With innovative new technology, a wide selection of dining options and the 
most spacious suites on Europe’s waters, you’ll be spoilt for choice from the 
moment you step on board our 5-star fleet.
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         Butler

You’ll enjoy the services of a butler to help 
make your stay a little more special.

Beautifully proportioned and finished with touches of 
elegance, our suites possess an air of decadence not found on 
other river cruise ships. 
First-class facilities
Our suites are larger than standard 
river cruise cabins, and each one 
offers elegant furnishings, a HDTV, 
individual climate control and a 
pillow menu. You will also find a safe 
for your valuables, nightly turndown 
service, complimentary mini-bar and 
WiFi internet. Your tasteful en-suite 
bathroom even comes complete 
with lavish L’Occitane toiletries.
A private view just for you 
All of our balcony suites feature 
our exclusive Scenic ‘Sun Lounge’ 
system. This unique innovation lets 
you transform your balcony into 
an all-weather conservatory-style 
space at the touch of a button. 
Our suite selection 
Scenic’s state-of-the-art  
Space-Ships feature up to six 
different on-board cabin grades. 
Our Junior Suites measure in at 
between 240 and 250 square feet. 
Room service perks include morning 
tea and coffee delivered to your 
suite, drinks served on your balcony 
and a range of enhanced butler 

privileges as well as an invite to 
Table La Rive / Table d'Or.
Royal Suite guests are treated to all 
of the above as well as a generous 
305 to 360 square feet worth of 
cabin space, pre-dinner canapes 
and €100 on board per cabin credit 
to spend in the on-board Wellness 
Centre. 
If you’re looking for the ultimate 
in river cruise indulgence, our 
amazing Royal Panorama Suites tick 
all boxes. With a separate lounge 
area to your bedroom, you’ll easily 
forget that you’re travelling Europe’s 
waterways, with up to 475 square 
feet of space to unwind in and even 
more luxurious finishing touches. 
New for 2017
Our new one-bedroom Royal 
Owner's Suites will feature on the 
Scenic Sapphire, Emerald and 
Diamond. Elegant, spectacular 
and unlike other suite on Europe's 
rivers, they promise to surpass all 
expectations.

You’ll be able 
to enjoy the 
view whatever 
the weather, 
from your first 
morning coffee to 
your last brandy 
nightcap.

All-inclusive

Suites

C

A

DB

A One Bedroom Royal Owner’s Suite*
B Royal Panorama Suite
C Scenic Sun Lounge
D Luxurious marble bathroom

360⁰ Tours @ scenic.co.uk

Suite dimensions vary, dependent on ship. Suite amenities and inclusions differ on Scenic Tsar. Please call for details.  
To view our full deck plans, see pages 162-173. Please use deck plans as a guide only.*Please note image is artist's impression.



Richard Hancock, 62  
Bamberg, Germany 
N 49° 53’ E 10° 54’

Our Deluxe Balcony Suite was an 
absolute delight. My wife and I took 
great pleasure in making the most of 
the endless views with a coffee in the 
morning and a glass of wine as the 
sun set on another glorious day.
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Diverse and delicious food experiences are one of 
the highlights of your Scenic cruise. You’ll be spoilt 
for choice, from your first coffee and freshly baked 
pastry of the day to that last relaxing nightcap from 
your mini-bar, or late night room service. 
From degustation fine dining to a relaxed pizza, highlight 
evenings to unwinding with new friends, there’s a venue and a 
menu to suit every occasion. 
Our chefs draw inspiration from the regions you travel through 
so all our food is seasonal and regional as well as freshly 
prepared and delicious. We also offer our guests the chance 
to learn how to whip up local recipes in our exclusive, private 
Scenic Culinaire cooking classes.
And what would food be without just the right drink to go with 
it? Choose your favourite complimentary cocktail, mocktail, 
regional wines, top-shelf spirits, Champagne or a local beer at 
all of our dining venues^. You can even enjoy a glass of Moët  
at breakfast and we also have a lovely selection of tea and the 
finest coffee on the rivers at our tea and coffee bar.

All-inclusive

Dining & Beverages
A Portobellos
B Table La Rive
C  Complimentary drinks
D Table La Rive
E  River Café all day dining
F L’Amour

From fine dining degustation to a relaxed meal in the  
River Café, highlight evenings or unwinding with new 
friends, there’s a venue and a menu to suit every occasion.

Included extras:
• 24-hour service to all cabins

• Fully restocked mini-bar daily, including snacks

• Late night menu for night owls

• Bottled water for all onshore excursions and chef-prepared 
picnics available

• Scenic Sundowners offer plenty of chances to enjoy canapés 
and a favourite drink in many beautiful locations across Europe

• Complimentary in-room still and sparkling bottled water
All food and beverages are included in the price of your cruise - 
with the exception of top shelf whiskies and French Champagne 
- so you won’t need to worry about making the most of everything 
that’s on offer.

A

• Brand new for the Bordeaux and  
Rhône and Saône rivers

• Exclusive on board cooking classes 
featuring regional recipes and 
ingredients from local markets

• Private cooking room featuring a  
cheese and wine cellar

• Classes cater exclusively for 10 guests 
to ensure an intimate experience

• Main restaurant serving 
breakfast, lunch and dinner

• Open seating with tables 
accommodating two to 
eight guests

• Savour a wide range of 
cuisine, from local specialties 
to daily seafood delicacies

• A la carte menus available  
on a daily basis  

• Help yourself to hearty  
and eclectic buffets 

• Enjoy delicious wine, 
handpicked by our  
on-board sommelier 

• Casual and flexible dining 
options to suit your schedule

• Full service and mouth-
watering buffet-style food 

• A great meeting spot, open for 
all day grazing and socialising

• Sweet options from the gelato 
bar, light savoury snacks, a 
wide range of healthy options 
and decadent treats

• Locally inspired Italian, French 
or Portuguese fine dining

• A maximum of 32 guests an 
evening; all guests will dine 
here at least once during 
their cruise

• Five-course menu featuring 
regional specialties paired 
with local wines from the 
best local wineries

• Showcasing chef-prepared 
meals within the dining room,  
a highlight experience

• Floor-to-ceiling windows to 
enjoy the views as you dine

• Exclusive dining for Diamond 
Deck and Royal Suite guests

• Six-course degustation menu, 
crafted by a team of expert 
chefs 

• Enjoy a selection sommelier-
paired wines with each course 

• Intimate dining for only  
10 guests per evening 

 
Crystal Dining

 
River Café

 
Portobellos/L’Amour

 
Table La Rive / Table d’Or

^All drinks included on board except for a very small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagnes and spirits. 

Dining and beverage venues and inclusions differ on Russian river cruises. Soft drinks, beer and wine are only included with lunch and dinner, and 
specialty coffees are an additional charge. Table La Rive / Table d'Or is only available to those guests on the Diamond Deck or in a Junior Suite.

Scenic Culinaire conditions apply see page 161.

D

F

EB

  Scenic Culinaire



Laundry concierge*
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All-inclusive

Butler

We know that it’s the fine details and the outstanding 
service that really make your trip memorable. By 
offering a butler to every guest we offer an exceptional 
level of service that combines 5-star quality with 
personal attention to detail. 
Each Scenic butler has been trained at the International Butler Academy 
to Scenic’s exacting standards by our Head Butler Peter Wyss. With over 
15 years experience in 5-star service along with a professional sommelier 
degree, Peter exemplifies the fine standards we require from all of our 
butlers.
Whichever suite you choose, your butler will make sure you’ll never be 
without complimentary refreshments and a re-stocked mini-bar for 
whenever the fancy takes you. 
We also include a laundry concierge service for all suites*. After all, you 
should be focusing on your enjoyment, not your washing.

From the first warm greeting 
to remembering your personal 
preferences, our butlers are always  
on hand to give your cruise that 
polished edge.

Jewel and Sapphire Deck  
Guests will be entitled to butler service that includes 
valet, shoe shine, drinks service and cocktails delivered 
to your suite.

Sapphire Deck guests will also receive morning tea and 
coffee delivered to their suite.

Diamond Deck  
As well as having access to all the benefits enjoyed by 
Sapphire Deck, guests on Diamond Deck and in Junior 
Suites can also be served breakfast in their suite and 
have two pieces of complimentary clothes pressing 
available every day. 

Guests will receive an exclusive invitation to dine at 
Table La Rive, be guests at a private cocktail party with 
the Captain and enjoy priority dining reservations.

Royal, Owner’s and Royal Panorama Suite 
Featuring all the perks listed above, guests in our 
Royal, Owner’s and Panorama Suites also enjoy private 
transfers on arrival and departure and are welcomed 
with a bottle of French Champagne. You won’t even have 
to unpack, your butler will do it for you. For an extra 
indulgence use your €100 per couple on board credit in 
the wellness centre.

Your friendly butler will deliver everything from your 
morning newspaper to your favourite pre-dinner 
canapés, turn down your sheets and run your bath. 
They’ll know what you want before you do. 

A On hand for every need 
B Intuitive service
C Canapés served to your suite
D Shoe shine service

A

D

Our service takes away the hassle of 
washing whilst on board. A complimentary 
bag of clothes will be laundered for you on 
every cruise. 

B

C

* Terms and conditions apply. Not available in all locations. Butler service not available on Russian river cruises.



Nothing was too much trouble 
for our butler, Valdo. He was 
on call throughout our cruise, 
always eager to spoil us and 
assist in any way he could.
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Henry Wilson, 69 
Dűrnstein, Austria 
N 48° 39’ E 15° 31’
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Our exclusive Scenic 
Tailormade program 
means you can make every 
day a discovery, choosing 
only the options that 
interest you – both onshore 
and on board. 

All-inclusive

Tailormade
Scenic offers the ultimate in freedom and choice. Whether 
you want to be part of a group excursion one day or you’re 
feeling adventurous the next, we make it both easy and 
exciting to customise your entire Scenic experience.
We recognise and celebrate variety and understand that everyone is different. 
Even if you’re travelling together you can enjoy totally different experiences. 
Your Scenic days can be completely original and personal to you. 

Tailormade freedom to roam
One of the great joys of river cruising 
is the ability to explore further afield, 
every port, village and city is yours to 
explore at your own pace.
With over 240 tour options in over 
140 European locations, our GPS 
locater effortlessly guides you 
through your own personal excursion 
from point A to B, a point of interest 
and even back to the ship. Your 
direction will always be displayed 
and on certain routes you’ll also 
have the option of voice-guiding. 
The insightful commentary is 
automatically activated for each 
point of interest so you can relax 
and go at your own pace, perhaps 
lingering at a view, knowing you 
won’t miss out on a thing later on. 
You’ll never get lost with our 
trustworthy interactive map and you 
can even choose to explore  
on two legs or two wheels with  
over 50 custom-designed cycling 

options that will compliment your 
cruise itinerary perfectly. 
Explore the scenic route with your 
own expertly curated bespoke tour 
with Tailormade.
Tailormade on the river
Relax on board whilst treasuring  
the journey. 
Tailormade offers cruising 
commentary with over 720 points 
of interest explored with expert 
narration about the history, culture 
and landscape of the regions 
through which you sail. Choose what 
interests you most from a diverse 
selection of topics.
You can also select where you want 
to listen. Anchor yourself on your 
Scenic Sun Lounge or enjoy the 
commentary on the Sun Deck or 
from the Panorama Lounge with 
a drink in hand. Our absorbing 
commentary will bring to life every 
captivating view.

A Scenic e-bike
B Scenic Tailormade
C  Scenic Tailormade 

on the river

A

B

C

Please note: Scenic Tailormade and Scenic e-bikes are not available on Douro or Russian river cruises
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Our exclusive Enrich encounters will take you into the cultural 
heart of life that has been established over centuries around the 
waterways of Europe.  
From rare insights into local life to unforgettable events in the most unique 
settings, a truly spectacular experience awaits.
In France we offer the chance to enjoy a gala dinner and performance in the 
prestigious Pope’s Palace in Avignon, or the grandeur of yesteryear is yours to 
savour in Fécamp’s Benedictine Palace during a gourmet dining experience  
and live concert. 
Enjoy a medieval banquet in Germany’s 12th century Marksburg Castle, a 
private Viennese concert in the exquisite Palais Liechtenstein or thrill at the 
exclusive ‘Best of The Sound of Music and Salzburg Show’ set in the rolling  
hills of Salzburg. 
Quintessential Portugal comes alive when you take your seat in the  
world-famous Burmester Cellars for a decadent evening of authentic  
cuisine, complete with traditional Fado music accompaniment. 
Our Journey Designers have handpicked and created a range of diverse and 
thrilling experiences that will become highlights of your cruise. We’ll take you 
into the private rooms of castles and châteaux, invite you to exclusive concerts 
and mouth-watering feasts, and we’ll open the door to village life and transport 
you through generations of tradition. These are moments to treasure forever. 

All-inclusive

Enrich
All-inclusive, exclusive, unique – our 
Enrich encounters take you behind 
the scenes to experience moments 
inaccessible to the ordinary traveller.

A

C

B Enrich experience 

Brand new and exclusive to our Scenic 
guests, Scenic Rouge is a show you’ll 
never forget. Inspired by the finest French 
cabaret traditions and featuring classics 
such as the can-can, this vibrant event is 
held under the big top, on the banks of the 
Rhône River in Lyon. 

A Palais des Papes, Avignon
B Benedictine Palace, Fécamp
C Private concert Vienna, Austria
D Fado musician, Porto
E Sound of Music, Salzburg, Austria

E

D

Please note: Scenic Enrich venues may vary.



The dining event in Abbots Hall within 
Fécamp’s Benedictine Palace was one 
of the highlights of our cruise. The food 
was exquisite and the accompanying 
musicians were exceptional. It’s 
astounding that this was included at no 
extra cost.

 Michael Vickers, 52  
Fécamp, France 
N 49° 45’ E 0° 22’ 
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  Freechoice activity

Seize the opportunity to go shopping 
for ingredients with your on board chef 
through our Shop with a Chef activity.  
You’ll get the chance to visit the markets, 
and indulge in tastings at many of the  
local stalls.

Whether you want a relaxed pace or you want 
to fit in as much as possible, Freechoice offers  
a diverse range of sightseeing, activities and 
dining for you to choose from. And of course, 
they’re all included.

A Wine tasting, Sauternes
B Scenic e-bikes
C Rothenburg
D Mateus Palace
E Spanish Riding School, Vienna
F Sardine canning factory, Porto

Scenic's Freechoice programme gives you the 
flexibility to personalise your days ashore by 
choosing the excursions and activities that 
suit your taste. 
From strolling the romantic streets of Rothenburg, to the 
home of Mozart, Salzburg. From shopping with a chef  
(and tasting the spoils) to wine tasting in the famed 
Sauternes region. 
There are visits to stunning World Heritage-listed Sites, 
world famous pottery factories, the renowned Spanish 
Riding School, vineyards, walking tours and plenty of 
cycling tours to enjoy. Cycle from Melk to Dürnstein 
along the Danube or explore the many delights of a  
host of French villages from the seat of your e-bike.
There is a wealth of extra choice in all locations to 
satisfy the most curious of guests, whichever cruise  
you decide on.

All-inclusive

Freechoice
CA

B

F

E

D

All our guests are unique so we appreciate 
that you may want to move at your own 
pace. Perhaps you’ll want to follow a busy 
day with one at a more relaxed tempo, or 
simply relax throughout. 
We’ve divided our extensive list of 
Freechoice excursions into active, 
moderate and relaxed pace so you  
can choose those which best suit  
your requirements and interests.

  Active – For those keen to explore 
further afield or take part in more energetic 
excursions.

  Moderate – A comfortable walking pace 
at which you can easily discover a beautiful 
city, temple or marketplace. 

  Relaxed – A slower pace allowing you to 
enjoy a show or perhaps take part in a class. 
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Seamless travel is integral to your journey into wonder, and it 
all begins before you even step foot on board your luxurious 
Space-Ship. We’ve made getting to your destination – and 
travelling home – a hassle-free pleasure. You’ll arrive feeling 
completely relaxed and ready for the voyage of a lifetime thanks 
to our tailored travel arrangements. Getting there is easy, and it 
won’t cost you a penny extra.

A Travel in style with Eurostar
B  Fly with British Airways from Heathrow or Gatwick
C Take the train from London St. Pancras

Fly from your nearest airport
Thanks to our close partnerships 
with British Airways and a selection 
of other airlines, you can choose to 
fly from up to 15 UK airports. Simply 
select the airport that’s closest and 
you won’t pay a penny more for the 
convenience:
• Aberdeen 
• Birmingham 
• Bristol 
• Cardiff 
• Durham Tees Valley 
• Edinburgh 
• Glasgow 
• Humberside 
• Leeds Bradford 
• London City 
• London Gatwick 
• London Heathrow 
• Manchester 
• Newcastle 
• Norwich
On selected itineraries, you can fly 
direct from Heathrow or Gatwick with 
British Airways, or you have a choice 
of 13 regional airports flying with a 
selection of other airlines. 

Prefer travelling by rail?
We take great pride in giving you the 
flexibility to travel in the way that 
suits you, without charging you any 
extra. So if you’d prefer to travel by 
Eurostar, you can look forward to a 
really relaxing journey ahead.
A ‘No Fly’ return journey is  
available on:
• Romantic Rhine and Moselle 
• Rhine Highlights 
• Dutch Sights and Belgian Delights 
• Idyllic Rhône 
• Gems of the Seine 
• South of France 
• Bordeaux Affair 
• Beautiful Bordeaux
In addition to the cruises above, you 
have the option to travel by Eurostar 
and Thalys rail one way on itineraries 
beginning or ending in Amsterdam, 
at no extra cost. Depending on your 
cruise, you can travel from or to 
London St. Pancras International rail 
station or Ebbsfleet in Eurostar’s 
Standard Premier Class into Europe. 
You’ll enjoy a spacious reclining seat, 
picturesque scenery, a selection of 
magazines and a complimentary 
meal served at your table. Then you’ll 
travel in the comfort of first class rail 
on connections to your cruise port.

B

Please note: some flights may be indirect. Eurostar options may operate indirect and require a change of stations, subject to 
availability, transfers not included. Porterage is not included on flight or rail. Please call for details.

A

C

All-inclusive

Tailored To You
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All-inclusive

The Nth Degree
When you travel with Scenic you can be confident that 
we’ve thought about the details so you don’t have to. Every 
single aspect of your comfort and peace of mind has been 
considered, making your trip a truly carefree experience. 
A personal hello
We’ll personally greet you at your 
arrival airport and arrange transport 
to your city hotel or cruise departure 
point. When your cruise ends, we'll 
transfer you and your luggage to the 
airport for your return journey home. 
Travel in style
As well as travelling in luxury on 
your Scenic Space-Ship, all other 
elements of your journey are just as 
bespoke. Whether you’re travelling 
by road or rail, your transport will 
be the best in class. Our coaches 
are spacious and quiet and link 
seamlessly together for the Scenic 
all-inclusive experience. 
Wallet-free zone
All your tipping and gratuities have 
been included in the cost of your 
cruise. You needn’t spend a penny 
more if you don’t want to. We won’t 
even ask for your credit card at  
check in. 

All you need to think about is what 
to take home as a reminder of your 
wonderful holiday.  
Local knowledge
We use local guides onshore as we 
believe nobody knows a location 
quite like someone who lives there. 
We’ll take you to all the must-see 
highlights but we’ll also take you off 
the beaten track to explore the little 
known gems and delightful back 
streets that only we know. 
The best in the business
Scenic Cruise Directors are the best 
in the business. At your service and 
on hand throughout your cruise, 
they make sure every last detail of 
your trip is flawless. No question is 
too big or small and no effort is too 
much. 

A Every detail taken care of
B Your expertly trained crew
C Scenic Tour Director
D Personalised welcome on board

A

DB C



The rivers of Europe have  
shaped not only the beautiful 
undulating landscape 
— but also the histories of the 
diverse regions they flow through.

EUROPE

Once vital trade routes now flow with people 
who have come simply to experience the magic 
of these majestic rivers. The banks are still lined 
with the magnificent architecture of times past 
but the cultures and traditions are very much 
alive today. To feel the magic for yourself, cruise 
the waterways of the Rhine, Main, Danube and 
Moselle through diverse countries such as the 
Netherlands, Germany, Austria and Hungary.
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  River Cruise 

 	 Cruise	start/finish

  	 Enrich

  		 Freechoice

 1 	 Overnight	Stay	

Passau

Salzburg

Netherlands

Cologne

Freudenberg

Rüdesheim

Würzburg

Bamberg

Nuremberg

Regensburg
Rothenburg

Melk

Dürnstein
Bratislava

Marksburg

Budapest

Amsterdam

Vienna

Germany Poland

Switzerland

Italy
Slovenia

France

Belgium

Czech
Republic

Slovakia

Hungary

Austria

 English
Channel

14

Rhine

Danube

Main-Danube Canal

A Budapest
B	 Spanish	Riding	School,	Vienna
C	 Rhine	Gorge

A

B C

Jewels  
of Europe

 15 Day Cruise      Amsterdam > Budapest

Ancient towns and historic fortresses 
The Rhine, Main and Danube once passed through 
principalities ruled by the might of paid armies and 
dynasties that engaged in endless struggles  
for control of those fertile banks. 
Today,	those	magnificent	palaces	and	fortresses	still	stand.	
So	many	of	the	villages	along	these	great	rivers	have	lived	
a	charmed	life,	and	remain	as	beautiful	and	engaging	as	
ever.	Along	these	old	trade	routes	you’ll	encounter	all	the	
very	best	that	Europe	has	to	offer	–	incredible	culinary	
traditions	and	an	absorbing	mix	of	some	of	the	world’s	
most	influential	cultures.

Amsterdam > Budapest

 Enrich experience

Be	transported	with	a	special	and	private	
theatrical	production	of	the	‘Best	of	The	
Sound	of	Music	and	Salzburg	Show’	in	
the	hills	above	Salzburg,	Austria,	where	
scenes	from	the	movie	were	filmed.

Day Destination Highlights

1 UK	>	Amsterdam	(Netherlands) Welcome reception

2 Amsterdam Zaanse Schans

3 Cologne	(Germany) Banquet at Marksburg Castle

4 Rüdesheim Rhine Gorge

5 Freudenberg Tastes of ‘Oktoberfest’

6 Würzburg	 Bishop’s Residenz Palace

7 Bamberg	 Guided tour

8 Nuremberg WWII sites

9 Regensburg	 Weltenburg Abbey

10 Salzburg	(Austria) The Wonder of the Sound of Music

11 Melk Scenic Sundowner

12 Vienna Palais Liechtenstein

13 Vienna Schönbrunn Palace

14 Budapest	(Hungary) Thermal Baths & Spa

15 Budapest > UK Farewell 

Jewels	of	Europe
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Amsterdam Bishop’s Residenz Palace, Würzburg Regensburg Cathedral

Day	01
UK	>	Amsterdam
Choose	from	a	selection	of	ways	to	
travel	to	Amsterdam,	all	of	which	are	
included	at	no	supplement.	Fly	from	
one	of	up	to	14	UK	regional	airports	or	
travel	direct	from	London	Heathrow.	
You’ll	then	be	transferred	to	your	Scenic	
Space-Ship.	Relax	and	raise	your	glass	
to	the	days	ahead	at	this	evening’s	
welcome	reception.
Meals: D 

Day	02
Amsterdam	f
Freechoice:	Experience	an	iconic	canal	
cruise	or	enjoy	a	bit	of	quintessential	
Holland	at	Zaanse	Schans,	with	its	
windmills	and	open-air	conservation	
area.	Alternatively,	you	can	make	the	
most	of	your	free	time	by	walking	
or	cycling	the	city,	and	letting	your	
Tailormade	GPS	device	open	your	eyes	
to	its	many	key	attractions.	And	in	the	
evening,	please	join	the	Captain	for	the	
official	welcome	dinner.	
Meals: B.L.D 

Day	03
Cologne	>	Marksburg	fe
Freechoice:	Explore	the	Neanderthal	
museum	or	take	a	stroll	through	
Cologne	and	get	up	close	to	the	
filigree	twin	towers	of	the	famous	
cathedral.	Alternatively	enjoy	a	cooking	
demonstration	on	board	your	Scenic	
Space-Ship.

Enrich
Delight in the medieval ambience at 
Marksburg Castle, which has remained 
virtually unchanged since the Middle 
Ages. You’ll get the opportunity to 
partake in a magnificent medieval 
feast, with an abundance of fine fare 
and quantities of free flowing local 
red wine. You can also look forward to 
being entertained in the grand tradition 
of Europe’s great royal houses, with 
minstrels and colourful court jesters, 
there for your exclusive pleasure. 

Meals: B.L.D 

Day	04	
Rhine	Gorge	>	Rüdesheim	
Enjoy	the	unrivalled	views	and	fresh	
air	of	the	spectacular	Rhine	Gorge,	
a	UNESCO	World	Heritage	Site.	Then	
alight	in	Rüdesheim	and	board	the	
‘Winzerexpress’	mini	train	for	a	guided	
visit	of	Siegfried’s	Mechanical	Musical	
Instrument	Museum	before	enjoying	
a	cable	car	ride	to	the	Niederwald	
Monument,	where	a	spectacular	bird's	
eye	view	awaits.	
Meals: B.L.D 

Day	05	
Freudenberg	> 
Tastes	of	‘Oktoberfest’	e
Enrich
In Freudenberg you’ll get the chance 
to celebrate the Scenic version of 
‘Oktoberfest’, Germany’s famously fun 
festival. Look forward to joyous oom- 
pah-pah music, bright festive blue flags, 
and an abundance of fine beer. It’s also 
a great opportunity to meet the locals, 
see some regional arts and crafts, and 
indulge in a Bavarian lunch with large 
servings of good humour and revelry. 

Meals: B.L.D 

Day	06
Würzburg	f
Freechoice: Visit	the	Bishop’s	Residenz	
Palace	and	sample	some	exquisite	local	
wine,	or	explore	the	famous	Romantic	
Road,	which	was	such	an	important	
trade	route	during	the	Middle	Ages.	
Then	take	in	the	beautiful	walled	town	
of	Rothenburg,	a	medieval	gem	that	
overlooks	the	Tauber	River.	
Meals: B.L.D 

Guided bike ride, DürnsteinCeiling fresco, Melk Abbey

Day	07
Bamberg	
Immerse	yourself	in	the	old	town	of	
Bamberg,	a	UNESCO	World	Heritage	
Site	alive	with	history.	With	your	
knowledgeable	local	guide,	walk	the	
same	cobbled	streets	as	medieval	
traders	did.	During	your	leisure	time	
you	might	like	to	savour	the	traditional	
smoked	beer	of	the	region.	
Meals: B.L.D 

Day	08
Nuremberg	f
Freechoice:	Visit	moving	WWII	sites	
or	choose	something	a	little	lighter	–	
the	‘Tastes	of	Nuremberg’	–	a	tour	of	
culinary	delights	that	will	let	you	indulge	
your	passion	for	local	bratwurst,	beer	
and	gingerbread.	Alternatively	learn	
new	techniques	at	a	cooking	class.	We	
won’t	tell	anyone	if	you	loosen	your	belt	
a	little.
Meals: B.L.D 

Day	09
Regensburg	f
From	its	medieval	town,	the	bordering	
Bavarian	Forest	and	the	confluence	of	
three	rivers,	Regensburg	offers	a	rich	
tapestry	of	experiences.	
Freechoice:	Enjoy	a	walking	tour	of	
Regensburg	or	hop	on	board	a	local	
ferry	and	sail	the	Danube	Gorge	to	
Weltenburg	Abbey	where	you	can	
sample	beer	from	one	of	the	oldest	
monastic	breweries	in	the	world.	You	
could	also	take	a	leisurely	cycle	to	
the	Walhalla	monument	with	your	
Tailormade	GPS	device.
Meals: B.L.D 

Day	10
Passau	>	Salzburg	e
Enrich
Let the ‘Best of The Sound of Music 
and Salzburg Show’ transport you to 
another time and place. Based on the 
timeless movie of the same name, this 
exclusive production is performed in the 
rolling hills of Salzburg and will wow you 
with its stage sets. Enjoy an authentic 
Austrian lunch before an afternoon of 
humming along to some catchy classics. 

Meals: B.L.D 

Day	11
Melk	>	Dürnstein	fs 
Freechoice: Experience	Melk’s	
magnificent	18th	century	Benedictine	
Abbey	on	a	guided	tour.	Alternatively,	for	
the	more	active	embark	on	an	enjoyable	
guided	bike	ride	along	the	river	from	
Melk	to	one	of	the	most	enchanting	
villages	in	the	region,	Dürnstein	–	at	
your	own	pace,	of	course.	We’ll	even	
pack	you	a	picnic.	
Sundowners^
As the day ends, you’ll get to take in 
a fine sunset at the breathtakingly 
beautiful Wachau Valley. You’ll be in 
very fine company, and can expect a 
wonderful ending to a magnificent day. 
Of course, we don’t take all the credit for 
this one. It’s nature who’ll provide the 
view; we’re just bringing the drinks. 
Meals: B.L.D 

Day	12
Vienna	e
Acquaint	yourself	with	this	opulent	city	
by	taking	an	enjoyable	guided	tour	of	
its	most	famous	sights,	including	the	
Ringstrasse.	
Enrich
Breathe in the opulence and luxury of 
Palais Liechtenstein while enjoying 
a glass of fine Austrian Sekt. Then be 
enthralled by an enchanting private 
Viennese evening concert featuring 
the timeless music of Strauss and 
Mozart. Even in elegant Vienna, Palais 
Liechtenstein is one of the grandest 
of all venues, and you’ll have ample 
opportunity to explore it.

Meals: B.L.D 

Day	13	
Vienna	f
Freechoice: Take	a	guided	tour	of	
Bratislava	or	Schönbrunn	Palace	and	
witness	the	sheer	opulence	of	the	
Habsburg	Empire.	Alternatively,	visit	
the	world-renowned	Spanish	Riding	
School	for	either	a	tour	of	the	stables	or	
to	see	the	famous	Lipizzaner	Stallions	
perfecting	their	skills	during	their	
morning	exercise	program.	Alternatively,	
why	not	taste	your	way	around	the	local	
market	on	our	Shop	with	a	Chef	tour	
with	your	on	board	chef.
Meals: B.L.D 

Jewels	of	Europe

15 Day Itinerary Amsterdam > Budapest

Jewels of Europe

Rhine Valley



Our cruise from Amsterdam 
to Budapest was an adventure 
of epic proportions.  
We explored countless 
destinations, uncovered 
centuries of history and 
travelled in uncompromising 
style the entire time.
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Palais Liechtenstein

For detailed deck & cabin plan inclusions see pages 162-171.
Please note different ships operate across different dates & not all ships have all category cabins available. Please call us for details.
^Sundowners	are	weather	permitting.	†	With	the	exception	of	fine	and	rare	wines	and	spirits.	*	Cruise	Operates	in	reverse.	Palais	Leichtenstein	and	Marsburg	Castle	venues	may	be	substituted	
for	similar.

Terms and Conditions:	All	prices	and	upgrades	per	person,	twin	share	in	GBP.	Deposit	is	£750	per	person.	Flights	are	in	Economy	class.	Full	payment	is	required	90	days	prior	to	departure.	 
Please	note,	the	ship	operating	a	particular	cruise	is	subject	to	change.	Itinerary	and	departure	date	are	subject	to	change.	For	full	terms	and	conditions	please	refer	to	pages	158	to	161.

Parliament Building, Budapest

 Moira Davies, 68  
Budapest, Hungary 
N 47° 29’ E 19° 2’ 

2017 Departure Dates For details of our latest offers visit scenic.co.uk

Suite Categories
Jewel Deck Sapphire Deck Diamond Deck

E D C BA BB B BD BJ A PA PP P PD RJ RA R RR RS RP

Mar 06 	£3,745		£3,940		£4,740		£4,890		£5,040		£5,140		£5,390		£5,740		£5,140		£5,190		£5,340		£5,440		£5,640		£5,940		£7,040	 	£7,090	 	£7,340	 	£7,090	 	£7,840	

Apr 03*,	10,	10*,	12,	12* 	£4,545		£4,740		£5,540		£5,690		£5,840		£5,940		£6,190		£6,540		£5,940		£5,990		£6,140		£6,240		£6,440		£6,740		£7,840	 	£7,890	 	£8,140	 	£7,890	 	£8,640	

May 10*,	15,	17*,	17 	£4,545		£4,740		£5,540		£5,690		£5,840		£5,940		£6,190		£6,540		£5,940		£5,990		£6,140		£6,240		£6,440		£6,740		£7,840	 	£7,890	 	£8,140	 	£7,890	 	£8,640	

May 29,	29*,	31* 	£4,545		£4,740		£5,540		£5,690		£5,840		£5,940		£6,190		£6,540		£5,940		£5,990		£6,140		£6,240		£6,440		£6,740		£7,840	 	£7,890	 	£8,140	 	£7,890	 	£8,640	

Jun 07*,	12,	14,	 	£4,545		£4,740		£5,540		£5,690		£5,840		£5,940		£6,190		£6,540		£5,940		£5,990		£6,140		£6,240		£6,440		£6,740		£7,840	 	£7,890	 	£8,140	 	£7,890	 	£8,640	

Jun 19,	19*,	21,	26* 	£4,545		£4,740		£5,540		£5,690		£5,840		£5,940		£6,190		£6,540		£5,940		£5,990		£6,140		£6,240		£6,440		£6,740		£7,840	 	£7,890	 	£8,140	 	£7,890	 	£8,640	

Jul 03,	03*,	10,	10*,	12 	£4,545		£4,740		£5,540		£5,690		£5,840		£5,940		£6,190		£6,540		£5,940		£5,990		£6,140		£6,240		£6,440		£6,740		£7,840	 	£7,890	 	£8,140	 	£7,890	 	£8,640	

Jul 12*,	17	17*,	24,	24* 	£4,545		£4,740		£5,540		£5,690		£5,840		£5,940		£6,190		£6,540		£5,940		£5,990		£6,140		£6,240		£6,440		£6,740		£7,840	 	£7,890	 	£8,140	 	£7,890	 	£8,640	

Jul 26*,	31,	31* 	£4,545		£4,740		£5,540		£5,690		£5,840		£5,940		£6,190		£6,540		£5,940		£5,990		£6,140		£6,240		£6,440		£6,740		£7,840	 	£7,890	 	£8,140	 	£7,890	 	£8,640	

Aug 02*,	07,	07*,	09 	£4,545		£4,740		£5,540		£5,690		£5,840		£5,940		£6,190		£6,540		£5,940		£5,990		£6,140		£6,240		£6,440		£6,740		£7,840	 	£7,890	 	£8,140	 	£7,890	 	£8,640	

Aug 14	14*,	16,	21 	£4,545		£4,740		£5,540		£5,690		£5,840		£5,940		£6,190		£6,540		£5,940		£5,990		£6,140		£6,240		£6,440		£6,740		£7,840	 	£7,890	 	£8,140	 	£7,890	 	£8,640	

Aug 21*,	23*,	28,	28* 	£4,545		£4,740		£5,540		£5,690		£5,840		£5,940		£6,190		£6,540		£5,940		£5,990		£6,140		£6,240		£6,440		£6,740		£7,840	 	£7,890	 	£8,140	 	£7,890	 	£8,640	

Sep 06,	11,	11* 	£4,545		£4,740		£5,540		£5,690		£5,840		£5,940		£6,190		£6,540		£5,940		£5,990		£6,140		£6,240		£6,440		£6,740		£7,840	 	£7,890	 	£8,140	 	£7,890	 	£8,640	

Sep 20,	20*,	25 	£4,545		£4,740		£5,540		£5,690		£5,840		£5,940		£6,190		£6,540		£5,940		£5,990		£6,140		£6,240		£6,440		£6,740		£7,840	 	£7,890	 	£8,140	 	£7,890	 	£8,640	

Oct 02,	02*,	04,	04*,	09* 	£4,545		£4,740		£5,540		£5,690		£5,840		£5,940		£6,190		£6,540		£5,940		£5,990		£6,140		£6,240		£6,440		£6,740		£7,840	 	£7,890	 	£8,140	 	£7,890	 	£8,640	

Oct 16,	16*,	18,	18*,	25* 	£4,545		£4,740		£5,540		£5,690		£5,840		£5,940		£6,190		£6,540		£5,940		£5,990		£6,140		£6,240		£6,440		£6,740		£7,840	 	£7,890	 	£8,140	 	£7,890	 	£8,640	

Nov 08 	£3,245		£3,440		£4,240		£4,390		£4,540		£4,640		£4,890		£5,240		£4,640		£4,690		£4,840		£4,940		£5,140		£5,440		£6,540		£6,590	 	£6,840	 	£6,590	 	£7,340	

All-inclusive highlights

On board
			Fly	from	a	selection	of	up	to	 
15	UK	airports
			14	nights	on	board	a	5-star	 
Scenic	Space-Ship
			Balcony	suites,	including	a	 
Scenic	Sun	Lounge	
			Butler	service	for	all	guests
			Laundry	concierge
			Complimentary	premium	branded	
beverages	all	day,	everyday†

			Six	dining	options,	from	casual	 
to	fine	dining
			Exclusive	Scenic	Tailormade	GPS	 
for	self-guided	touring
			Authentic	local	entertainment
			The	freedom	of	our	e-bikes
			Cruise	Directors	to	guide	and	assist
			Expert	local	guides
			Complimentary	Wi-Fi	internet
			Return	airport	transfers

Onshore
			Scenic	Enrich	–	unforgettable	 
and	exclusive	events
			Scenic	Sundowners^	–	exclusive	
hosted	cocktails	in	a	stunning	
location
			Scenic	Freechoice	–	a	choice	of	
activities	throughout	your	journey

And	of	course	all	tipping	and	
gratuities	worth	up	to	£900	 
per	couple

Day	14
Budapest f
It’s	like	Budapest	was	made	to	inspire	
those	on	the	river.	Few	experiences	will	
compare	to	cruising	on	the	Danube	and	
cruising	in	the	heart	of	this	romantic	
metropolis.
Freechoice:	Make	the	most	of	a	guided	
tour	of	this	city,	which	includes	a	piano	
concert.	Or	take	some	time	to	yourself	
and	relax	at	the	Thermal	Baths	and	
Spa.	Alternatively	you	can	choose	
to	experience	the	labyrinths	of	the	
Hospital	in	the	Rock.
Meals: B.L.D 

Day	15
Budapest > UK
After	breakfast,	transfer	to	Budapest	
airport	for	your	return	flight	home.	
Travel	direct	to	London	Heathrow	or	one	
of	up	to	14	UK	regional	airports.
Meals: B

Key

e Scenic Enrich

s Scenic Sundowners

f  Freechoice - see page 150-155
          Meals: Breakfast (B). Lunch (L). Dinner (D).

15 Day Itinerary Amsterdam > Budapest

Jewels of Europe

¥Mileage	restrictions	apply	on	private	door-to-door	transfers	
-	call	for	details.

 

£1,500  
SAVE  

a	guaranteed

per	couple	 
on	all	prices	
shown	below

FREE  
private  

door-to-door	 
transfers¥  
worth	up	to	

£330  
per	couple	

Birthday  
Bonus Offer

£100  
per	couple	 

off	all	our	2017	 
Europe	River	

Cruises
Book by  

25 June 2016
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  River Cruise 

 	 Cruise	start/finish

  	 Enrich

  		 Freechoice

 1 	 Overnight	Stay	
 	 Land	Content

Day Destination Highlights

1 UK	>	Nuremberg	(Germany) Welcome reception

2 Nuremberg Tastes of Nuremberg culinary tour

3 Regensburg Beer tasting at Weltenburg Abbey

4 Passau	>	Linz	(Austria) Ceský Krumlov excursion

5 Melk	>	Dürnstein Bike ride from Melk to Dürnstein

6 Vienna Palais Liechtenstein classical concert

7 Budapest	(Hungary) Tour and piano concert 

8 Budapest > UK Farewell

Nuremberg

Regensburg
Passau

Salzburg

Melk
Linz

Dürnstein

Budapest
Vienna

Germany

Italy Slovenia

Czech
Republic

Slovakia

Hungary
Austria

Cesky Krumlov

BratislavaMunich

Danube

Main-Danube 
Canal

7

A	 Chain	Bridge,	Budapest
B	 On-board	E-bikes
C	 Dürnstein

A

B C

Gems of  
the Danube

 8 Day  Cruise       Nuremberg > Budapest

Waltz through enchanting Europe
As you edge your way further east, a tapestry of 
tradition begins to unravel upon the banks of the 
Danube.
Sailing	commences	in	the	11th	century	Bavarian	city	
of	Nuremberg	where	a	medley	of	contemporary	and	
classic	styles	influence	the	region	from	the	footpaths	
to	the	skyline.	From	medieval	Regensburg,	ease	out	
into	Austria	and	traverse	the	architectural	elegance	
of	an	area	famed	for	its	rich	musical	heritage.	You	can	
explore	the	nearby	town	of	Ceský	Krumlov	or	take	an	
excursion	to	the	Slovakian	capital	of	Bratislava.	Your	
final	few	days	are	spent	exploring	the	crown	jewels	of	
the	Danube:	Vienna	and	Budapest.	Inspiring,	insightful	
and	mesmerising	in	every	sense,	guided	tours	–	and	
much	more	–	will	take	you	deep	into	the	heart	of	these	
culturally	rich	and	diverse	cities.	

Nuremberg > Budapest

 Enrich experience

Vienna	is	known	as	the	‘City	of	Music’	and	
its	famous	Palais	Liechtenstein	provides	
the	perfect	backdrop	for	this	exclusive	
scenic	event.	Attend	a	private	ballet	and	
Viennese	concert	featuring	the	music	of	
Strauss	and	Mozart.	

Gems	of	the	Danube
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Regensburg Passau Melk Abbey

Day	01
UK	>	Nuremberg
Choose	from	a	selection	of	ways	to	
travel	to	Munich,	all	of	which	are	
included	at	no	supplement.	Fly	from	
one	of	up	to	14	UK	regional	airports	
or	travel	direct	from	London	Heathrow.	
You’ll	then	be	transferred	to	your	
Scenic	Space-Ship,	which	is	docked	in	
Nuremberg.	
Upon	arrival	you’ll	have	ample	time	to	
settle	in	to	your	suite	before	raising	a	
glass	to	the	journey	ahead	at	a	welcome	
reception.	You	will	find	plenty	of	time	to	
explore	your	lavish	ship's	many	state-
of-the-art	features	and	take	advantage	
of	the	unique	all-inclusive	service	
available	to	you	throughout	your	time	
on	the	Danube.
Meals: D

Day	02
Nuremberg	f
From	the	distinguished	medieval	
architecture	and	fortifications	of	the	old	
town	to	historic	WWII	sites,	Franconia's	
largest	city	has	so	much	to	offer	each	
and	every	one	of	its	visitors.
Freechoice: You	can	choose	to	visit	
some	of	the	city’s	famous	WWII	sites,	
a	tour	which	concludes	with	a	self-
guided	exploration	of	the	interesting	
documentation	centre.	If	you’d	prefer	
something	a	little	lighter,	our	delicious	
‘Tastes	of	Nuremberg’	excursion	is	a	
culinary	quest	through	the	city.	You	will	
embark	on	a	guided	tour	and	sample	
a	handful	of	local	delicacies	like	
bratwurst,	beer	and	gingerbread.	
As	the	evening	arrives,	you	are	invited	
to	join	your	ship’s	Captain	for	a	special	
welcome	dinner	in	Crystal	Dining,	the	
main	restaurant	on	board	your	luxurious	
Space-Ship.	You	can	look	forward	to	an	
expertly	crafted	menu	and	lashings	of	
local	wine	and	beer.	
Meals: B.L.D

Day	03
Regensburg	f
Located	at	the	confluence	of	three	
rivers,	Regensburg	offers	a	rich	tapestry	
of	experiences.	The	medieval	centre	of	
the	city	is	a	UNESCO	World	Heritage	
Site	and	a	testimony	of	the	city's	status	
as	cultural	centre	of	southern	Germany	
in	the	Middle	Ages.	
Freechoice: Join	an	insightful	local	
guide	for	a	casual	walk	around	
Regensburg	to	discover	the	traditional	
old	town.	You’ll	see	its	Old	Bridge,	an	
array	of	wealthy	merchant	houses	
and	the	Porta	Praetori	–	a	reminder	
of	Regensburg’s	Roman	heritage.	
Alternatively,	hop	on	a	local	ferry	and	
sail	the	Danube	Gorge	to	discover	
Weltenburg	Abbey,	a	grand	property	set	
on	the	shore	of	the	Danube	River.	As	
one	of	the	oldest	monastic	breweries	
in	the	world,	it’s	only	right	you	get	to	
sample	the	abbey’s	famous	brew.	You	
could	also	let	your	Tailormade	GPS	
device	guide	you	on	a	leisurely	cycle	to	
the	Walhalla	temple,	modelled	on	the	
Parthenon	in	Athens	and	built	at	the	
request	of	King	Ludwig	I	of	Bavaria.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	04
Passau	>	Linz	f
This	morning	you'll	cruise	into	Passau,	
the	beautiful	Baroque	city	straddling	
Germany,	Austria	and	the	Czech	
Republic.	Passau	is	also	known	as	the	
Dreiflüssestadt	or	"City	of	Three	Rivers,"	
because	the	Danube	is	joined	at	Passau	
by	the	Inn	from	the	south	and	the	Ilz	
from	the	north.	

Freechoice:	Wave	goodbye	to	the	river	
and	say	hello	to	the	Czech	Republic	
during	a	visit	to	the	World	Heritage-
listed	old	city	of	Ceský	Krumlov.	
Situated	on	the	banks	of	the	Vltava	
river,	the	town	was	built	around	a	13th-
century	castle	with	Gothic,	Renaissance	
and	Baroque	influences.	You	will	enjoy	a	
guided	tour	of	this	magical	destination,	
taking	in	the	best	of	what	it	has	to	
offer.	Alternatively,	take	an	excursion	
to	magical	Salzburg	where	a	guided	
tour	and	some	free	time	awaits.	This	
fairy	tale	city,	which	was	the	birthplace	
of	Mozart	and	setting	for	‘The	Sound	
of	Music’,	is	dominated	by	the	11th	
century	Fortress	Hohensalzburg,	a	
mighty	landmark	that	crowns	a	fertile	
hilltop	in	the	centre	of	the	region.	From	
a	distance,	Salzburg	looks	like	a	scene	
from	a	fairy	tale,	with	emerald	hillsides	
and	ivory	castle	spires	piercing	the	
azure	skyline.	
Meals: B.L.D

Day	05
Melk	>	Dürnstein	fs
As	you	travel	deeper	into	Austria	you	
have	plenty	of	exciting	Freechoice	
excursions	to	pick	from.	You	will	also	
find	plenty	of	time	to	admire	the	
beautiful	views	and	endless	scenery	
from	the	comfort	of	your	stylish	
Space-Ship,	whether	you're	unwinding	
in	the	comfort	of	your	private	balcony	
or	soaking	up	the	sights	from	the	
panoramic	Sun	Deck.	
Freechoice:	Melk’s	magnificent	18th	
century	Benedictine	Abbey	was	
originally	built	as	a	palace,	so	its	ornate	
and	intricate	interior	is	sure	to	surprise	
and	intrigue.	You’ll	enjoy	a	guided	tour	
of	this	spectacular	residence,	which	
includes	the	property’s	striking	library	
and	the	abbey	church.	Alternatively,	if	
you’re	feeling	particularly	active,	why	
not	embark	on	a	guided	bicycle	ride	
along	the	river	from	Melk	to	one	of	
the	region’s	most	enchanting	villages,	
Dürnstein.	It	is	one	of	the	most	visited	

8 Day Itinerary Nuremberg > Budapest

Gems of the Danube

destinations	in	the	Wachau	region	and	
also	a	well-known	wine	growing	area.	
Nestled	on	the	banks	of	the	Danube,	
everything	about	this	charming	village	
promises	to	wow,	from	the	castle	which	
towers	over	the	town	to	the	blissful	
location	at	the	water's	edge.	
We’ll	even	pack	you	a	picnic	so	you	can	
stop	off	and	admire	the	views	of	the	
Danube	and	beyond	with	a	bite	to	eat.	
Sundowners^
As your day comes to an end you’ll be 
transported to Wachau Valley, a striking 
natural wonderland and UNESCO 
World Heritage Site carved out by the 
Danube river. Here you’re invited to take 
in the beautiful views of this stunning 
landscape with a complimentary 
cocktail in hand. The endless panoramas 
feature reminders of the region's past as 
well as unspoilt horizons peppered with 
castles, monasteries and ancient ruins. 
Your time here is the perfect opportunity 
to reflect on your journey so far, or catch 
up with your fellow guests and share 
stories of your adventure as you toast to 
the journey of a lifetime. This experience 
is reserved primarily for Scenic guests, 
so you can expect an intimate and 
exclusive experience unlike any other. 
We'll cheers to that.

Meals: B.L.D

Day	06
Vienna	fe
Welcome	to	Vienna,	Austria’s	famous	
capital	city.	Its	artistic	and	intellectual	
legacy	was	shaped	by	residents	
including	Mozart,	Beethoven	and	
Sigmund	Freud.	The	city	is	also	known	
for	its	Imperial	palaces,	including	
Schönbrunn,	the	Habsburgs’	summer	
residence.	
Freechoice:	Journey	to	nearby	
Bratislava	and	take	a	guided	tour	
of	the	surprisingly	small	Slovakian	
capital.	With	your	knowledgeable	
local	guide,	you’ll	discover	the	quaint	
gems	of	this	historic	city	situated	
on	the	banks	of	the	mighty	Danube	
River.	Walk	the	cobblestone	streets	
and	see	the	former	coronation	square,	
Slova	National	Theatre,	as	well	as	
St.	Martin´s	Cathedral,	the	former	
coronation	church	of	the	Kings	and	
Queens	of	Hungary.	If	you’d	prefer,	
you	can	choose	to	join	a	local	guide	
on	a	tour	of	Schönbrunn	Palace,	a	
grandiose	residence	that	showcases	
the	Habsburg	Empire’s	extravagant	
tastes.	Alternatively,	visit	the	world-
renowned	Spanish	Riding	School	
and	either	see	the	famous	Lipizzaner	
Stallions	perfecting	their	skills	during	
their	morning	exercise	program	or	take	
a	tour	of	the	stables.	Alternatively,	taste	
your	way	around	the	local	market	on	
our	Shop	with	a	Chef	tour	with	your	on	
board	chef.	

Enrich
You are invited to indulge in the opulence 
and luxury of Palais Liechtenstein during 
a special Scenic-only event. Enjoy a 
glass of Austrian Sekt on arrival, before 
attending a private Viennese concert in 
the heart of this grandiose residence. 
As the timeless melodies of Strauss and 
Mozart fill the air, it will dawn on you 
that this intimate celebration is one of 
the highlights of your cruise. 

Meals: B.L.D

Day	07
Budapest f
As	you	sail	in	on	the	waters	of	the	
Danube,	Budapest’s	magical	city	
skyline	appears	from	the	water’s	edge.	
With	Buda	on	one	side	and	Pest	on	the	
other,	you’ll	be	spoilt	for	choice	as	you	
depart	your	Space-Ship	bound	for	the	
region’s	essential	landmarks.	
Freechoice: Take	advantage	of	a	
guided	tour	of	this	city	of	contradictory	
delights.	You’ll	see	highlights	such	as	
Heroes’	Square	and	Matthias	Church,	
as	well	as	the	medieval	town	on	castle	
hill	before	enjoying	a	splendid	piano	
concert.	Alternatively,	unwind	at	the	
Thermal	Baths	and	Spa,	famous	for	
their	naturally	heated	springs	and	their	
healing	properties.	Or,	you	can	choose	
to	brave	the	labyrinths	of	the	Hospital	
in	the	Rock,	a	relic	of	WWII	and	the	1956	
uprising	located	in	the	dark	caverns	
beneath	Buda	Castle.	This	is	a	must	for	
history	and	war	buffs.	

Gems	of	the	Danube

ViennaCorridor of Gloriette, Schönbrunn PalaceNuremberg



Cruising Austria’s Wachau Valley 
was like embarking on time travel. 
Endless countryside stretched across 
the horizon, untouched villages 
nestled the water’s edge and Melk’s 
majestic abbey loomed over us like 
an ancient and immovable power.

 Jonathan Fisher, 73  
Wachau Valley, Austria 
N 47° 43’ E 16° 13’
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For detailed deck & cabin plan inclusions see pages 162-171.
Please note different ships operate across different dates & not all ships have all category cabins available. Please call us for details.
^Sundowners	are	weather	permitting.	†	With	the	exception	of	fine	and	rare	wines	and	spirits.	*	Cruise	Operates	in	reverse.	Palais	Liechtenstein	venue	may	be	substituted	for	similar.

Terms and Conditions:	All	prices	and	upgrades	per	person,	twin	share	in	GBP.	Deposit	is	£750	per	person.	Flights	are	in	Economy	class.	Full	payment	is	required	90	days	prior	to	departure. 
Please	note,	the	ship	operating	a	particular	cruise	is	subject	to	change.	Itinerary	and	departure	date	are	subject	to	change.	For	full	terms	and	conditions	please	refer	to	pages	158	to	161.

Parliament Buildings, Budapest Thermal Baths, Budapest

2017 Departure Dates For details of our latest offers visit scenic.co.uk

Suite Categories
Jewel Deck Sapphire Deck Diamond Deck

E D C BA BB B BD BJ A PA PP P PD RJ RA R RR RS RP

Apr 03*,	10 	£2,645		£2,770		£3,290		£3,390		£3,490		£3,540		£3,740		£3,990		£3,540		£3,590		£3,690		£3,740		£3,940		£4,190		£4,740		£4,840	 	£5,040	 	£4,840	 	£5,340	

May 10*,	17,	22* 	£3,045		£3,170		£3,690		£3,790		£3,890		£3,940		£4,140		£4,390		£3,940		£3,990		£4,090		£4,140		£4,340		£4,590		£5,140		£5,240	 	£5,440	 	£5,240	 	£5,740	

May 24*,	29,	31 	£3,045		£3,170		£3,690		£3,790		£3,890		£3,940		£4,140		£4,390		£3,940		£3,990		£4,090		£4,140		£4,340		£4,590		£5,140		£5,240	 	£5,440	 	£5,240	 	£5,740	

Jun 05*,	12,	12* 	£3,045		£3,170		£3,690		£3,790		£3,890		£3,940		£4,140		£4,390		£3,940		£3,990		£4,090		£4,140		£4,340		£4,590		£5,140		£5,240	 	£5,440	 	£5,240	 	£5,740	

Jun 19,	26*,	28* 	£3,045		£3,170		£3,690		£3,790		£3,890		£3,940		£4,140		£4,390		£3,940		£3,990		£4,090		£4,140		£4,340		£4,590		£5,140		£5,240	 	£5,440	 	£5,240	 	£5,740	

Jul 03,	05,	05* 	£3,045		£3,170		£3,690		£3,790		£3,890		£3,940		£4,140		£4,390		£3,940		£3,990		£4,090		£4,140		£4,340		£4,590		£5,140		£5,240	 	£5,440	 	£5,240	 	£5,740	

Jul 12,	19*,	26 	£3,045		£3,170		£3,690		£3,790		£3,890		£3,940		£4,140		£4,390		£3,940		£3,990		£4,090		£4,140		£4,340		£4,590		£5,140		£5,240	 	£5,440	 	£5,240	 	£5,740	

Aug 30* 	£3,045		£3,170		£3,690		£3,790		£3,890		£3,940		£4,140		£4,390		£3,940		£3,990		£4,090		£4,140		£4,340		£4,590		£5,140		£5,240	 	£5,440	 	£5,240	 	£5,740	

Sep 04*,	06,	11,	13*,	18* 	£3,045		£3,170		£3,690		£3,790		£3,890		£3,940		£4,140		£4,390		£3,940		£3,990		£4,090		£4,140		£4,340		£4,590		£5,140		£5,240	 	£5,440	 	£5,240	 	£5,740	

Sep 20,	25,	25*,	27* 	£3,045		£3,170		£3,690		£3,790		£3,890		£3,940		£4,140		£4,390		£3,940		£3,990		£4,090		£4,140		£4,340		£4,590		£5,140		£5,240	 	£5,440	 	£5,240	 	£5,740	

Oct 02 	£3,045		£3,170		£3,690		£3,790		£3,890		£3,940		£4,140		£4,390		£3,940		£3,990		£4,090		£4,140		£4,340		£4,590		£5,140		£5,240	 	£5,440	 	£5,240	 	£5,740	

Oct 04,	11*,	18 	£2,645		£2,770		£3,290		£3,390		£3,490		£3,540		£3,740		£3,990		£3,540		£3,590		£3,690		£3,740		£3,940		£4,190		£4,740		£4,840	 	£5,040	 	£4,840	 	£5,340	

All-inclusive highlights

On board
			Fly	from	a	selection	of	up	to	 
15	UK	airports
			7	nights	on	board	a	5-star	 
Scenic	Space-Ship
			Balcony	suites,	including	a	 
Scenic	Sun	Lounge	
			Butler	service	for	all	guests
			Laundry	concierge
			Complimentary	premium	branded	
beverages	all	day,	everyday†

			Six	dining	options,	from	casual	 
to	fine	dining
			Exclusive	Scenic	Tailormade	GPS	 
for	self-guided	touring
			Authentic	local	entertainment
			The	freedom	of	our	e-bikes
			Cruise	Directors	to	guide	and	assist
			Expert	local	guides
			Complimentary	Wi-Fi	internet
			Return	airport	transfers

Onshore
			Scenic	Enrich	–	unforgettable	 
and	exclusive	events
			Scenic	Sundowners^	–	exclusive	
hosted	cocktails	in	a	stunning	
location
			Scenic	Freechoice	–	a	choice	of	
activities	throughout	your	journey

And	of	course	all	tipping	and	
gratuities	worth	up	to	£465	 
per	couple

8 Day Itinerary Nuremberg > Budapest

Gems of the Danube

Later,	take	advantage	of	some	free	time	
to	meander	the	exquisite	streets	and	
explore	the	city’s	famous	‘ruin	bars’.	
Make	the	most	of	your	final	night	on	
board	and	marvel	at	the	twinkling	city	
from	the	comfort	of	your	ship	or	private	
balcony.	
Meals: B.L.D

Day	08
Budapest > UK
After	breakfast,	transfer	to	Budapest	
airport	for	your	return	flight	home.	
Travel	direct	to	London	Heathrow	or	one	
of	14	UK	regional	airports.
Meals: B

Key

e Scenic Enrich

s Scenic Sundowners

f Freechoice - see page 150-155
         Meals: Breakfast (B). Lunch (L). Dinner (D).

   Dedicated Cycling Cruises

 
For	those	looking	for	a	more	active	
pace,	we	have	dedicated	cycling	cruises	
please	call	for	details.

¥Mileage	restrictions	apply	on	private	door-to-door	transfers	
-	call	for	details.

 

£1,500  
SAVE  

a	guaranteed

per	couple	 
on	all	prices	
shown	below

FREE  
private  

door-to-door	 
transfers¥  
worth	up	to	

£330  
per	couple	

Birthday  
Bonus Offer

£100  
per	couple	 

off	all	our	2017	 
Europe	River	

Cruises
Book by  

25 June 2016
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  River Cruise 

 	 Cruise	start/finish

  	 Enrich

  		 Freechoice

 1 	 Overnight	Stay	

	 Land	Content

Nuremberg

Regensburg
Passau

Salzburg

Melk
Linz

Dürnstein

Budapest
Vienna

Germany

Italy Slovenia

Czech
Republic

Slovakia

Hungary
Austria

Cesky Krumlov

Bratislava

Prague

Danube

Main-Danube 
Canal

7

3

A	 Prague	Old	Town
B Budapest
C	 Melk	Abbey

A

B C

Gems of the 
Danube with 
Prague

 11 Day Cruise & Tour      Prague > Budapest

A river unlike any other 
Perhaps it’s hardly surprising that one of Europe’s 
longest waterways has so many wonderful 
attractions along its banks. 
Even	so,	every	aspect	of	this	itinerary	will	surprise	
and	delight	you,	starting	with	a	three	night	hotel	stay	
in	Prague	to	help	you	prepare	yourself	for	the	wonder	
of	your	5-star	luxury	river	cruise.	Explore	Nuremberg,	
famous	for	so	many	landmark	events	in	history;	Vienna,	
with	its	remarkable	array	of	elegant	buildings;	or	
Budapest,	so	often	cited	as	one	of	the	most	beautiful	
cities	in	Europe.	You	can	look	forward	to	enjoying	it	all	
from	the	deck	of	a	Scenic	Space-Ship.

Prague > Budapest

Day Destination Highlights

1 UK	>	Prague	(Czech	Republic) Welcome to your hotel

2 Prague Walking tour

3 Prague Time at leisure

4 Prague	>	Nuremberg	(Germany) Welcome reception

5 Nuremberg WWII site tour

6 Regensburg Beer tasting at Weltenburg Abbey

7 Passau	>	Linz	(Austria) Ceský Krumlov excursion

8 Melk	>	Dürnstein	 Bike ride from Melk to Dürnstein

9 Vienna Schönbrunn Palace

10 Budapest	(Hungary) Hospital in the Rock

11 Budapest > UK Farewell

 Freechoice activity

Melk	Abbey	is	perched	on	a	rocky	
outcrop	overlooking	the	city	below.	You	
will	take	great	pleasure	in	exploring	this	
spectacular	Austrian	landmark.
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Gems	of	the	Danube	with	Prague

Old Square, Prague ‘Tastes of Nuremberg’ Tour Bratislava

11 Day Itinerary Prague > Budapest

Gems of the Danube with Prague

Passau Spanish Riding School, ViennaRegensburg

Day	01
UK	>	Prague
Choose	from	a	selection	of	ways	
to	travel	to	Prague,	all	of	which	are	
included	at	no	supplement.	Fly	from	
one	of	up	to	14	UK	regional	airports	or	
travel	direct	from	London	Heathrow.	
You’ll	then	be	transferred	to	the	Prague	
Marriott	Hotel	to	start	your	journey	with	
a	three-night	stay	in	this	magical	city.

Day	02
Prague
This	morning,	join	your	knowledgeable	
local	guide	on	a	fascinating	walk	
through	the	city	and	view	the	famous	
Astronomical	Clock.	Afterwards	you	
might	wish	to	venture	across	the	world-
famous	Charles	Bridge.	This	incredibly	
beautiful	structure	was	commissioned	
in	1357	by	Charles	IV	after	the	Judith	
Bridge	was	destroyed	by	floods.
Meals: B

Day	03
Prague
Stroll	this	magnificent	city	at	your	
leisure.	Situated	on	the	bank	of	the	
River	Vltava	in	central	Bohemia,	the	
beautiful	city	of	Prague	is	rich	in	history	
and	home	to	some	of	the	world’s	most	
striking	architectural	wonders.	There’s	
no	need	to	fret	or	plan	ahead	–	your	
Tour	Director	is	on	hand	to	take	care	of	
everything.
Meals: B

Day	04
Prague	>	Nuremberg
Today	you’ll	journey	by	coach	to	
fascinating	Nuremberg	in	Bavaria,	
which	dates	back	to	the	11th	century.	
Board	your	Scenic	Space-Ship	and	your	
cruise	begins	here	-	you’ll	get	to	toast	
the	occasion	at	this	evening’s	welcome	
reception.
Meals: B.D

Day	05
Nuremberg	f
Enjoy	a	full	day	in	the	Bavarian	city	of	
Nuremberg	is	filled	with	sightseeing	
opportunities.	
From	the	distinguished	medieval	
architecture	and	fortifications	of	the	old	
town	to	historic	WWII	sites,	Franconia's	
largest	city	has	so	much	to	offer	each	
and	every	one	of	its	visitors.
Freechoice: You	can	choose	to	visit	
some	of	the	city’s	famous	WWII	sites,	
a	tour	which	concludes	with	a	self-
guided	exploration	of	the	interesting	
documentation	centre.	If	you’d	prefer	
something	a	little	lighter,	our	delicious	
‘Tastes	of	Nuremberg’	excursion	is	a	
culinary	quest	through	the	city.	You	will	
embark	on	a	guided	tour	and	sample	
a	handful	of	local	delicacies	like	
bratwurst,	beer	and	gingerbread.	
As	the	evening	arrives,	you	are	invited	
to	join	your	ship’s	Captain	for	a	special	
welcome	dinner	in	Crystal	Dining,	the	
main	restaurant	on	board	your	luxurious	
Space-Ship.	You	can	look	forward	to	an	
expertly	crafted	menu	and	lashings	of	
local	wine	and	beer.	
Meals: B.L.D

Day	06
Regensburg	f
Located	at	the	confluence	of	three	
rivers,	Regensburg	offers	a	rich	tapestry	
of	experiences.	With	over	140,000	
inhabitants,	Regensburg	is	the	fourth-
largest	city	in	the	State	of	Bavaria	after	
Munich,	Nuremberg	and	Augsburg.	The	
medieval	centre	of	the	city	is	a	UNESCO	
World	Heritage	Site	and	a	testimony	of	
the	city's	status	as	cultural	centre	of	
southern	Germany	in	the	Middle	Ages.	

Freechoice: Join	an	insightful	local	
guide	for	a	casual	walk	around	
Regensburg	to	discover	the	traditional	
old	town.	You’ll	see	its	Old	Bridge,	an	
array	of	wealthy	merchant	houses	
and	the	Porta	Praetori	–	a	reminder	
of	Regensburg’s	Roman	heritage.	
Alternatively,	hop	on	a	local	ferry	and	
sail	the	Danube	Gorge	to	discover	
Weltenburg	Abbey,	a	grand	property	set	
on	the	shore	of	the	Danube	River.	As	
one	of	the	oldest	monastic	breweries	
in	the	world,	it’s	only	right	you	get	to	
sample	the	abbey’s	famous	brew.	You	
could	also	let	your	Tailormade	GPS	
device	guide	you	on	a	leisurely	cycle	to	
the	Walhalla	temple,	modelled	on	the	
Parthenon	in	Athens	and	built	at	the	
request	of	King	Ludwig	I	of	Bavaria.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	07
Passau	>	Linz	f
This	morning	you'll	cruise	into	Passau,	
the	beautiful	Baroque	city	straddling	
Germany,	Austria	and	the	Czech	
Republic.	Passau	is	also	known	as	the	
Dreiflüssestadt	or	"City	of	Three	Rivers,"	
because	the	Danube	is	joined	at	Passau	
by	the	Inn	from	the	south	and	the	Ilz	
from	the	north.	
Freechoice:	Wave	goodbye	to	the	river	
and	say	hello	to	the	Czech	Republic	
during	a	visit	to	the	UNESCO	World	
Heritage-listed	old	city	of	Ceský	
Krumlov.	Situated	on	the	banks	of	the	
Vltava	river,	the	town	was	built	around	
a	13th-century	castle	with	Gothic,	
Renaissance	and	Baroque	influences.	
You	will	enjoy	a	guided	tour	of	this	
magical	destination,	taking	in	the	best	
of	what	it	has	to	offer.	Alternatively,	
take	an	excursion	to	magical	Salzburg	
where	a	guided	tour	and	some	free	time	
awaits.	This	fairy	tale	city,	which	was	
the	birthplace	of	Mozart	and	setting	for	
‘The	Sound	of	Music’,	is	dominated	by	
the	11th	century	Fortress	

Hohensalzburg,	a	mighty	landmark	that	
crowns	a	fertile	hilltop	in	the	centre	of	
the	region.	From	a	distance,	Salzburg	
looks	like	a	scene	from	a	fairy	tale,	with	
emerald	hillsides	and	ivory	castle	spires	
piercing	the	azure	skyline.	
Meals: B.L.D

Day	08
Melk	>	Dürnsteinfs 
As	you	travel	deeper	into	Austria	you	
have	plenty	of	exciting	Freechoice	
excursions	to	pick	from	during	visits	to	
myriad	destinations	along	the	banks	of	
the	Danube.	You	will	also	find	plenty	of	
time	to	admire	the	beautiful	views	and	
endless	scenery	from	the	comfort	of	
your	stylish	Space-Ship,	whether	you're	
unwinding	in	the	comfort	of	your	private	
balcony	or	soaking	up	the	sights	from	
the	panoramic	Sun	Deck.	
Freechoice:	Melk’s	magnificent	18th	
century	Benedictine	Abbey	was	
originally	built	as	a	palace,	so	its	ornate	
and	intricate	interior	is	sure	to	surprise	
and	intrigue.	You’ll	enjoy	a	guided	tour	
of	this	spectacular	residence,	which	
includes	the	property’s	striking	library	
and	the	abbey	church.	Alternatively,	if	
you’re	feeling	particularly	active,	why	
not	embark	on	a	guided	bicycle	ride	
along	the	river	from	Melk	to	one	of	
the	region’s	most	enchanting	villages,	
Dürnstein.	
We’ll	even	pack	you	a	picnic	so	you	can	
stop	off	and	admire	the	views	of	the	
Danube	and	beyond	with	a	bite	to	eat.	

Sundowners^
As your day comes to an end you’ll be 
transported to Wachau Valley, a striking 
natural wonderland and UNESCO 
World Heritage Site carved out by the 
Danube river. Here you’re invited to take 
in the beautiful views of this stunning 
landscape with a complimentary 
cocktail in hand. The endless panoramas 
feature reminders of the region's past as 
well as unspoilt horizons peppered with 
castles, monasteries and ancient ruins. 
Your time here is the perfect opportunity 
to reflect on your journey so far, or catch 
up with your fellow guests and share 
stories of your adventure as you toast to 
the journey of a lifetime. This experience 
is reserved primarily for Scenic guests, 
so you can expect and intimate and 
exclusive experience unlike any other. 

Meals: B.L.D

Day	09
Vienna	fe
Welcome	to	Vienna,	Austria’s	
imperial	jewel.	You’ll	soon	discover	a	
mesmerising	city	steeped	in	musical	
heritage.

Freechoice:	Journey	to	nearby	
Bratislava	and	take	a	guided	tour	
of	the	surprisingly	small	Slovakian	
capital.	With	your	knowledgeable	
local	guide,	you’ll	discover	the	quaint	
gems	of	this	historic	city	situated	
on	the	banks	of	the	mighty	Danube	
River.	Walk	the	cobblestone	streets	
and	see	the	former	coronation	square,	
Slova	National	Theatre,	as	well	as	
St.	Martin´s	Cathedral,	the	former	
coronation	church	of	the	Kings	and	
Queens	of	Hungary.	If	you’d	prefer,	
you	can	choose	to	join	a	local	guide	
on	a	tour	of	Schönbrunn	Palace,	a	
grandiose	residence	that	showcases	
the	Habsburg	Empire’s	extravagant	
tastes.	Alternatively,	visit	the	world-
renowned	Spanish	Riding	School	
and	either	see	the	famous	Lipizzaner	
Stallions	perfecting	their	skills	during	
their	morning	exercise	program	or	take	
a	tour	of	the	stables.	Alternatively,	taste	
your	way	around	the	local	market	on	
our	Shop	with	a	Chef	tour	with	your	on	
board	chef.	
Enrich
You are invited to indulge in the opulence 
and luxury of Palais Liechtenstein during 
a special Scenic-only event. Enjoy a 
glass of Austrian Sekt on arrival, before 
attending a private Viennese concert in 
the heart of this grandiose residence. 
As the timeless melodies of Strauss and 
Mozart fill the air, it will dawn on you 
that this intimate celebration is one of 
the highlights of your cruise.

Meals: B.L.D



I can’t recommend the pre-cruise 
Prague extension enough. We got to 
see so much of the beautiful Czech 
capital, with many of the Baroque 
and Gothic treasures just moments 
from our centrally located hotel.
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¥Mileage	restrictions	apply	on	private	door-to-door	transfers	
-	call	for	details.

 

£1,500  
SAVE  

a	guaranteed

per	couple	 
on	all	prices	
shown	below

FREE  
private  

door-to-door	 
transfers¥  
worth	up	to	

£330  
per	couple	

Birthday  
Bonus Offer

£100  
per	couple	 

off	all	our	2017	 
Europe	River	

Cruises
Book by  

25 June 2016

For detailed deck & cabin plan inclusions see pages 162-171.
Please note different ships operate across different dates & not all ships have all category cabins available. Please call us for details.
^Sundowners	are	weather	permitting.	†	With	the	exception	of	fine	and	rare	wines	and	spirits.	*	Cruise	Operates	in	reverse.	Palais	Liechtenstein	venue	may	be	substituted	for	similar.

Terms and Conditions:	All	prices	and	upgrades	per	person,	twin	share	in	GBP.	Deposit	is	£750	per	person.	Flights	are	in	Economy	class.	Full	payment	is	required	90	days	prior	to	departure.	 
Please	note,	the	ship	operating	a	particular	cruise	is	subject	to	change.	Itinerary	and	departure	date	are	subject	to	change.	For	full	terms	and	conditions	please	refer	to	pages	158	to	161.

 Elizabeth Granger, 65  
Prague, Czech Republic 
N 50° 04’ E 14° 26’ 

Matthias Church Fisherman’s Bastion, Budapest 

2017 Departure Dates For details of our latest offers visit scenic.co.uk

Suite Categories
Jewel Deck Sapphire Deck Diamond Deck

E D C BA BB B BD BJ A PA PP P PD RJ RA R RR RS RP

Apr 03*,	07	 	£3,145		£3,270		£3,790		£3,890		£3,990		£4,040		£4,240		£4,490		£4,040		£4,090		£4,190		£4,240		£4,440		£4,690		£5,240		£5,340	 	£5,540	 	£5,340	 	£5,840	

May 10*,	14,	22*,	24*,	26,	28	 	£3,545		£3,670		£4,190		£4,290		£4,390		£4,440		£4,640		£4,890		£4,440		£4,490		£4,590		£4,640		£4,840		£5,090		£5,640		£5,740	 	£5,940	 	£5,740	 	£6,240	

Jun 05*,	09,	12*,	16	 	£3,545		£3,670		£4,190		£4,290		£4,390		£4,440		£4,640		£4,890		£4,440		£4,490		£4,590		£4,640		£4,840		£5,090		£5,640		£5,740	 	£5,940	 	£5,740	 	£6,240	

Jun 26*,	28*,	30	 	£3,545		£3,670		£4,190		£4,290		£4,390		£4,440		£4,640		£4,890		£4,440		£4,490		£4,590		£4,640		£4,840		£5,090		£5,640		£5,740	 	£5,940	 	£5,740	 	£6,240	

Jul 02,	05*,	09,	19*,	23 	£3,545		£3,670		£4,190		£4,290		£4,390		£4,440		£4,640		£4,890		£4,440		£4,490		£4,590		£4,640		£4,840		£5,090		£5,640		£5,740	 	£5,940	 	£5,740	 	£6,240	

Aug 30* 	£3,545		£3,670		£4,190		£4,290		£4,390		£4,440		£4,640		£4,890		£4,440		£4,490		£4,590		£4,640		£4,840		£5,090		£5,640		£5,740	 	£5,940	 	£5,740	 	£6,240	

Sep 03,	04*,	08,	13*,	17	 	£3,545		£3,670		£4,190		£4,290		£4,390		£4,440		£4,640		£4,890		£4,440		£4,490		£4,590		£4,640		£4,840		£5,090		£5,640		£5,740	 	£5,940	 	£5,740	 	£6,240	

Sep 18*,	22,	25*,	29	 	£3,545		£3,670		£4,190		£4,290		£4,390		£4,440		£4,640		£4,890		£4,440		£4,490		£4,590		£4,640		£4,840		£5,090		£5,640		£5,740	 	£5,940	 	£5,740	 	£6,240	

Oct 01,	11*,	15 	£3,145		£3,270		£3,790		£3,890		£3,990		£4,040		£4,240		£4,490		£4,040		£4,090		£4,190		£4,240		£4,440		£4,690		£5,240		£5,340	 	£5,540	 	£5,340	 	£5,840	

All-inclusive highlights

On board
			Fly	from	a	selection	of	up	to	 
15	UK	airports
			7	nights	on	board	a	5-star	 
Scenic	Space-Ship
			3	night	stay	in	a	luxurious	hotel	
such	as	the	Marriott	
			Balcony	suites,	including	a	 
Scenic	Sun	Lounge	
			Butler	service	for	all	guests
			Laundry	concierge
			Complimentary	premium	branded	
beverages	all	day,	everyday†

			Six	dining	options,	from	casual	 
to	fine	dining
			Exclusive	Scenic	Tailormade	GPS	 
for	self-guided	touring
			Authentic	local	entertainment
			The	freedom	of	our	e-bikes
			Cruise	Directors	to	guide	and	assist
			Expert	local	guides
			Complimentary	Wi-Fi	internet
			Return	airport	transfers

Onshore
			Scenic	Enrich	–	unforgettable	 
and	exclusive	events
			Scenic	Sundowners^	–	exclusive	
hosted	cocktails	in	a	stunning	
location
			Scenic	Freechoice	–	a	choice	of	
activities	throughout	your	journey

And	of	course	all	tipping	and	
gratuities	worth	up	to	£465	 
per	couple

11 Day Itinerary Prague > Budapest

Gems of the Danube with Prague

Day	10

Budapest f
As	you	sail	in	on	the	waters	of	the	
Danube,	Budapest’s	magical	city	
skyline	appears	from	the	water’s	edge.	
With	Buda	on	one	side	and	Pest	on	the	
other,	you’ll	be	spoilt	for	choice	as	you	
depart	your	Space-Ship	bound	for	the	
region’s	essential	landmarks.	
Freechoice:	Take	advantage	of	a	
guided	tour	of	this	city	of	contradictory	
delights.	You’ll	see	highlights	such	as	
Heroes’	Square	and	Matthias	Church,	
as	well	as	the	medieval	town	on	castle	
hill	before	enjoying	a	splendid	piano	
concert.	Alternatively,	unwind	at	the	
Thermal	Baths	and	Spa,	famous	for	
their	naturally	heated	springs	and	their	
healing	properties.	Or,	you	can	choose	
to	brave	the	labyrinths	of	the	Hospital	
in	the	Rock,	a	relic	of	WWII	and	the	1956	
uprising	located	in	the	dark	caverns	
beneath	Buda	Castle.		 
 
 

Later,	take	advantage	of	some	free	time	
to	meander	the	exquisite	streets	and	
explore	the	city’s	famous	‘ruin	bars’.	
Make	the	most	of	your	final	night	on	
board	and	marvel	at	the	twinkling	city	
from	the	comfort	of	your	ship	or	private	
balcony.	
Meals: B.L.D

Day	11
Budapest > UK
After	breakfast,	transfer	to	Budapest	
airport	for	your	return	flight	home.	
Travel	direct	to	London	Heathrow	or	one	
of	up	to	14	UK	regional	airports.
Meals: B

Key

e Scenic Enrich

s Scenic Sundowners

f Freechoice - see page 150-155
          Meals: Breakfast (B). Lunch (L). Dinner (D).
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  River Cruise 

 	 Cruise	start/finish

  	 Enrich

  		 Freechoice

 1 	 Overnight	Stay	

	 Land	Content

Passau

Munich
Salzburg

Melk
Linz

Dürnstein

Budapest

Vienna

Germany

Italy Slovenia

Czech Republic

Slovakia
Cesky Krumlov

Hungary

Austria

Bratislava

Danube

7

A	 Ceský	Krumlov
B	 Johann	Strauss	Statue,	Vienna
C Budapest

A

B C

Iconic Danube
 8 Day Cruise      Passau > Budapest

 Celebrate the sights in style
This journey along the Danube demands you take 
your time and savour the sights around you. Few 
waterways have carved such an important route 
through Europe, so it’s only right that you pay the 
river – and its historical treasures – the respect  
it deserves.  
During	the	Danube’s	journey	through	lower	Germany,	
central	Austria	and	out	into	Hungary,	some	of	Europe’s	
most	distinctive	cities	unveil	a	treasure	trove	of	cultures	
and	rich	historical	legacies.	Travel	from	Passau	and	take	
your	time	on	the	water	as	you	cruise	further	east,	visiting	
Linz,	Melk,	Vienna	and	Budapest,	the	crowning	jewel	of	
this	inspiring	voyage.	Each	destination	offers	a	unique	
insight	into	the	region,	with	charming	old	towns	rubbing	
shoulders	against	majestic	cityscapes.	

Amsterdam > Budapest

 Freechoice activity

The	mighty	Eastern	Alps	hold	fort	in	the	
sapphire	skies	behind	the	enchanting	
city	of	Salzburg,	a	destination	of	
significant	musical	heritage	and	
bewitching	architectural	beauty.	Spend	
a	day	exploring	this	magical	Austrian	
icon	during	an	entrancing	Freechoice	
excursion,	which	includes	a	guided	tour.

Day Destination Highlights

1 UK	>	Passau	(Germany) Welcome reception

2 Passau Guided tour

3 Linz	(Austria) Ceský Krumlov

4 Melk	>	Dürnstein Scenic Sundowner 

5 Vienna Palais Liechtenstein

6 Bratislava	(Slovakia) Bratislava guided tour

7 Budapest	(Hungary) Thermal Baths

8 Budapest > UK Farewell

Iconic	Danube
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For detailed deck & cabin plan inclusions see pages 162-171.
Please note different ships operate across different dates & not all ships have all category cabins available. Please call us for details.
^Sundowners	are	weather	permitting.	†	With	the	exception	of	fine	and	rare	wines	and	spirits.	*	Cruise	Operates	in	reverse.

Terms and Conditions:	All	prices	and	upgrades	per	person,	twin	share	in	GBP.	Deposit	is	£750	per	person.	Flights	are	in	Economy	class.	Full	payment	is	required	prior	to	90	days	of	departure.	
Please	note,	the	ship	operating	a	particular	cruise	is	subject	to	change.	Itinerary	and	departure	date	are	subject	to	change.	For	full	terms	and	conditions	please	refer	to	pages	158	to	161.

2017 Departure Dates For details of our latest offers visit scenic.co.uk

Suite Categories
Jewel Deck Sapphire Deck Diamond Deck

E D C BA BB B BD BJ A PA PP P PD RJ RA R RR RS RP

Mar 20*,	27 	£2,245		£2,370		£2,890		£2,990		£3,090		£3,140		£3,340		£3,590		£3,140	 	£3,190		£3,290		£3,340		£3,540		£3,790		£4,340		£4,440		£4,640		£4,440		£4,940	

Apr 24*,	26* 	£2,445		£2,570		£3,090		£3,190		£3,290		£3,340		£3,540		£3,790		£3,340		£3,390		£3,490		£3,540		£3,740		£3,990		£4,540		£4,640		£4,840		£4,640		£5,140	

May 01,	03 	£2,745		£2,870		£3,390		£3,490		£3,590		£3,640		£3,840		£4,090		£3,640		£3,690		£3,790		£3,840		£4,040		£4,290		£4,840		£4,940		£5,140		£4,940		£5,440	

Bratislava Chain Bridge, Budapest

All-inclusive highlights

On board
			Fly	from	a	selection	of	up	to	 
15	UK	airports
			7	nights	on	board	a	5-star	 
Scenic	Space-Ship
			Balcony	suites,	including	a	 
Scenic	Sun	Lounge	
			Butler	service	for	all	guests
			Laundry	concierge
			Complimentary	premium	branded	
beverages	all	day,	everyday†

			Six	dining	options,	from	casual	 
to	fine	dining
			Exclusive	Scenic	Tailormade	GPS	 
for	self-guided	touring
			Authentic	local	entertainment
			The	freedom	of	our	e-bikes
			Cruise	Directors	to	guide	and	assist
			Expert	local	guides
			Complimentary	Wi-Fi	internet
			Return	airport	transfers

Onshore
			Scenic	Enrich	–	unforgettable	 
and	exclusive	events
			Scenic	Sundowners	–	exclusive	
hosted	cocktails	in	a	stunning	
location
			Scenic	Freechoice	–	a	choice	of	
activities	throughout	your	journey

And	of	course	all	tipping	and	
gratuities	worth	up	to	£465 
per	couple

Iconic	Danube

Passau Linz Schönbrunn Palace, Vienna

8 Day Itinerary Passau > Budapest

Iconic Danube

Day	01
UK	>	Passau
Choose	from	a	selection	of	ways	to	
travel	to	Munich,	all	of	which	are	
included	at	no	supplement.	Fly	from	
one	of	14	UK	regional	airports	to	travel	
with	KLM,	or	travel	with	British	Airways	
from	London	Heathrow.	
Upon	arrival	you’ll	be	transferred	to	
Passau	from	Munich	airport,	where	you	
will	be	welcomed	aboard	your	state-of-
the-art	Space-Ship.	After	you’ve	had	
ample	time	to	settle	in	to	your	suite,	
you’ll	be	invited	to	attend	a	welcome	
reception	alongside	your	fellow	guests.	
Raise	a	glass	to	the	journey	ahead.	
Meals: D

Day	02
Passau
Enjoy	a	full	day	in	Passau,	an	
enchanting	Baroque	city	neighboured	
by	the	Austrian	border.	Known	as	the	
‘City	of	Three	Rivers’,	this	once-vital	
trading	route	sits	at	the	confluence	of	
three	waterways:	the	Danube,	the	Inn	
and	the	Ilz.	
After	an	unforgettable	first	night	
on	board,	you’ll	start	your	day	by	
embarking	on	a	guided	tour	through	
the	charming	streets.	Passau	was	part	
of	the	Roman	Empire	for	more	than	
400	years	and	an	independent	prince	
bishopric	for	over	600	years,	which	
means	there’s	plenty	of	historical	
significance	to	uncover,	especially	in	
the	Italian-influenced	Old	Town.	
Meals: B.L.D

Day	03
Linz	f
Welcome	to	Linz,	Austria’s	third	largest	
city,	located	just	30	miles	from	the	
Czech	border.	
Freechoice:	Wave	goodbye	to	the	
river	and	say	hello	to	the	Czech	
Republic	during	a	visit	to	the	World	
Heritage-listed	old	city	of	Ceský	
Krumlov,	a	charismatic	city	crowned	

by	a	magnificent	castle.	Alternatively,	
take	an	excursion	to	magical	Salzburg	
where	a	guided	tour	and	some	free	
time	awaits.	This	fairy	tale	city,	which	
was	the	birthplace	of	Mozart	and	the	
setting	for	‘The	Sound	of	Music’,	is	
dominated	by	the	11th	century	Fortress	
Hohensalzburg,	a	mighty	landmark	that	
crests	a	fertile	hilltop	in	the	centre	of	
the	region.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	04
Melk	>	Dürnstein		fs
As	you	travel	deeper	into	Austria	you	
have	plenty	of	exciting	Freechoice	
excursions	to	pick	from	during	visits	to	
myriad	destinations	along	the	banks	of	
the	Danube.	You	will	also	find	plenty	of	
time	to	admire	the	beautiful	views	and	
endless	scenery	from	the	comfort	of	
your	stylish	Space-Ship.
Freechoice:	Melk’s	magnificent	18th	
century	Benedictine	Abbey	was	
originally	built	as	a	palace,	so	its	ornate	
and	intricate	interior	is	sure	to	surprise	
and	intrigue.	You’ll	enjoy	a	guided	tour	
of	this	spectacular	residence,	which	
includes	the	property’s	striking	library	
and	the	abbey	church.	Alternatively,	if	
you’re	feeling	particularly	active,	why	
not	embark	on	a	guided	bicycle	ride	
along	the	river	from	Melk	to	one	of	
the	region’s	most	enchanting	villages,	
Dürnstein.	It	is	one	of	the	most	visited	
destinations	in	the	Wachau	region	and	
also	a	well-known	wine	growing	area.	
Nestled	on	the	banks	of	the	Danube,	
everything	about	this	charming	village	
promises	to	wow,	from	the	castle	which	
towers	over	the	town	to	the	blissful	
location	at	the	water's	edge.	
We’ll	even	pack	you	a	picnic	so	you	can	
stop	off	and	admire	the	views	of	the	
Danube	and	beyond	with	a	bite	to	eat.	

Sundowners^
As your day comes to an end you’ll be 
transported to Wachau Valley, a striking 
natural wonderland and UNESCO 
World Heritage Site carved out by the 
Danube river. Here you’re invited to take 
in the beautiful views of this stunning 
landscape with a complimentary 
cocktail in hand. The endless panoramas 
feature reminders of the region's past as 
well as unspoilt horizons peppered with 
castles, monasteries and ancient ruins. 
Your time here is the perfect opportunity 
to reflect on your journey so far.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	05
Vienna	fe
Welcome	to	Vienna,	Austria’s	
imperial	jewel.	You’ll	soon	discover	a	
mesmerising	city	steeped	in	musical	
heritage.
Freechoice:	You	can	choose	to	join	a	
local	guide	on	a	tour	of	Schönbrunn	
Palace,	a	grandiose	residence	that	
showcases	the	Habsburg	Empire’s	
extravagant	tastes.	Alternatively,	visit	
the	world-renowned	Spanish	Riding	
School	and	either	see	the	famous	
Lipizzaner	Stallions	perfecting	their	
skills	during	their	morning	exercise	
program	or	take	a	tour	of	the	stables.	If	
you’d	prefer,	we	invite	you	to	taste	your	
way	around	the	local	market	on	our	
Shop	with	a	Chef	tour.	
Enrich 
You are invited to indulge in the opulence 
and luxury of Palais Liechtenstein during 
a special Scenic-only event. Enjoy a 
glass of Austrian Sekt on arrival, before 
attending a private Viennese concert in 
the heart of this grandiose residence. 
As the timeless melodies of Strauss and 
Mozart fill the air, it will dawn on you 
that this intimate celebration is one of 
the highlights of your cruise.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	06
Bratislava	
Journey	to	nearby	Bratislava	and	
take	a	guided	tour	of	the	surprisingly	
small	Slovakian	capital.	With	your	
knowledgeable	local	guide,	you’ll	
discover	the	quaint	gems	of	this	historic	
city	situated	on	the	banks	of	the	mighty	
Danube	River.	Walk	the	cobblestone	
streets	and	see	the	former	coronation	
square,	Slova	National	Theatre,	as	well	
as	St.	Martin´s	Cathedral,	the	former	
coronation	church	of	the	Kings	and	
Queens	of	Hungary.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	07
Budapest f
As	you	sail	in	on	the	waters	of	the	
Danube,	Budapest’s	magical	city	
skyline	appears	from	the	water’s	edge.	
With	Buda	on	one	side	and	Pest	on	the	
other,	you’ll	be	spoilt	for	choice	as	you	
depart	your	Space-Ship	bound	for	the	
region’s	essential	landmarks.	
Freechoice: Take	advantage	of	a	
guided	tour	of	this	city	of	contradictory	
delights.	 
 
 

You’ll	see	highlights	such	as	Heroes’	
Square	and	Matthias	Church,	as	
well	as	the	medieval	town	on	castle	
hill	before	enjoying	a	splendid	piano	
concert.	Alternatively,	unwind	at	the	
Thermal	Baths	and	Spa,	famous	for	
their	naturally	heated	springs	and	their	
healing	properties.	Or,	you	can	choose	
to	brave	the	labyrinths	of	the	Hospital	
in	the	Rock,	a	relic	of	WWII	and	the	1956	
uprising	located	in	the	dark	caverns	
beneath	Buda	Castle.	This	is	a	must	for	
history	and	war	buffs.	
Later,	take	advantage	of	some	free	time	
to	meander	the	exquisite	streets	and	
explore	the	city’s	famous	‘ruin	bars’.	
Make	the	most	of	your	final	night	on	
board	and	marvel	at	the	twinkling	city	
from	the	comfort	of	your	ship	or	private	
balcony.	
Meals: B.L.D

Day	08
Budapest > UK
After	breakfast,	transfer	to	Budapest	
airport	for	your	return	flight	home.	
Travel	direct	to	London	Heathrow	or	one	
of	up	to	14	UK	regional	airports.
Meals: B 

¥Mileage	restrictions	apply	on	private	door-to-door	transfers	
-	call	for	details.

 

£1,500  
SAVE  

a	guaranteed

per	couple	 
on	all	prices	
shown	below

FREE  
private  

door-to-door	 
transfers¥  
worth	up	to	

£330  
per	couple	

Birthday  
Bonus Offer

£100  
per	couple	 

off	all	our	2017	 
Europe	River	

Cruises
Book by  

25 June 2016

Key

e Scenic Enrich

s Scenic Sundowners

f Freechoice - see page 150-155
          Meals: Breakfast (B). Lunch (L). Dinner (D).



There was a real sense of excitement as 
we approached Palais Liechtenstein, 
but nothing could quite prepare us for 
the exclusive concert ahead. Watching 
these virtuoso musicians performing 
Strauss and Mozart in the most 
spectacular of settings is something I 
will remember for the rest of my life.

Mary Knight, 67  
Vienna, Austria 
N 48° 12’ E 16° 22’
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  River Cruise 

 	 Cruise	start/finish

  	 Enrich

  		 Freechoice

 1 	 Overnight	Stay	

Germany

Basel

Amsterdam

Antwerp
Duisburg

Koblenz

Mannheim
Rüdesheim

Kehl

Breisach

Rastatt

Bernkastel

Delta Works

Veere

Bruges

Netherlands

Switzerland

France Black Forest

Strasbourg

Belgium

Arnhem

Cochem

Hockenheim
Heidelberg

Mittelbergheim

Luxembourg Trier

Maastricht
Zollverein

Moselle

Rhine

14

A	 Moselle	Valley
B	 Black	Forest
C	 Gutenfels	Castle,	Rhine	Valley

A

B

C

Romantic 
Rhine & 
Moselle

 15 Day Cruise      Amsterdam >	Basel

Romance is alive and well on the Rhine 
Anyone who doesn’t believe in the power of romance 
has never travelled down this stretch of the Rhine, or 
its idyllic tributary, the Moselle.  
In	fact,	on	this	itinerary,	there’s	probably	a	fairytale	moment	
lying	in	wait	for	you	just	beyond	the	next	river	bend.	The	
castles	that	grace	this	region	sometimes	seem	as	if	they	
were	lifted	straight	from	the	silver	screen,	and	that’s	hardly	
surprising	as	it’s	a	region	that’s	long	been	favoured	by	
Hollywood	directors.	From	Lorelei,	the	Rhine	river	siren	
said	to	lure	sailors	to	their	demise,	to	the	legendary	Black	
Forest,	which	still	resonates	with	imaginative	children’s	
tales,	there	are	stories	and	romances	galore	to	discover,	
and	delight	in.	You	may	even	compose	a	few	new	ones	of	
your	own.

Amsterdam > Basel

 Enrich experience

Modelled	on	Versailles,	Rastatt	Palace	
is	the	oldest	Baroque	residence	in	the	
Upper	Rhine	Valley,	and	a	remarkable	
cultural	landmark	that’s	been	reserved	
for	your	pleasure	for	one	sublime	evening	
of	live	classical	music.

Day Destination Highlights

1 UK	>	Amsterdam	(Netherlands) Welcome reception

2 Antwerp	(Belgium) Bruges city tour

3 Veere	(Netherlands) Delta Works

4 Arnhem Amhem WW2 museum

5 Masstricht Holland's oldest fortified city

6 Duisburg	(Germany) Zollverein industrial site

7 Koblenz	 Scenic Sundowners 

8 Cochem Reichsburg Castle

9 Moselle	Valley	Cruising Moselle Valley cruising

10 Bernkastel Luxembourg excursion

11 Rudesheim Rhine Gorge

12 Mannheim Enrich concert at Rastatt Palace

13 Strasbourg	(France) Shop with a Chef

14 Breisach	(Germany) Black Forest

15 Basel	(Switzerland)	>	UK Farewell 

Romantic	Rhine	&	Moselle
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Dutch Windmills Kronenburger Park, Nijmegen

Day	01
UK	>	Amsterdam
Choose	from	a	selection	of	ways	to	
travel	to	Amsterdam,	all	of	which	are	
included	at	no	supplement.	Fly	from	one	
of	up	to	14	UK	regional	airports	or	travel	
direct	from	London	Heathrow.	If	you’d	
prefer	not	to	fly,	why	not	take	advantage	
of	our	Eurostar	No	Fly	option	at	no	
extra	cost?	Travel	Standard	Premier	
Class	aboard	the	Eurostar	from	St.	
Pancras	International	to	Brussels	and	
on	to	Amsterdam.	Raise	your	glass	to	
the	marvellous	cruise	ahead	of	you	at	
this	evening’s	welcome	reception.	Your	
journey	into	wonder	is	about	to	begin.
Meals: D

Day	02
Antwerp	f
Welcome	to	Antwerp,	Belgium's	second	
largest	city.	In	the	mid-16th	century	it	
was	one	of	Europe’s	most	important	
cities	and	home	to	baroque	superstar	
painter	Pieter	Paul	Rubens.	
Despite	many	historical	travails	
thereafter	and	severe	WWII	bombing,	
the	city	retains	an	intriguing	medieval	
heart	with	café-filled	cobbled	lanes,	a	
riverside	fortress	and	a	truly	impressive	
cathedral.	It's	also	home	to	a	number	
of	trendy	art	museums	and	galleries,	as	
well	as	countless	beer	cafés	selling	all	
manner	of	locally	made	Belgian	brews.
Freechoice: Take	an	excursion	to	the	
World	Heritage-listed	city	of	Burges,	
a	charming	pocket	of	Belgium	famous	
for	great	beer	and	delicious	chocolates.	
Alternatively,	discover	the	picturesque	
city	of	Antwerp	on	a	guided	walking	tour,	
followed	by	some	free	time	to	explore	
on	your	own	terms.	You'll	soon	discover	
the	perfect	mix	of	modern	culture	
and	historical	charms	as	you	navigate	
the	narrow	walkways	and	wide-open	
squares	where	an	array	of	icons	take	
centre	stage.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	03
Veere	f
Welcome	to	Veere,	a	town	located	
in	the	south	western	Netherlands	
which	promises	to	offer	an	insight	into	
authentic	Dutch	life.
Freechoice:	Marvel	at	the	modern	
wonder	that	is	Holland’s	Delta	Works,	
which	includes	a	guided	visit	through	
the	Storm	Surge	Barrier.	Alternatively,	
choose	an	escorted	tour	or	cycle	ride	
through	the	quaint	streets	of	Veere.	
You’ll	find	this	is	such	a	liberating	way	
to	explore	a	new	and	uncharted	city.		
Meals: B.L.D

Day	04
Arnhem	f
Freechoice:	Explore	the	Arnhem	
Airborne	Museum	and	learn	about	
the	Battle	of	Arnhem.	The	Airborne	
Experience	allows	you	to	follow	in	the	
footsteps	of	the	British	parachutists	
who	made	their	way	across	dangerous	
terrain	to	Arnhem	in	September	1944.	
Alternatively,	visit	the	Netherlands	
Open	Air	Museum	and	discover	historic	
houses,	farms	and	windmills.	The	
museum	portrays	impression	of	daily	
life	for	the	average	Dutchman	over	the	
past	few	centuries.	Or,	if	you’re	feeling	
more	active	you	might	wish	to	journey	to	
the	nearby	Hoge	Veluwe	National	Park	
and	enjoy	cycling	on	one	of	their	white	
bicycles.	The	national	park	is	one	of	the	
largest	continuous	nature	reserves	in	
Holland,	and	the	best	way	to	explore	it	is	
by	bicycle.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	05
Maastricht
Holland’s	oldest	fortified	city;	
Maastricht	is	a	popular	destination	
with	a	welcoming	atmosphere,	
distinguished	by	its	medieval-era	
architecture,	vibrant	cultural	scene	
and	university	culture.	Enjoy	a	guided	
tour	of	its	magnificent	buildings	and	
historic	cobblestone	town	centre.	If	
you	choose,	explore	the	city	at	your	
own	pace	with	Scenic	Tailormade,	your	
own	personal	GPS	device,	which	also	
provides	expert	insights	on	the	city’s	
many	historic	points	of	interests.	This	
afternoon,	set	sail	for	Xanten.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	06
Xanten	f
Freechoice:	Discover	the	charming	town	
of	Xanten	on	a	guided	tour.	Alternatively,	
try	something	a	little	different	with	a	
visit	to	the	Zollverein	industrial	site,	
once	the	largest	and	most	productive	
coal	mine	in	Europe,	today	it's	a	World	
Heritage-listed	Site.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	07
Koblenz	s
Koblenz	is	an	ancient	city	located	in	
central	Germany.	It's	also	a	gateway	
to	the	terraced	vineyards	and	ruined	
castles	of	the	Rhine	Gorge.	In	the	centre	
of	the	city,	a	monumental	statue	of	
William	the	Great	marks	the	confluence	
of	the	Rhine	and	Moselle	rivers
On	arrival	in	Koblenz	you	are	invited	
to	advantage	of	a	guided	tour	of	this	
historic	city.	

Cochem Petit France, Strasbourg

Sundowners^
Today you’ll have a great opportunity to 
mingle with newfound friends against 
yet another spectacular backdrop, whilst 
toasting the day’s end. 

Meals: B.L.D

Day	08
Cochem
In	the	most	romantic	part	of	the	
Moselle	Valley,	where	the	river	curves	
between	two	hiking	paradises	-	Eiffel	
and	Hunsrück	-	lies	the	old	town	of	
Cochem.	Even	the	Romans	sang	the	
praises	of	this	remarkable	landscape.	It	
is	true	-	a	few	things	have	changed	since	
then,	but	the	attraction	has	remained	
because	the	past	centuries	-	above	all	
the	Middle	Ages	-	have	left	their	marks	
here.	Explore	this	charming	city	on	your	
guided	tour,	culminating	in	a	visit	of	
the	iconic	Reichsburg	Castle.	Around	
the	castle	yard	stand	defence	turrets	
which	tower	overhead,	suggesting	
through	their	form	a	direct	line	to	the	
omnipotence	of	God.	Sitting	on	one	of	
the	mighty	walls	and	looking	down	to	
the	romantic	Moselle	valley	you	may	
easily	fall	in	love	with	this	place.	The	
afternoon	is	yours	to	enjoy	at	leisure.	
We're	certain	that	you	will	find	plenty	
of	ways	to	soak	up	the	best	of	what	this	
enchanting	waterside	gem	has	to	offer.	
Meals: B.L.D

Day	09
Moselle	Valley	Cruising
Appreciate	the	true	allure	of	the	Moselle	
Valley	from	the	comfort	of	your	Scenic	
Space-Ship	and	delight	in	a	full	day	
cruising	this	heavenly	stretch	of	water.	
Or	if	you’re	feeling	energetic,	join	a	
picturesque	guided	bike	ride	to	the	
pretty	village	of	Bernkastel	where	you’ll	
be	welcomed	back	aboard	your	luxury	
Scenic	Space-Ship.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	10
Bernkastel	f
Freechoice:	Journey	to	the	Grand	
Duchy	of	Luxembourg	for	a	guided	tour	
and	enjoy	some	free	time	to	discover	
the	many	delights	of	one	of	Europe’s	
smallest	countries.	Alternatively,	take	
a	relaxing	guided	walk	through	Trier,	
Germany’s	oldest	city.	If	you’d	prefer,	
why	not	visit	Bernkastel,	a	well-known	
wine	growing	centre	on	the	Middle	
Moselle	in	the	Bernkastel-Wittlich	
district	in	Rhineland-Palatinate.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	11
Rhine	Gorge	>	Rüdesheim
Cut	a	gentle	path	through	the	dramatic	
Rhine	Gorge	and	admire	the	enchanting	
landscape	that	blankets	this	World	
Heritage	Site	from	on	board	your	
Space-Ship.	Later,	succumb	to	charming	
Rüdesheim,	where	you’ll	board	the	
‘Winzerexpress’	mini-train	for	a	guided	
visit	of	Siegfried’s	Mechanical	Musical	
Instrument	Museum.	Afterwards,	enjoy	
a	cable	car	ride	to	the	Niederwald	
Monument	for	a	spectacular	bird’s	eye	
view	of	the	river.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	12
Mannheim	fe
Freechoice:	Explore	the	historic	
university	town	of	Heidelberg,	with	its	
fine	Renaissance	Castle,	or	experience	
the	thrill	of	the	Hockenheim	Formula	
1	track,	with	a	museum	visit	and	an	
insider	tour	of	the	circuit.
Enrich
Enjoy a private tour of the Baroque 
Palace of Rastatt, one of the most 
magnificent historic venues in the region, 
before experiencing a sublime classical 
concert in its resplendent hall. It’ll be an 
evening of grandeur unlike any other, and 
a rare chance to collect memories that 
you may cherish for a lifetime.

Meals: B.L.D

Day	13
Strasbourg	f
Freechoice: Visit	Strasbourg,	where	
you’ll	discover	La	Petite	France	and	
stroll	through	the	old	town,	with	its	
half-timbered	houses	and	distinctive	
Alsatian	winstubs,	or	journey	to	
Mittelbergheim	in	the	Alsace	and	
sample	some	of	the	best	wines	the	
region	has	to	offer.	Alternatively,	taste	
your	way	around	the	local	market	with	
your	on	board	chef	through	our	Shop	
with	a	Chef	offering.
Meals: B.L.D

Romantic	Rhine	&	Moselle

15 Day Itinerary Amsterdam > Basel

Romantic Rhine & Moselle

Bruges Rudesheim



Koblenz is filled with beautiful churches 
and castles, palatial residences and 
grand town houses. 2,000 years of history 
has given rise to one of Germany’s most 
enchanting destinations. 

 Martin Davies, 76  
Koblenz, Germany 
N 51° 21’ E 7° 35’ 
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For detailed deck & cabin plan inclusions see pages 162-171.
Please note different ships operate across different dates & not all ships have all category cabins available. Please call us for details.

^Sundowners	are	weather	permitting.	†	With	the	exception	of	fine	and	rare	wines	and	spirits.	*	Cruise	Operates	in	reverse.	‡Transfers	between	stations	are	not	included.

Terms and Conditions:	All	prices	and	upgrades	per	person,	twin	share	in	GBP.	Deposit	is	£750	per	person.	Flights	are	in	Economy	class.	Full	payment	is	required	90	days	prior	to		departure.	 
Please	note,	the	ship	operating	a	particular	cruise	is	subject	to	change.	Itinerary	and	departure	date	are	subject	to	change.	For	full	terms	and	conditions	please	refer	to	pages	158	to	161.

Basel

2017 Departure Dates For details of our latest offers visit scenic.co.uk

Suite Categories
Jewel Deck Sapphire Deck Diamond Deck

E D C BA BB B BD BJ A PA PP P PD RJ RA R RR RS RP

Apr 17,	24,	26 	£4,045		£4,240		£5,040		£5,190		£5,340		£5,440		£5,690		£6,040		£5,440		£5,490		£5,640		£5,740		£5,940		£6,240		£7,340	 	£7,390	 	£7,640	 	£7,390	 	£8,140	

May 01*,	29,	31,	31* 	£4,545		£4,740		£5,540		£5,690		£5,840		£5,940		£6,190		£6,540		£5,940		£5,990		£6,140		£6,240		£6,440		£6,740		£7,840	 	£7,890	 	£8,140	 	£7,890	 	£8,640	

Jun 21 	£4,545		£4,740		£5,540		£5,690		£5,840		£5,940		£6,190		£6,540		£5,940		£5,990		£6,140		£6,240		£6,440		£6,740		£7,840	 	£7,890	 	£8,140	 	£7,890	 	£8,640	

Jul 05*,	19 	£4,545		£4,740		£5,540		£5,690		£5,840		£5,940		£6,190		£6,540		£5,940		£5,990		£6,140		£6,240		£6,440		£6,740		£7,840	 	£7,890	 	£8,140	 	£7,890	 	£8,640	

Aug 02*,	23*,	30* 	£4,545		£4,740		£5,540		£5,690		£5,840		£5,940		£6,190		£6,540		£5,940		£5,990		£6,140		£6,240		£6,440		£6,740		£7,840	 	£7,890	 	£8,140	 	£7,890	 	£8,640	

Sep 04,	18*,	20* 	£4,545		£4,740		£5,540		£5,690		£5,840		£5,940		£6,190		£6,540		£5,940		£5,990		£6,140		£6,240		£6,440		£6,740		£7,840	 	£7,890	 	£8,140	 	£7,890	 	£8,640	

Oct 11* 	£3,745		£3,940		£4,740		£4,890		£5,040		£5,140		£5,390		£5,740		£5,140		£5,190		£5,340		£5,440		£5,640		£5,940		£7,040	 	£7,090	 	£7,340	 	£7,090	 	£7,840	

All-inclusive highlights

On board
			Fly	from	a	selection	of	up	to	 
15	UK	airports	or	travel	via	
Standard	Premier	Eurostar	 
with	upgrades	available
			14	nights	on	board	a	5-star	 
Scenic	Space-Ship
			Balcony	suites,	including	a	 
Scenic	Sun	Lounge	
			Butler	service	for	all	guests
			Laundry	concierge
			Complimentary	premium	branded	
beverages	all	day,	everyday†

			Six	dining	options,	from	casual	 
to	fine	dining
			Exclusive	Scenic	Tailormade	GPS	 
for	self-guided	touring
			Authentic	local	entertainment
			The	freedom	of	our	e-bikes
			Cruise	Directors	to	guide	and	assist
			Expert	local	guides
			Complimentary	Wi-Fi	internet
			Return	airport	transfers

Onshore
			Scenic	Enrich	–	unforgettable	 
and	exclusive	events
			Scenic	Sundowners^	–	exclusive	
hosted	cocktails	in	a	stunning	
location
			Scenic	Freechoice	–	a	choice	of	
activities	throughout	your	journey

And	of	course	all	tipping	and	
gratuities	worth	up	to	£900	 
per	couple

Day	14
Breisach	f
Freechoice:	Be	immersed	in	a	truly	
magical	experience	as	you	step	
inside	the	setting	of	the	Hansel	and	
Gretel	fable	during	your	visit	to	the	
Vogtsbauernhof	Open	Air	Museum	
in	the	heart	of	the	Black	Forest.	
Alternatively,	if	you’re	feeling	more	
active	discover	the	Black	Forest	during	
a	hike	and	cable	car	ride,	or	take	a	
guided	bike	ride.
Tonight,	you’ll	get	to	join	the	Captain	for	
your	official	welcome	dinner
Meals: B.L.D

Day	15
Basel	>	UK
After	breakfast,	transfer	to	the	airport	
or	train	station	for	your	return	journey	
home.	Fly	direct	to	London	Heathrow	
or	one	of	up	to	14	UK	regional	airports.	
Alternatively,	travel	by	first	class	rail	
from	Basel	to	Paris.	Change	stations	
in	Paris‡	and	travel	Standard	Premier	
aboard	Eurostar	to	St.	Pancras	
International.
Meals: B

Key

e Scenic Enrich

s Scenic Sundowners
          Meals: Breakfast (B). Lunch (L). Dinner (D).

15 Day Itinerary Amsterdam > Basel

Romantic Rhine & Moselle

Bernkastel

¥Mileage	restrictions	apply	on	private	door-to-door	transfers	
-	call	for	details.

 

£1,500  
SAVE  

a	guaranteed

per	couple	 
on	all	prices	
shown	below

FREE  
private	 

door-to-door	 
transfers¥  
worth	up	to	

£330  
per	couple	

Birthday  
Bonus Offer

£100  
per	couple	 

off	all	our	2017	 
Europe	River	

Cruises
Book by  

25 June 2016
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  River Cruise 
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Rhine 
Highlights

 8 Day Cruise       Amsterdam >	Basel

The heart of Europe
Starting out with a flourish in Amsterdam and 
ending in Basel, this is an itinerary that takes in the 
sweeping splendours of Europe.   
Discover	the	canals	of	Amsterdam,	where	meandering	
waterways	bypass	buildings	that	haven’t	changed	
since	Holland’s	great	voyages	of	discovery	centuries	
ago.	Marvel	at	the	highlights	of	the	legendary	Rhine	
during	your	cruising	through	the	World	Heritage-listed	
Rhine	Gorge.	Visit	Cologne,	with	its	towering	cathedral.	
Explore	the	historical	city	of	Koblenz.	Take	in	Heidelberg	
Castle	in	Mannheim.	Fall	in	love	with	La	Petite	France	in	
Strasbourg.	

Amsterdam > Basel

 Enrich experience

Step	out	in	supreme	style	for	a	private	
evening	concert	in	a	lavish	Baroque	
period	palace	on	the	Upper	Rhine.	 
There’s	simply	no	substitute	for	that	kind	
of	an	experience.

Day Destination Highlights

1 UK	>	Amsterdam	(Netherlands) Welcome reception

2 Amsterdam Canal boat cruise

3 Cologne	(Germany) Drachenburg Castle

4 Koblenz Reichsburg Castle

5 Rudesheim Sail the Rhine Gorge

6 Mannheim Classical concert in Baroque palace

7 Strasbourg	(France) Alsace wine tasting

8 Basel	(Switzerland)	>	UK Farewell

Rhine	Highlights
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For detailed deck & cabin plan inclusions see pages 162-171.
Please note different ships operate across different dates & not all ships have all category cabins available. Please call us for details.

†	With	the	exception	of	fine	and	rare	wines	and	spirits.	*	Cruise	Operates	in	reverse.	‡Transfers	between	stations	are	not	included.

Terms and Conditions:	All	prices	and	upgrades	per	person,	twin	share	in	GBP.	Deposit	is	£750	per	person.	Flights	are	in	Economy	class.	Full	payment	is	required	90	days	prior	to	departure. 
Please	note,	the	ship	operating	a	particular	cruise	is	subject	to	change.	Itinerary	and	departure	date	are	subject	to	change.	For	full	terms	and	conditions	please	refer	to	pages	158	to	161.

2017 Departure Dates For details of our latest offers visit scenic.co.uk

Suite Categories
Jewel Deck Sapphire Deck Diamond Deck

E D C BA BB B BD BJ A PA PP P PD RJ RA R RR RS RP

Apr 17,	24* 	£2,745		£2,870		£3,390		£3,490		£3,590		£3,640		£3,840		£4,090		£3,640		£3,690		£3,790		£3,840		£4,040		£4,290		£4,840		£4,940		£5,140		£4,940		£5,440	

May 08,	08*,	10*,	15 	£3,045		£3,170		£3,690		£3,790		£3,890		£3,940		£4,140		£4,390		£3,940		£3,990		£4,090		£4,140		£4,340		£4,590		£5,140		£5,240		£5,440		£5,240		£5,740	

May 15*,	22*,	24 	£3,045		£3,170		£3,690		£3,790		£3,890		£3,940		£4,140		£4,390		£3,940		£3,990		£4,090		£4,140		£4,340		£4,590		£5,140		£5,240		£5,440		£5,240		£5,740	

Jun 12*,	14,	14*,	21*,	28 	£3,045		£3,170		£3,690		£3,790		£3,890		£3,940		£4,140		£4,390		£3,940		£3,990		£4,090		£4,140		£4,340		£4,590		£5,140		£5,240		£5,440		£5,240		£5,740	

Jul 05*,	26 	£3,045		£3,170		£3,690		£3,790		£3,890		£3,940		£4,140		£4,390		£3,940		£3,990		£4,090		£4,140		£4,340		£4,590		£5,140		£5,240		£5,440		£5,240		£5,740	

Aug 02*,	09,	16,	16*,	23 	£3,045		£3,170		£3,690		£3,790		£3,890		£3,940		£4,140		£4,390		£3,940		£3,990		£4,090		£4,140		£4,340		£4,590		£5,140		£5,240		£5,440		£5,240		£5,740	

Sep 06,	13,	13* 	£3,045		£3,170		£3,690		£3,790		£3,890		£3,940		£4,140		£4,390		£3,940		£3,990		£4,090		£4,140		£4,340		£4,590		£5,140		£5,240		£5,440		£5,240		£5,740	

Oct 04 	£2,895		£3,020		£3,540		£3,640		£3,740		£3,790		£3,990		£4,240		£3,790		£3,840		£3,940		£3,990		£4,190		£4,440		£4,990		£5,090		£5,290		£5,090		£5,590	

All-inclusive highlights

On board
			Fly	from	a	selection	of	up	to	 
15	UK	airports	or	travel	via	
Standard	Premier	Eurostar	 
with	upgrades	available
			7	nights	on	board	a	5-star	 
Scenic	Space-Ship
			Balcony	suites,	including	a	 
Scenic	Sun	Lounge	
			Butler	service	for	all	guests
			Laundry	concierge
			Complimentary	premium	branded	
beverages	all	day,	everyday†

			Six	dining	options,	from	casual	 
to	fine	dining
			Exclusive	Scenic	Tailormade	GPS	 
for	self-guided	touring
			Authentic	local	entertainment
			The	freedom	of	our	e-bikes
			Cruise	Directors	to	guide	and	assist
			Expert	local	guides
			Complimentary	Wi-Fi	internet
			Return	airport	transfers

Onshore
			Scenic	Enrich	–	unforgettable	 
and	exclusive	events
			Scenic	Freechoice	–	a	choice	of	
activities	throughout	your	journey

And	of	course	all	tipping	and	
gratuities	worth	up	to	£465	 
per	couple

8 Day Itinerary Amsterdam > Basel

Rhine Highlights

Day	01
UK	>	Amsterdam
Choose	from	a	selection	of	ways	to	
travel	to	Amsterdam,	all	of	which	are	
included	at	no	supplement.	Pick	from	
one	of	up	to	14	UK	regional	airports	or	
travel	direct	from	London	Heathrow.	
If	you’d	prefer	not	to	fly,	why	not	take	
advantage	of	our	Eurostar	No	Fly	
option	at	no	extra	cost?	Travel	Standard	
Premier	Class	aboard	the	Eurostar	from	
St.	Pancras	International	to	Brussels	
and	on	to	Amsterdam.	Your	journey	into	
wonder	begins	in	this	fascinating	and	
compact	harbour	city.	Relax	and	raise	
your	glass	to	the	days	ahead	at	this	
evening’s	welcome	reception.
Meals: D

Day	02
Amsterdam	f
From	its	quirky	cafés	to	abundant	
museums,	Amsterdam	is	a	
cosmopolitan	hub	of	intrigue.
Freechoice:	With	165	canals	that	
stretch	over	100km,	Amsterdam’s	
magnificent	waterways	have	made	the	
city	world	famous	and	you’ll	have	ample	
opportunity	to	explore	them	on	a	glass-
top	canal	boat	cruise.	Alternatively,	
discover	charming	Volendam,	with	
its	unusual	raised	homes	and	quaint	
wooden	church	before	heading	to	the	
equally	charming	village	of	Edam,	
famous	for	its	round	cheese.
When	the	evening	arrives,	you’re	
invited	to	join	the	Captain	on	board	
for	a	delicious	welcome	dinner.	This	is	
the	perfect	opportunity	to	get	to	know	
your	fellow	guests	and	enjoy	a	few	
complimentary	beverages.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	03
Cologne	f
Freechoice:	Enjoy	a	scenic	ride	on	the	
oldest	cog	railway	of	Germany	and	
discover	splendid	Drachenburg	Castle,	
or	stroll	through	Cologne	and	get	up	
close	to	the	filigree	twin	towers	of	the	
famous	cathedral.	Either	way,	it’s	a	
great	day	to	see	and	discover.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	04
Koblenz	f
Koblenz	is	a	city	teeming	with	historical	
influence	and	importance.	From	
the	traditional	Old	Town	to	the	Fort	
Ehrenbreistein,	you’ll	find	there’s	plenty	
to	discover	when	you	scratch	the	
surface.	
Freechoice:	Take	advantage	of	a	guided	
tour	of	this	historic	city	and	marvel	at	
the	Deutsche	Eck,	a	unique	place	where	
the	rivers	Moselle	and	Rhine	confluent.		
Alternatively,	discover	Cochem	–	a	true	
medieval	gem	resting	on	the	banks	of	
the	Moselle	River.	Cochem	will	make	
you	feel	as	if	you’re	stepping	straight	
into	a	fairy	tale	and	you’ll	be	able	to	
take	a	guided	tour	that	culminates	
in	a	visit	to	the	iconic	Reichsburg	
Castle.	Or	maybe	you’d	prefer	to	
embark	on	a	leisurely	cycle	using	your	
personal	Tailormade	GPS	device	and	
electronically	assisted	bicycle.	Glide	
through	the	fascinating	city	of	Koblenz	
and	pass	intriguing	palaces	and	
churches,	museums	and	monuments.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	05
Rüdesheim	
Today	you	will	succumb	to	the	charm	of	
Rüdesheim.	After	arriving	you’ll	board	
the	‘Winzerexpress’	mini-train	for	a	
guided	visit	of	Siegfried’s	Mechanical	
Musical	Instrument	Museum,	an	
intriguing	place	of	interest	and	a	
must-see	if	you’re	passing	through	the	
region.	Later,	you	can	look	forward	to	

unrivalled	views	across	the	spectacular	
World	Heritage-listed	Rhine	Gorge	as	
you	board	a	cable	car	bound	for	the	
Niederwald	monument.	Afterwards,	you	
can	look	forward	to	some	free	time	on	
board	as	you	sail	towards	Mannheim	
and	your	journey	continues.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	06
Mannheim	fe
Mannheim	lies	at	the	confluence	of	the	
Rhine	and	Neckar	River.	Unusually,	the	
city	has	been	built	in	grids,	just	like	you	
would	expect	to	find	during	a	visit	to	
North	America.	The	streets	are	easy	to	
navigate	and	there’s	myriad	landmarks	
to	visit	during	your	time	ashore.
Freechoice:	Explore	the	historic	
university	town	of	Heidelberg,	with	its	
fine	Renaissance	castle,	or	enjoy	the	
Sweet	Tastes	of	Heidelberg	tour,	where	
you’ll	have	an	opportunity	to	sample	
some	of	the	local	chocolates,	bon	
bons	and	gummy	bears.		Alternatively,	
visit	the	unique	Technik	Museum	
in	the	charming	riverside	town	of	
Speyer,	where	you’ll	see	wondrous	
technological	exhibits	not	found	
anywhere	else.	From	military	aircraft	to	
original	locomotives,	fans	of	innovation	
and	transportation	will	be	spoilt	at	the	
Technik	Museum.	
Enrich
Your unforgettable evening begins with 
a private tour of the Baroque Palace of 
Rastatt, one of the most magnificent 
historic venues of the region. Later, 
you’ll be ushered into the resplendent 
hall to attend a private classical music 
concert with your fellow Scenic guests. 
This cherished event is sure to be one 
of the highlights of your entire journey, 
enjoyed only by a select few.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	07
Strasbourg	f
Strasbourg	walks	a	fine	line	between	
France	and	Germany,	traditional	and	
cosmopolitan.	The	area’s	large	student	
population	helps	to	move	the	region	
forward	with	youthful	exuberance,	
while	the	city	pays	homage	to	its	rich	
heritage,	with	the	half-timbered	houses	
of	the	region’s	old	town	nestling	cosy	
winstubs.
Freechoice:	Visit	Strasbourg,	where	
you’ll	discover	La	Petite	France,	the	
famous	grand	cathedral	and	stroll	
through	the	old	town,	or	journey	to	
Mittelbergheim	in	the	Alsace	and	
sample	some	of	the	best	wines	the	
region	has	to	offer.	Or	you	can	opt	to	
tour	the	beautiful	Black	Forest	and	take	
in	the	spectacular	scenery	on	a	guided	
hike	through	its	majestic	vineyards.	
Alternatively,	explore	Strasbourg	on	
two	wheels	using	your	Tailormade	GPS	
device.	 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Starting	in	Kehl	on	the	German	side	of	
the	river	cycle	to	Strasbourg’s	European	
district	and	see	the	Council	of	Europe,	
the	European	Court	of	Human	Rights	
and	the	European	Parliament.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	08
Basel	>	UK
After	a	hearty	breakfast	on	board,	it’s	
time	to	wave	goodbye	to	the	comfort	
of	your	Space-Ship	before	transferring	
to	the	airport	or	train	station	for	your	
return	journey	home.	Fly	direct	to	
London	Heathrow	or	one	of	up	to	14	UK	
regional	airports.	Alternatively,	travel	
by	first	class	rail	from	Basel	to	Paris.	
Change	stations	in	Paris‡	and	travel	
Standard	Premier	aboard	Eurostar	to	
St.	Pancras	International.
Meals: B

Alsace Wine Tasting BaselCologneVolendam Rüdesheim

Rhine	Highlights

¥Mileage	restrictions	apply	on	private	door-to-door	transfers	
-	call	for	details.
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e Scenic Enrich

f Freechoice - see page 150-155
          Meals: Breakfast (B). Lunch (L). Dinner (D).
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  River Cruise 

 	 Cruise	start/finish

  	 Enrich

  		 Freechoice

 1 	 Overnight	Stay	

Arnhem Hoge Veluwe 
National Park

 English
Channel

Amsterdam

Belgium

& Edam

Keukenhof

Germany

France

Antwerp

Netherlands

Hoorn

KinderdijkRotterdam

Veere

Bruges

Delft

Volendam

Delta Works

Arnhem

Rhine

7

A	 Amsterdam
B	 Bruges
C	 Keukenhof	Gardens

A

B C

Dutch Sights 
& Belgian 
Delights

 8 Day Cruise      Amsterdam >	Amsterdam

The Netherlands in bloom
There’s something irrepressibly joyful about Europe 
in springtime, and nowhere more so than beautiful 
Holland, where fields of tulips seem to personify the 
mood of young and old alike.   
You’ll	have	ample	opportunity	to	join	in	the	fun,	with	an	
itinerary	that	takes	in	the	very	best	that	the	Netherlands	
has	to	offer.	Breathe	in	the	palpable	sense	of	optimism,	
and	enjoy	the	camaraderie	and	hospitality	of	locals	
at	Hoorn,	where	you’ll	be	treated	to	a	uniquely	Dutch	
dinner.	From	sleepy	towns	like	Edam	and	Volendam,	
where	you’ll	get	to	sample	world-renowned	cheeses	
of	the	same	name,	to	thriving	modern	centres	like	
Rotterdam,	the	home	of	Delft	Blue	Pottery,	the	proud	
history	of	this	land	is	evident	everywhere.	From	its	
famous	windmills	and	canals	to	its	timeless	bridges	and	
unique	architectural	styles	–	there’s	no	better	time	to	
discover	it	all	for	yourself.	

Amsterdam > Amsterdam

 Sundowners

Enjoy	a	sunset	drink	in	the	area	around	
the	pretty	seaside	town	of	Veere.	Soak	up	
the	atmosphere	as	you	toast	the	end	of	
another	wonderful	day.

Dutch	Sights	&	Belgian	Delights

Day Destination Highlights

1 UK	>	Amsterdam	(Netherlands) Welcome reception

2 Amsterdam Keukenhof Gardens

3 Veere Sundowner event

4 Antwerp	(Belgium) Guided tour of Bruge

5 Rotterdam	(Netherlands) Discover Kinderdijk

6 Arnhem Hoge Veluwe National Park

7 Hoorn Enrich evening event

8 Amsterdam	>	UK Farewell
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For detailed deck & cabin plan inclusions see pages 162-171.
Please note different ships operate across different dates & not all ships have all category cabins available. Please call us for details.
^Sundowners	are	weather	permitting.	†	With	the	exception	of	fine	and	rare	wines	and	spirits.	

Terms and Conditions:	All	prices	and	upgrades	per	person,	twin	share	in	GBP.	Deposit	is	£750	per	person.	Flights	are	in	Economy	class.	Full	payment	is	required	90	days	prior	to	departure. 
Please	note,	the	ship	operating	a	particular	cruise	is	subject	to	change.	Itinerary	and	departure	date	are	subject	to	change.	For	full	terms	and	conditions	please	refer	to	pages	158	to	161.

2017 Departure Dates For details of our latest offers visit scenic.co.uk

Suite Categories
Jewel Deck Sapphire Deck Diamond Deck

E D C BA BB B BD BJ A PA PP P PD RJ RA R RS

May 01,	22 	£2,345		£2,470		£2,990		£3,090		£3,190		£3,240		£3,440		£3,690		£3,240		£3,290		£3,390		£3,440		£3,640		£3,890		£4,440		£4,540		£4,540	

All-inclusive highlights

On board
			Fly	from	a	selection	of	up	to	 
15	UK	airports	or	travel	via	
Standard	Premier	Eurostar	 
with	upgrades	available
			7	nights	on	board	a	5-star	 
Scenic	Space-Ship
			Balcony	suites,	including	a	 
Scenic	Sun	Lounge	
			Butler	service	for	all	guests
			Laundry	concierge
			Complimentary	premium	branded	
beverages	all	day,	everyday†

			Six	dining	options,	from	casual	 
to	fine	dining
			Exclusive	Scenic	Tailormade	GPS	 
for	self-guided	touring
			Authentic	local	entertainment
			The	freedom	of	our	e-bikes
			Cruise	Directors	to	guide	and	assist
			Expert	local	guides
			Complimentary	Wi-Fi	internet
			Return	airport	transfers

Onshore
			Scenic	Enrich	–	unforgettable	 
and	exclusive	events
			Scenic	Sundowners^	–	exclusive	
hosted	cocktails	in	stunning	
locations
			Scenic	Freechoice	–	a	choice	of	
activities	throughout	your	journey

And	of	course	all	tipping	and	
gratuities	worth	up	to	£465	 
per	couple

Dutch	Sights	&	Belgian	Delights

8 Day Itinerary Amsterdam > Amsterdam

Dutch Sights & Belgian Delights

Day	1
UK	>	Amsterdam
Choose	from	a	selection	of	ways	to	
travel	to	Amsterdam.	Fly	from	one	of	
up	to	14	UK	regional	airports	or	travel	
direct	from	London	Heathrow.	If	you	
prefer	not	to	fly,	why	not	travel	Standard	
Premier	Class	aboard	the	Eurostar	from	
St	Pancras	International	to	Brussels	
and	then	onto	Amsterdam	on	first	class	
rail.	You’ll	then	be	transferred	to	your	
Scenic	Space-Ship.
Meals: D

Day	2
Amsterdam	f
From	its	quirky	cafés	to	abundant	
museums,	Amsterdam	is	a	
cosmopolitan	hub	of	intrigue.
Freechoice:	With	165	canals	
that	stretch	over	100	kilometres,	
Amsterdam’s	magnificent	waterways	
have	made	the	city	world	famous	and	
you’ll	have	ample	opportunity	to	explore	
them.	Listen	to	expert	commentary	as	
you	take	in	the	countless	sights,	and	
learn	about	the	history	that	shaped	
this	important	European	capital.	
Alternatively,	enjoy	a	visit	to	Keukenhof	
Gardens,	which	have	delighted	visitors	
for	over	60	years.	Known	as	the	Garden	
of	Europe,	Keukenhof	Gardens	is	the	
world's	second	largest	flower	garden	
and	explodes	with	colour	against	a	
backdrop	of	neatly	manicured	lawns.	
An	expert	tour	guide	will	be	delighted	
to	show	you	around	this	springtime	
spectacular.	
Later,	set	sail	towards	the	picturesque	
and	historic	city	of	Veere.	And	in	the	
evening,	you	are	invited	to	join	the	
Captain	for	the	official	welcome	dinner.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	3
Veere	f
Veere	is	a	delightful	historical	village	
built	on	the	shore	of	the	Western	
Schedlt.
Freechoice:	Visit	the	Delta	Works,	
including	the	famous	Storm	Surge	
Barrier	–	an	incredible	feat	of	modern	
engineering,	purpose-built	to	protect	
the	flooding	Delta	Plain.	Alternatively,	
you	can	choose	to	explore	the	charming	
village	of	Veere,	located	on	a	series	
of	regional	dykes,	with	a	history	that	
extends	all	the	way	back	to	the	15th	
century.	Or,	if	you’d	like	to	do	something	
more	active,	embark	on	an	enjoyable	
guided	cycling	tour	of	Veere	and	its	
surroundings,	discover	the	town	square	
with	its	impressive	Town	Hall	dating	
back	to	the	late	15th	century,	cycle	past	
the	town’s	beautiful	harbour,	and	see	
the	picturesque	windmill	located	on	the	
outskirts.
Sundowners^
Tonight you are invited to raise a toast to 
the end of another perfect day. This your 
opportunity to catch up with your fellow 
guests and reflect on your experience so 
far. We'll cheers to that. 
Meals: B.L.D

Day	4
Antwerp	f
Today	you	are	greeted	with	the	
opportunity	to	explore	one	of	two	
fascinating	Belgian	cities.	Where	you	
visit	is	up	to	you.
Freechoice:	Let	a	local	expert	guide	
you	through	Bruges,	the	charming	
World	Heritage-listed	city	with	a	hive	
of	picturesque	canals	and	cobblestone	
streets.	Alternatively,	explore	Antwerp,	
Belgium’s	second	city,	renowned	as	
the	diamond	capital	of	the	world	and	
located	on	the	banks	of	the	River	
Scheldt.	The	city	offers	an	abundance	
of	world-class	restaurants,	striking	
architecture	and	is	home	to	some	of	
Belgium’s	finest	fashion	designers.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	5
Rotterdam	f
Rotterdam	is	an	exciting	post-war	city	
filled	with	modern	influences.
Freechoice:	Join	a	knowledgeable	
local	guide	on	a	tour	of	Rotterdam	–	a	
dynamic,	international	city	with	a	
bold	and	passionately	beating	heart.	
Known	as	the	architectural	capital	of	
the	Netherlands,	you’ll	see	highlights	
such	as	the	Erasmus	Bridge	and	the	
Beeldenroute	Westersingel	–	the	
Westersingel	Sculpture	Route	that	
runs	along	the	Westersingel	Canal	
and	displays	various	works	of	art	by	
renowned	local	artists.		Or	if	you’d	
prefer,	you	could	choose	to	explore	
beautiful	Delft,	before	dropping	in	to	a	
pottery	factory	and	museum	to	discover	
more	about	world-famous	Delft	
Blue	Pottery.	Alternatively,	discover	
picturesque	Kinderdijk,	famous	for	its	
beautiful	historic	windmills.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	6
Arnhem	f
Freechoice:	Explore	the	Arnhem	
Airborne	Museum	and	learn	about	
the	Battle	of	Arnhem.	The	Airborne	
Experience	allows	you	to	follow	in	the	
footsteps	of	the	British	parachutists	
who	made	their	way	across	dangerous	
terrain	to	Arnhem	in	September	1944.	
Alternatively,	visit	the	Netherlands	
Open	Air	Museum	and	discover	historic	
houses,	farms	and	windmills.	The	
museum	portrays	impression	of	daily	
life	for	the	average	Dutchman	over	the	
past	few	centuries.	Or,	if	you’re	feeling	
more	active	you	might	wish	to	journey	
to	the	nearby	Hoge	Veluwe	National	
Park	and	enjoy	cycling	on	one	of	their	
white	bicycles.	The	national	park	is	
one	of	the	largest	continuous	nature	
reserves	in	Holland,	and	the	best	way	to	
explore	it	is	by	bicycle.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	7
Hoorn	f
Freechoice: Travel	from	Hoorn	to	the	
sleepy	fishing	village	of	Volendam,	
with	its	unusual	raised	homes	and	its	
quaint	wooden	church,	and	then	head	
to	Edam,	famous	for	its	round	cheese.	
You’ll	simply	love	this	village	and	its	
beautiful	squares,	old-style	bridges	and	
cheese	warehouses.	Or,	discover	Hoorn	
with	a	local	guide	and	be	immersed	into	
the	local	life	with	fine	cheese	and	fish	
tastings.	Alternatively,	you	can	choose	
to	take	a	bike,	as	it’s	a	great	village	to	
cycle	through.
Enrich
This evening, a special experience 
awaits you. You’ll get the chance to 
commune with the hospitable locals 
of this quiet pocket of northeastern 
Holland. Not only is there much 
friendly conversation in store, you can 
anticipate a truly sumptuous dinner, 
in the local style, with accompanying 
entertainment. What a fabulous way 
to celebrate your time in this charming 
region.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	8
Amsterdam
After	breakfast,	transfer	to	Amsterdam	
airport	for	your	return	flight	home.	
Travel	direct	to	London	or	one	of	up	to	
14	UK	regional	airports.	Alternatively,	
travel	by	first	class	rail	to	Brussels	and	
then	Standard	Premier	Class	aboard	
the	Eurostar	to	St	Pancras	International
Meals: B

Key

e Scenic Enrich

s Scenic Sundowners

f Freechoice - see page 150-155
          Meals: Breakfast (B). Lunch (L). Dinner (D).

Antwerp Famous Edam CheeseStorm Surge BarrierColourful Keukenhof Gardens Delft Blue Pottery

¥Mileage	restrictions	apply	on	private	door-to-door	transfers	
-	call	for	details.
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  River Cruise 

 	 Cruise	start/finish
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The Majestic 
East

 8 Day Cruise       Vienna >	Belgrade

The Danube’s greatest hits
There’s no finer place to begin a river cruise than in 
the magical city of Vienna. Enigmatic architecture, 
a vibrant artistic legacy and endless cultural 
contributions make this charmed metropolis an 
essential port of call for anyone looking to cruise the 
Danube.   
After	waving	goodbye	to	Austria’s	capital,	the	adventure	
begins	to	unravel.	Slovakia’s	Bratislava	is	a	pocket-sized	
capital	of	ornamental	beauty,	and	an	included	guided	
tour	introduces	you	to	the	region.	Then	it’s	on	to	mighty	
Budapest,	arguably	the	most	enchanting	city	to	call	the	
Danube’s	banks	home,	before	continuing	to	Croatia	and	
out	into	Belgrade.	You	will	amazed	at	the	diversity	on	
offer	throughout	this	Eastern	adventure.	

Vienna > Belgrade

 Enrich experience

Explore	the	magnificent	Gödöllö	Palace,	
a	favourite	residence	of	Queen	Elisabeth	
of	Hungary,	and	enjoy	a	sublime	and	
exclusive	live	musical	performance.

Day Destination Highlights

1 UK	>	Vienna	(Austria) Welcome reception

2 Vienna Schönbrunn Palace

3 Bratislava	(Slovakia) Guided walking tour

4 Budapest	(Hungary) Gödöllõ Royal Palace

5 Kalocsa Traditional horse show

6 Mohács Villány wine tasting

7 Osijek	(Serbia) Traditional homecooked meal

8 Belgrade	>	UK Farewell

The	Majestic	East
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For detailed deck & cabin plan inclusions see pages 162-171.
Please note different ships operate across different dates & not all ships have all category cabins available. Please call us for details.
†	With	the	exception	of	fine	and	rare	wines	and	spirits.	*	Cruise	Operates	in	reverse.

Terms and Conditions:	All	prices	and	upgrades	per	person,	twin	share	in	GBP.	Deposit	is	£750	per	person.	Flights	are	in	Economy	class.	Full	payment	is	required	90	days		prior	to	departure.	 
Please	note,	the	ship	operating	a	particular	cruise	is	subject	to	change.	Itinerary	and	departure	date	are	subject	to	change.	For	full	terms	and	conditions	please	refer	to	pages	158	to	161.

2017 Departure Dates For details of our latest offers visit scenic.co.uk

Suite Categories
Jewel Deck Sapphire Deck Diamond Deck

E D C BA BB BD BJ A PA PP PD RJ RR RP

Apr 18 	£2,645		£2,770		£3,290		£3,390		£3,490		£3,740		£3,990		£3,540		£3,590		£3,690		£3,940		£4,190		£5,040		£5,340	

May 09* 	£2,845		£2,970		£3,490		£3,590		£3,690		£3,940		£4,190		£3,740		£3,790		£3,890		£4,140		£4,390		£5,240		£5,540	

All-inclusive highlights

On board
			Fly	from	a	selection	of	up	to	 
7	UK	airports
			7	nights	on	board	a	5-star	 
Scenic	Space-Ship
			Balcony	suites,	including	a	 
Scenic	Sun	Lounge	
			Butler	service	for	all	guests
			Laundry	concierge
			Complimentary	premium	branded	
beverages	all	day,	everyday†

			Six	dining	options,	from	casual	 
to	fine	dining
			Exclusive	Scenic	Tailormade	GPS	 
for	self-guided	touring
			Authentic	local	entertainment
			The	freedom	of	our	e-bikes
			Cruise	Directors	to	guide	and	assist
			Expert	local	guides
			Complimentary	Wi-Fi	internet
			Return	airport	transfers

Onshore
			Scenic	Enrich	–	unforgettable	 
and	exclusive	events
			Scenic	Freechoice	–	a	choice	of	
activities	throughout	your	journey

And	of	course	all	tipping	and	
gratuities	worth	up	to	£465	 
per	couple

8 Day Itinerary Vienna > Belgrade

The Majestic East

Day	01
UK	>	Vienna
Choose	from	a	selection	of	ways	
to	travel	to	Vienna,	all	of	which	are	
included	at	no	supplement.	Pick	from	
one	of	up	to	6	UK	regional	airports	or	
travel	direct	from	London	Heathrow.	
You’ll	then	be	transferred	to	your	Scenic	
Space-Ship.	Upon	arrival	you’ll	have	
ample	time	to	settle	in	to	your	suite	
before	raising	a	glass	to	the	journey	
ahead	at	tonight’s	welcome	reception.
Meals: D

Day	02
Vienna	f
Welcome	to	Vienna,	Austria’s	famous	
capital	city.		Its	artistic	and	intellectual	
legacy	was	shaped	by	residents	
including	Mozart,	Beethoven	and	
Sigmund	Freud.	The	city	is	also	known	
for	its	Imperial	palaces,	including	
Schönbrunn,	the	Habsburgs’	summer	
residence.	With	architecture	that	
promises	to	wow	and	a	compelling	
historical	past,	you	will	never	be	short	
of	things	to	do	during	your	time	in	this	
mesmerising	city.
Freechoice:	Enjoy	a	guided	tour	of	
this	majestic	city	and	take	in	the	
essential	sights	along	the	Ringstrasse.	
Alternatively,	embark	on	a	guided	visit	
to	Schönbrunn	Palace,	a	1,441-room	
Baroque	residence	that	showcases	the	
extravagant	tastes	of	the	Habsburg	
monarchs.	If	you’d	prefer,	visit	the	
world-renowned	Spanish	Riding	School	
and	either	tour	the	stables	or	see	the	
Lipizzaner	Stallions	perfecting	their	
skills	during	their	morning	exercise	
programme. 
As	always,	a	wealth	of	choice	promises	
another	unforgettable	day	ashore.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	03
Bratislava		f
Welcome	to	the	capital	of	Slovakia.	An	
exciting	and	insightful	collection	of	
Freechoice	excursions	await.
Freechoice: Explore	beautiful	Bratislava	
with	a	knowledgeable	local	guide	and	
discover	all	that	this	majestic	city	
has	to	offer.	Alternatively,	discover	
Bratislava’s	communist-era	history	
during	a	guided	tour.	Or	journey	to	the	
nearby	Devin	Castle	where	you’ll	have	
an	opportunity	to	tour	the	castle’s	ruins	
and	sample	some	of	the	local	speciality,	
the	Devin’s	currant	wine.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	04
Budapest	fe
Few	cities	can	measure	up	to	the	
architectural	splendour	of	Budapest.	
Spires	and	domes	pierce	the	skyline,	
mighty	buildings	command	the	river	
banks	and	views	from	the	Fisherman’s	
Bastion	are	guaranteed	to	astound.	
Freechoice: Partake	in	a	guided	tour	
of	both	sides	of	this	splendid	city,	
taking	you	through	the	streets	of	Buda	
and	Pest.	If	you’d	prefer,	we	also	offer	
a	relaxing	excursion	to	the	famous	
Széchenyi	Thermal	Bath	where	you	
can	experience	the	hot	spring	water	
for	yourself.	Alternatively,	explore	the	
labyrinths	of	the	Hospital	in	the	Rock,	
caverns	under	Buda	Castle	created	in	
anticipation	of	WWII.	
Enrich
Tonight you will be cordially invited to 
attend an exclusive classical music 
concert in the majestic Gödöllõ Royal 
Palace, an imperial and royal Hungarian 
palace located in the municipality of 
Gödöllõ in Pest county, central Hungary. 
This showcase of virtuoso musicianship 
is only available to Scenic guests and 
eptimosies the exclusive luxury of our 
unique and unforgettable river cruises. 
Meals: B.L.D

Day	05
Kalocsa	
Enjoy	cruising	to	the	Baroque	town	of	
Kalocsa,	which	lies	at	the	periphery	
of	the	great	Hungarian	plain	and	is	
renowned	for	its	decorative	embroidery	
and	paprika	production.	The	Baroque	
provincial	town	in	the	Great	Plain	
lies	approximately	118	km	south	of	
Budapest	on	the	east	side	of	the	
Danube,	and	the	town	is	almost	as	old	
as	the	Hungarian	state	itself.
Today	you	will	get	to	attend	a	traditional	
horse	show.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	06
Mohács	f
Mohács	is	a	sleepy	port	town	located	
on	the	right	bank	of	the	Danube.	In	the	
medieval	Kingdom	of	Hungary,	Mohács	
was	part	of	the	historical	Baranya	
county,	and	during	Ottoman	rule	it	was	
the	administrative	seat	of	the	Sanjak	
of	Mohács,	an	Ottoman	administrative	
unit.	After	the	Habsburgs	took	the	
area	from	the	Ottomans,	Mohács	
was	included	in	the	restored	Baranya	
county.
Freechoice:	Enjoy	a	guided	visit	to	the	
Zsolnay	ceramic	factory,	where	you’ll	
visit	the	main	exhibition	areas	and	
enjoy	a	ceramic	making	presentation.	
This	is	your	chance	to	visit	one	of	the	
most	unique	porcelain	factories	in	the	
world,	which	boasts	a	legacy	stretching	
back	to	1853.	Alternatively,	visit	the	
village	of	Villány	and	learn	about	
everyday	life	in	Hungary	while	enjoying	
a	local	wine	tasting.	The	wine	producers	
of	Villány	are	frequently	among	the	
most	successful	participants	in	wine	
contests	and	exhibitions.	So	far,	wine	
producers	or	wine	cellars	of	Villány	 
have	been	awarded	the	prestigious	 
title	“Wine	Producer	of	the	Year”	or	
“Wine	Cellar	of	the	Year”	six	times.	 
A	distinctive	feature	of	the	Villány	Wine	
Region	is	the	large	number	of	cellars	

run	by	experts	with	technological	know	
how.	A	second	generation	has	grown	up	
alongside	the	generation	founded	the	
vineyards	and	cellars.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	07
Osijek	fe
Welcome	to	Osijek,	Croatia's	fourth	
largest	city.
Freechoice:	Explore	the	art	nouveau	
and	Baroque	architecture	of	Osijek	on	a	
guided	tour,	or	try	your	hand	at	fishing	
in	a	local	village	stream.	If	you’re	looking	
for	something	more	active,	you	could	
opt	for	a	guided	bike	ride	through	the	
surrounding	countryside.	
Enrich 
As a special Scenic guest, you’ll be 
invited into the home of a local family to 
enjoy a traditional home-cooked meal 
and learn all about life in Croatia. This 
unique insight simply cannot be found 
in a local guide book - it's a rare and 
unforgettable moment.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	08
Belgrade
After	breakfast	on	board,	transfer	to	
Belgrade	International	Airport	for	your	
return	flight	home.	Fly	in	to	one	of	6	UK	
regional	airports	or	travel	direct	from	
London	Heathrow.
Meals: B

Key

e Scenic Enrich

f Freechoice - see page 150-155
          Meals: Breakfast (B). Lunch (L). Dinner (D).

Osijek Cathedral Enjoy traditional home-cooked foodBratislava's Main SquareStatue of Strauss, Vienna Budapest

The	Majestic	East

¥Mileage	restrictions	apply	on	private	door-to-door	transfers	
-	call	for	details.
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  River Cruise 

 	 Cruise	start/finish

  		 Freechoice
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Eastern 
Enlightenment

 9 Day Cruise & Tour      Belgrade >	Bucharest

Cruise to mile zero
Before emptying into the Black Sea, the Danube 
snakes its way through the depths of Eastern 
Europe. During the final leg of its journey, the famed 
waterway passes through historical lands rich in 
tradition.   
By	taking	the	passage	to	Eastern	Europe,	you	are	invited	
to	travel	through	the	ages	and	uncover	the	secrets	that	
neighbour	this	mighty	waterway.	Between	the	colossal	
natural	splendour	of	the	Iron	Gate	and	the	turbulent	
past	of	Bucharest,	a	world	of	beguiling	curiosity	awaits.	
Tip-toe	through	leafy	Bulgarian	villages,	enjoy	a	unique	
cocktail	event	at	Kalemegdan	Fortress	and	explore	the	
canals	of	Tulcea,	Romania.	

Belgrade > Bucharest

 Sundowners

Located	on	the	confluence	of	the	River	
Sava	and	Danube,	in	an	urban	area	
of	modern	Belgrade,	is	the	historical	
Kalemegdan	Fortress.	The	old	stone	
fortification	will	play	host	to	a	unique	
Scenic-only	event,	inviting	guests	to	
enjoy	al-fresco	cocktails	in	the	most	
unique	of	settings.	

Day Destination Highlights

1 UK	>	Belgrade	(Serbia) Welcome reception

2 Belgrade Scenic Sundowner

3 Iron	Gate	(Romania) Cruising the Iron Gate

4 Svistov	>	Russe	(Bulgaria) Veliko Tarnovo

5 Silistra Walking tour of Silistra Fort

6 Tulcea	(Romania) Boat tour of Tulcea and Danube canals

7 Saint	George	>	Danube	Delta World Heritage-listed Danube Delta

8 Braila	>	Bucharest Explore the city of Bucharest

9 Bucharest	>	UK Farewell

Eastern	Enlightenment
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To find out more visit scenic.co.uk or call your local travel agent To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 274 5410

For detailed deck & cabin plan inclusions see pages 162-171.
Please note different ships operate across different dates & not all ships have all category cabins available. Please call us for details.
^Sundowners	are	weather	permitting.	†	With	the	exception	of	fine	and	rare	wines	and	spirits.	*	Cruise	Operates	in	reverse.

Terms and Conditions:	All	prices	and	upgrades	per	person,	twin	share	in	GBP.	Deposit	is	£750	per	person.	Flights	are	in	Economy	class.	Full	payment	is	required	90	days	prior	to	departure. 
Please	note,	the	ship	operating	a	particular	cruise	is	subject	to	change.	Itinerary	and	departure	date	are	subject	to	change.	For	full	terms	and	conditions	please	refer	to	pages	158	to	161.

2017 Departure Dates For details of our latest offers visit scenic.co.uk

Suite Categories
Jewel Deck Sapphire Deck Diamond Deck

E D C BA BB BD BJ A PA PP PD RJ RR RP

Apr 25 	£2,645		£2,770		£3,290		£3,390		£3,490		£3,740		£3,990		£3,540		£3,590		£3,690		£3,940		£4,190		£5,040		£5,340	

May 01* 	£2,845		£2,970		£3,490		£3,590		£3,690		£3,940		£4,190		£3,740		£3,790		£3,890		£4,140		£4,390		£5,240		£5,540	

All-inclusive highlights

On board
			Fly	from	a	selection	of	up	to	 
7	UK	airports
			7	nights	on	board	a	5-star	 
Scenic	Space-Ship
			1	night	stay	in	a	luxurious	hotel	
such	as	the	Marriott	
			Balcony	suites,	including	a	 
Scenic	Sun	Lounge	
			Butler	service	for	all	guests
			Laundry	concierge
			Complimentary	premium	branded	
beverages	all	day,	everyday†

			Six	dining	options,	from	casual	 
to	fine	dining
			Exclusive	Scenic	Tailormade	GPS	 
for	self-guided	touring
			Authentic	local	entertainment
			The	freedom	of	our	e-bikes
			Cruise	Directors	to	guide	and	assist
			Expert	local	guides
			Complimentary	Wi-Fi	internet
			Return	airport	transfers

Onshore
			Scenic	Sundowners^	–	exclusive	
hosted	cocktails	in	a	stunning	
location
			Scenic	Freechoice	–	a	choice	of	
activities	throughout	your	journey

And	of	course	all	tipping	and	
gratuities	worth	up	to	£465 
per	couple

Eastern	Enlightenment

9 Day Itinerary Belgrade > Bucharest

Eastern Enlightenment

Day	01
UK	>	Belgrade
Choose	from	a	selection	of	ways	to	
travel	to	Belgrade,	all	of	which	are	
included	at	no	supplement.	Pick	from	
one	of	up	to	6	UK	regional	airports	or	
travel	direct	from	London	Heathrow.	
You’ll	then	be	transferred	to	your	Scenic	
Space-Ship.	After	settling	in,	raise	a	
toast	to	the	journey	ahead	at	tonight’s	
welcome	reception.
Meals: D

Day	02
Belgrade	fs
Belgrade	is	Serbia's	capital,	and	the	
largest	city	in	the	country.	Belgrade	
is	located	at	the	confluence	of	the	
Sava	and	Danube	rivers,	where	the	
Pannonian	Plain	meets	the	Balkans.
Freechoice:	Enjoy	a	guided	bicycle	
ride	along	the	Danube,	or	taste	your	
way	around	the	local	market	on	our	
Shop	with	a	Chef	tour.	Or	for	some	
true	insight	into	local	life,	you	can	
join	a	walking	tour	of	the	city	with	a	
local.	Alternatively,	journey	to	Sremski	
Karlovci,	where	you	can	wander	the	
town	with	our	experts	and	marvel	at	the	
many	beautiful	Baroque	elements.
Sundowners^
This evening you are invited to raise 
a toast to the end of a wonderful day. 
It’s a moment to savour, and a chance 
to reflect on all you’ve seen and 
experienced in the company of your 
fellow Scenic guests. We'll cheers to 
that.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	03
Iron	Gate
The	Iron	Gate	is	a	narrow	gorge	carved	
by	the	Danube	between	the	Carpathian	
and	Balkan	Mountains.	This	spectacular	
landscape	forms	a	natural	border	
between	Serbia	and	Romania.	You	will	
relish	the	opportunity	to	cruise	this	
83-mile-long	stretch	of	water	which	is	
steeped	in	mythology	and	cloaked	by	
truly	mesmerising	landscapes.	Make	
sure	your	camera	is	fully	charged,	
because	this	encounter	with	one	of	
Europe's	most	spectacular	scenes	
promises	to	be	unforgettable.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	04
Svistov	>	Russe	f
Today	you	have	the	choice	of	two	
Freechoice	excursions.	As	always,	you	
can	see	the	sights	you	want	to	see	
through	our	flexible	touring	programme.
Freechoice:	Journey	from	Svistov	to	the	
Byzantine	gem	of	Veliko	Tarnovo	and	
discover	a	town	with	a	rich	historical	
past.	You’ll	also	venture	to	the	nearby	
leafy	village	of	Arbanassi,	which	is	
featured	in	the	World	Heritage	list	of	
valuable	cultural	sites.	Alternatively,	you	
can	stay	on	board	and	enjoy	a	leisurely	
sailing	to	the	Bulgarian	town	of	Russe	
where	a	guided	sightseeing	tour	awaits.	
The	close	proximity	of	the	river	Danube	
had	always	had	a	great	significance	
for	the	development	of	Russe,	from	
antiquity	to	the	present	day.	The	
Roman	military	camp	and	fortress	were	
established	here	in	the	1st	century	AD,	
so	as	you	can	imagine	there	is	a	wealth	
of	history	surrounding	the	region.	
Meals: B.L.D

Day	05
Silistra	f
Silistra	is	a	port	city	located	on	the	
southern	bank	of	the	lower	Danube.	
During	your	visit	you	may	be	surprised	
at	the	abundance	of	historical	
landmarks	found	here,	which	includes	
an	Ottoman	Fort	and	a	Roman	Tomb.	
Freechoice:	Explore	Silistra	Fort	
during	an	active	walking	tour,	and	learn	
all	about	the	ancient	legacy	of	this	
landmark	destination.	If	you’d	prefer,	
Scenic	can	arrange	for	you	to	visit	a	
local	village	and	primary	school	to	learn	
about	local	life	in	Bulgaria.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	06	
Tulcea
Today	you	are	invited	to	embark	on	a	
small	boat	exploration	of	Romania’s	
Tulcea	and	the	surrounding	Danube	
canals,	which	is	home	to	Europe’s	
largest	pelican	colony.	The	city	of	
Tulcea,	laid	out	on	seven	hills	like	Rome,	
and	has	been	an	important	harbour	
since	ancient	times.	Founded	in	the	7th	
century	BC	by	the	Dacians,	Aegyssus,	
as	the	city	was	known	in	antiquity,	was	
conquered	by	the	Romans	who	rebuilt	
it.	Some	of	the	highlights	include	seeing	
St.	Nicholas'	Church	(1865),	the	Azzizie	
Mosque	(1924),	and	visiting	the	Danube	
Delta.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	07
Saint	George	>	Danube	Delta	
The	World	Heritage-listed	Danube	Delta	
is	the	best	preserved	of	Europe’s	deltas	
and	plays	host	to	over	300	species	of	
birds.	Wildlife	lovers	are	in	for	a	treat	as	
we	sail	the	passage	of	St.	George	and	
the	magnificent	Danube	Delta	towards	
the	Black	Coast.	There	is	plenty	of	
spectacular	scenery	to	admire	during	
our	cruise	to	mile	zero,	where	the	
mighty	Danube	meets	the	Black	Sea.	
Meals: B.L.D

Day	08
Braila	>	Bucharest	
This	morning	you	will	disembark	your	
ship	and	travel	to	the	Romanian	capital	
of	Bucharest	for	an	overnight	stay	at	
the	Marriott	hotel	(or	similar).	The	city	
displays	a	perplexing	mismatch	of	eras	
–	grey	housing	blocks	from	Ceausescu’s	
brutal	rebuilding	phase,	French-
influenced	palaces	with	Baroque	clam-
shaped	canopies,	the	ruins	of	medieval	
churches	and	courts,	and	21st	century	
office	buildings.	Even	a	short	walk	is	a	
revealing	history	lesson.	
Meals: B

Day	09
Bucharest	>	UK
After	breakfast,	transfer	to	Bucharest	
airport	for	your	return	flight	home.	
Travel	direct	to	London	Heathrow	or	one	
of	up	to	6	UK	regional	airports.
Meals: B

Key

s Scenic Sundowners

f Freechoice - see page 150-155
          Meals: Breakfast (B). Lunch (L). Dinner (D).

The Danube-Black Sea Canal BucharestVeliko TarnovoSt Sava Temple, Belgrade Carpathian Mountains

¥Mileage	restrictions	apply	on	private	door-to-door	transfers	
-	call	for	details.
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Cruising the Iron Gate was like 
travelling through a scene from a 
Tolkien book. Even the rock sculpture 
of Decebalus, king of the Dacians, 
conjured images of Middle Earth.

Neil Maycolt, 74  
Iron Gate, Romania 
N 44° 40’ E 22° 31’
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  River Cruise 
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Black Sea 
Explorer

 9 Day Cruise & Tour      Budapest >	Bucharest

Hidden treasures re-discovered
For much of the 20th century the wonders of Eastern 
Europe were concealed behind a thick veil of secrecy. 
Fortunately, those once mystery-laden lands are now 
open to all.  
If	you	have	a	lingering	sense	of	curiosity	and	wonder,	
you’re	free	to	explore	them	in	unabashed	luxury.	Cruise	
on	board	a	Scenic	Space-Ship	down	the	Danube,	and	
from	there	you	can	journey	all	the	way	to	the	picturesque	
Black	Sea.	Begin	your	adventure	in	Budapest,	held	
by	many	to	be	the	most	fetching	city	in	Europe,	then	
journey	through	a	handful	of	unspoilt	lands,	where	
lush	landscapes	are	punctuated	by	towns	and	cities	
that	still	look	as	they	might	have	over	a	hundred	years	
ago.	You’ll	sail	further	east	towards	the	depths	of	the	
Danube	before	departing	your	ship	and	checking	into	a	
Bucharest	hotel	for	an	overnight	stay.

Budapest > Bucharest

 Iron Gate

Cruising	through	the	Iron	Gate	in	 
Romania	is	one	of	those	breathtaking	
moments	that	tends	to	take	you	by	
stealth.	From	the	towering	cliffs	
that	surround	you	on	all	sides,	to	the	
magnificent	rock	sculpture	at	Decebalus.

Day Destination Highlights

1 UK	>	Budapest	(Hungary) Welcome reception

2 Kalocsa Hungarian Horse Show

3 Osijek	(Croatia) Enrich home hosted meal

4 Belgrade	(Serbia) Scenic Sundowners

5 Iron	Gate Danube Gorge

6 Svistov	>	Russe	(Bulgaria) Byzantine treasures

7 Silistra Black Sea & Varna

8 Giurgiu	>	Bucharest	(Romania) Palaces	of	the	Parliament

9 Bucharest	>	UK Farewell

Black	Sea	Explorer
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To find out more visit scenic.co.uk or call your local travel agent To speak to our friendly and expert team call 0808 274 5410

Day	01
UK	>	Budapest
Choose	from	a	selection	of	ways	to	
travel	to	Budapest,	all	of	which	are	
included	at	no	supplement.	Fly	from	
one	of	up	to	14	UK	regional	airports	or	
travel	direct	from	London	Heathrow.	
Your	journey	into	wonder	begins	in	
Budapest,	one	of	the	most	enchanting	
cities	at	the	banks	of	the	Danube.	At	
this	evening’s	welcome	reception,	
you’re	invited	to	raise	your	glass	to	the	
journey	ahead.
Meals: D

Day	02
Kalocsa
Enjoy	cruising	to	the	Baroque	provincial	
town	of	Kalocsa,	which	lies	at	the	
periphery	of	the	great	Hungarian	plain	
and	is	renowned	for	its	decorative	
embroidery	and	paprika	production.	
Today	you’ll	get	to	attend	a	traditional	
horse	show.	By	the	time	evening	arrives,	
you’re	invited	to	attend	the	Captain’s	
welcome	dinner	on	board	your 
Star-Ship.	This	is	the	ideal	opportunity	
to	get	to	know	your	fellow	guests	and	
swap	stories	of	your	first	full	day.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	03
Osijek	fe
You’ll	enjoy	options	galore	during	your	
time	in	the	Croatian	city	of	Osijek.	The	
region	itself	is	a	modestly-sized	city,	
picturesquely	positioned	on	the	river	
Drava.	Although	the	city	was	bombed	in	
the	wars	that	followed	the	break-up	of	
the	old	Yugoslavia	in	1991,	much	of	its	
baroque	heart	survived	intact.
Freechoice:	Explore	the	art	nouveau	
and	baroque	architecture	of	Osijek	on	
a	guided	city	tour	with	a	local	expert,	
or	try	your	hand	at	fishing	in	a	local	
village	stream.	This	leisurely	activity	
gives	you	the	chance	to	unwind	and	
experience	a	side	of	Croatia	that	many	
travellers	won’t	be	privy	to.	Or,	if	you’re	

the	more	active	type,	you	could	opt	for	a	
guided	bike	ride	through	idyllic	Osijek’s	
countryside.	
Enrich
As a special Scenic guest, you’ll be 
invited into the home of a local family 
for a traditional home-cooked meal and 
the chance to discover what everyday 
life is like in Croatia. With great food and 
wonderful company, this will be both a 
magnificent meal and a rare opportunity 
for one-on-one contact with people 
who understand the local way of life 
intimately. You definitely won’t find this 
in a local guide book.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	04
Belgrade	fs
The	Sava	and	Danube	rivers	meet	
in	the	city	of	Belgrade,	the	capital	
of	Serbia.	As	colourless	communist	
blocks	rub	shoulders	with	art	nouveau	
masterpieces,	you’re	invited	to	explore	
this	intriguing	region	of	stark	contrasts	
and	see	how	Belgrade	is	hurtling	
towards	a	better,	brighter	future.	
Freechoice:	Enjoy	a	guided	city	tour	
of	Belgrade,	one	of	the	oldest	capital	
cities	in	Europe.	Alternatively,	you	can	
opt	to	embark	on	a	guided	bicycle	ride	
along	the	Danube,	or	taste	your	way	
around	a	local	market	on	our	Shop	with	
a	Chef	tour.	If	you’d	prefer,	you	could	
also	explore	with	a	local	resident	and	
learn	about	the	region	from	someone	
who	calls	Belgrade	home.	During	some	
free	time	you	can	make	the	most	of	the	
accessible	streets	and	embark	on	a	
guided	walking	or	cycle	tour	with	your	
Tailormade	GPS	device	for	company.
Sundowners^
Raise a toast to the end of a wonderful 
day, it’s a moment to savour, and a 
chance to reflect on all you’ve seen  
and experienced.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	05
Iron	Gate
Relax	on	board	and	admire	the	scenery	
as	you	cruise	the	spectacular	Iron	Gate,	
a	narrow	gorge	carved	by	the	Danube	
between	the	Carpathian	and	Balkan	
Mountains.	This	natural	border	between	
Serbia	and	Romania	looks	more	like	
the	gateway	to	Tolkien’s	world,	with	
stark	cliff	edges	towering	above	ancient	
stone	ruins.	You’ll	even	spot	some	
Roman	relics	during	your	time	sailing	
this	mythical	stretch	of	water.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	06
Svistov	>	Russe	f
As	you	continue	your	journey	further	
east,	another	day	of	choice	presents	
itself.	
Freechoice:	Journey	from	Svistov	to	the	
Byzantine	gem	of	Veliko	Tarnovo,	a	town	
with	a	rich	historical	past.	You’ll	also	
venture	to	the	nearby	leafy	village	of	
Arbanassi,	which	features	on	the	World	
Heritage	cultural	list.	Alternatively,	you	
can	stay	on-board	your	Scenic	Space-
Ship	and	enjoy	sailing	towards	the	
Bulgarian	town	of	Russe	for	a	guided	
tour.	It’s	the	fifth	biggest	city	in	Bulgaria	
and	home	to	a	grand	square	enlivened	
by	cafés	and	Austro-Hungarian	
influenced	architecture.	The	city’s	past	
is	abundantly	displayed	in	several	
museums,	and	in	its	ruined	Roman	
fortress,	which	overlooks	the	Danube.
Meals: B.L.D

For detailed deck & cabin plan inclusions see pages 162-171.
Please note different ships operate across different dates & not all ships have all category cabins available. Please call us for details.
^Sundowners	are	weather	permitting.	†	With	the	exception	of	fine	and	rare	wines	and	spirits.	*	Cruise	Operates	in	reverse.

Terms and Conditions:	All	prices	and	upgrades	per	person,	twin	share	in	GBP.	Deposit	is	£750	per	person.	Flights	are	in	Economy	class.	Full	payment	is	required	90	days	prior	to		departure.	 
Please	note,	the	ship	operating	a	particular	cruise	is	subject	to	change.	Itinerary	and	departure	date	are	subject	to	change.	For	full	terms	and	conditions	please	refer	to	pages	158	to	161.

2017 Departure Dates For details of our latest offers visit scenic.co.uk

Suite Categories
Jewel Deck Sapphire Deck Diamond Deck

E D C BA BB BD BJ A PA PP PD RJ RA R RR RS RP

Apr 26 	£3,345		£3,470		£3,990		£4,090		£4,190		£4,440		£4,690		£4,240		£4,290		£4,390		£4,640		£4,890		£5,440		£5,540		£5,740		£5,540		£6,040	

May 02*,	08*	14* 	£3,345		£3,470		£3,990		£4,090		£4,190		£4,440		£4,690		£4,240		£4,290		£4,390		£4,640		£4,890		£5,440		£5,540		£5,740		£5,540		£6,040	

Oct 09,	15* 	£2,845		£2,970		£3,490		£3,590		£3,690		£3,940		£4,190		£3,740		£3,790		£3,890		£4,140		£4,390		£4,940		£5,040		£5,240		£5,040		£5,540	

Arcul de Triumf, Bucharest Palace of Parliament, Bucharest

All-inclusive highlights

On board
			Fly	from	a	selection	of	up	to	 
15	UK	airports
			7	nights	on	board	a	5-star	 
Scenic	Space-Ship
			1	night	stay	in	a	luxurious	hotel	
such	as	the	Marriott	
			Balcony	suites,	including	a	 
Scenic	Sun	Lounge	
			Butler	service	for	all	guests
			Laundry	concierge
			Complimentary	premium	branded	
beverages	all	day,	everyday†

			Six	dining	options,	from	casual	 
to	fine	dining
			Exclusive	Scenic	Tailormade	GPS	 
for	self-guided	touring
			Authentic	local	entertainment
			The	freedom	of	our	e-bikes
			Cruise	Directors	to	guide	and	assist
			Expert	local	guides
			Complimentary	Wi-Fi	internet
			Return	airport	transfers

Onshore
			Scenic	Enrich	–	unforgettable	 
and	exclusive	events
			Scenic	Sundowners^	–	exclusive	
hosted	cocktails	in	a	stunning	
location
			Scenic	Freechoice	–	a	choice	of	
activities	throughout	your	journey

And	of	course	all	tipping	and	
gratuities	worth	up	to	£465 
per	couple

Black	Sea	Explorer

Shop with a Chef, BelgradeOsijek Cathedral Danube Gorge

9 Day Itinerary Budapest > Bucharest

Black Sea Explorer

Day	07
Silistra	f
Silistra	is	a	port	city	located	on	the	
southern	bank	of	the	lower	Danube.	
During	your	visit	you	may	be	surprised	
at	the	abundance	of	historical	
landmarks	found	here.
Freechoice:	Explore	Silistra	Fort	
during	an	active	walking	tour	and	
learn	all	about	the	ancient	legacy	of	
this	landmark	destination,	or	take	an	
excursion	to	nearby	Varna,	the	largest	
city	on	the	Black	Sea	coast	and	a	
popular	seaside	resort	for	locals	and	
travellers	alike.	Alternatively,	Scenic	
have	arranged	for	you	to	visit	a	local	
village	and	primary	school	to	learn	
about	life	in	Bulgaria.
Meals: B.L.D

Day	08
Giurgiu	>	Bucharest	f
This	morning	you’ll	disembark	your	
cruise	ship	and	travel	to	the	Romanian	
capital	of	Bucharest.	The	city	displays	
a	perplexing	mismatch	of	eras	–	grey	
housing	blocks	from	Ceausescu’s	brutal	
rebuilding	phase,	French-influenced	
palaces	with	Baroque	clam-shaped	

canopies,	the	ruins	of	medieval	
churches	and	courts,	and	21st	century	
office	buildings.	Even	a	short	walk	is	a	
revealing	history	lesson.	
Freechoice:	Enjoy	a	guided	visit	to	the	
impressive	Palace	of	the	Parliament.	
Or	tour	the	Village	Open	Air	Museum	
and	discover	ethnography	exhibits	
depicting	Romanian	heritage	and	
culture.
Afterwards,	check-in	for	your	overnight	
stay	at	the	luxury	Marriott	hotel	(or	
similar).
Meals: B.L.D

Day	09
Bucharest	>	UK
After	breakfast,	transfer	to	Bucharest	
airport	for	your	return	flight	home.	
Travel	direct	to	London	Heathrow	or	one	
of	up	to	14	UK	regional	airports.
Meals: B. 

Key

e Scenic Enrich

s Scenic Sundowners

f Freechoice - see page 150-155
          Meals: Breakfast (B). Lunch (L). Dinner (D).

¥Mileage	restrictions	apply	on	private	door-to-door	transfers	
-	call	for	details.

 

£1,500  
SAVE  

a	guaranteed

per	couple	 
on	all	prices	
shown	below

FREE  
private	 

door-to-door	 
transfers¥  
worth	up	to	

£330  
per	couple	

Birthday  
Bonus Offer

£100  
per	couple	 

off	all	our	2017	 
Europe	River	

Cruises
Book by  

25 June 2016



Ever since the Romans arrived 
people have been coming to  
France, and staying. 
— France is the world’s top  
tourist destination and has  
indelibly imprinted itself into  
our consciousness.

FRANCE 

You simply have to experience this beautiful country 
at least once in your life. Cruise the waterways of the 
Seine, Saône and Rhône, and Bordeaux regions, visit 
the châteaux of the Loire, taste the wines of Bordeaux, 
see the ‘city of light’, smell the lavender-scented air of 
Provence, and feel the sand of the Riviera between your 
toes. In France, beauty is everywhere, and its reverence 
for art, history and gastronomy make every day a 
unique experience.
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The finest ships in France
When you sail the Rhône or through Bordeaux 
on our upgraded Space-Ships, you’ll 
experience a level of luxury not yet seen on 
these rivers of France. With the finest fittings, 
including beautiful new public spaces, artwork 
and luxury facilities, you’ll love every moment 
on board.
We’ve opened up public spaces and reduced 
the number of guests – but not our staff 
numbers – for an even more personalised 
level of service than ever before. Additionally 
we’ve introduced a vitality pool, gym and spa. 
A highlight of these ships will be the two new 
one-bedroom Royal Owners’ Suites. At a huge 
47 square metres, these suites are our largest 
in Europe.
Scenic Culinaire
One of the most exciting new elements of 
these ships will be our exclusive Scenic 
Culinaire experience. France is the epicentre 

of cuisine and fine dining and Scenic Culinaire 
will allow our guests to participate in a series 
of on board cooking classes, taught by experts, 
featuring the finest in local ingredients and 
designed to immerse guests even further into 
the delights of French gastronomy.
Scenic has transformed one of our on board 
dining venues into a private cooking emporium. 
The dedicated space will feature cooking 
stations, a cheese and wine cellar, fresh 
ingredients will be sourced from local markets 
and our cooking instructors will introduce you 
to regional recipes you’ll adore. We’ve even 
included a live camera and screen so that 
you won’t miss a thing as you cook. And of 
course the best bit will be the tastings at the 
conclusion of each class. Even if you’ve cruised 
through France before, we can promise that 
you’ve never travelled in this way before. 

Exclusive and innovative, our rebuilt 
France river ships will feature their own 
on board cooking schools. Guests will 
now be able to immerse themselves in 
the culinary wonders of the Rhône and 
Bordeaux regions onshore and on board.

Shop with a Chef then cook it all up  
Spend the morning gathering fresh 
ingredients at a local market under 
the expert guidance of our chef, before 
heading back to the ship to cook up a 
storm in a Scenic Culinaire class.

Local specialties
From famed French pastries to the 
chocolate of Bordeaux; the seafood of 
the Arcachon Coast or the carnivorous 
delights of Provence, we’ll tailor each 
Scenic Culinaire class to the region we’re 
cruising through to further enhance your 
experience of French cuisine.

Personalised classes
Each Scenic Culinaire class caters 
exclusively to 10 guests to ensure an 
intimate experience and features a real-
time camera and screen to ensure each 
participant can see every cooking move 
in detail. Plenty of sessions scheduled 
throughout the cruise, however with 
exclusive numbers, participants are 
encouraged to register their interest early.

A Vitality pool
B Scenic Culinaire
C Culinary experts
D French cheese cellar
E Wellness Centre

E

A

C D

B

France Space-Ships

Scenic Culinaire

Please note: Scenic Culinaire is not available on the Scenic Gem.
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A

B C

South of 
France

 13 Day Cruise      Chalon-sur-Saône > Tarascon

Days of discovery, nights of leisure  
There are no overnight sailings on this itinerary – 
there’s no need. With so many beautiful sites in such 
close proximity, exploring is a leisurely pleasure. 
This cruise gives you the perfect opportunity to step out 
and explore whatever incredible destination your 5-star 
floating hotel happens to be docked in. You’ll find yourself 
right there, in the centre of the action, in one of Europe’s 
most beautiful regions, with nightly opportunities to 
stretch your legs and explore. A gourmet splurge in Lyon, 
the food capital of France, or an evening of fabulous 
entertainment in Tarascon – the possibilities are endless, 
and the choice is yours. Combine that with highlights such 
as a steam train excursion from Tournon, and a visit to the 
beautiful Camargue, and the temptations of succumbing to 
the South of France become even more alluring.

  River Cruise 

  Cruise start/finish

   Enrich

    Freechoice

 1  Overnight Stay 

 Land Content

France

Tarascon

Chalon-
sur-Saône

Avignon

Beaune

Châteauneuf-du-Pape

Tournon

Viviers

Lyon

Mâcon
TournusCluny

Tain l’Hermitage
Ardèche National Park

Provençal
 villages

Luberon
villages

La Camargue

PérougesBeaujolais

Arles

Marseille

Saône

Rhône

12

Italy

Switzerland

Spain

A Pont d’Avignon, Avignon
B Lyon
C Pont du Gard

Chalon-sur-Saône > Tarascon

 Enrich experience

Enjoy an exclusive classical concert 
in Avignon’s Palais-des-Papes. This 
sumptuous papal residence was the 
seat of Western Christianity throughout 
the 14th century and remains one of the 
finest examples of Gothic architecture in 
the world. 

Day Destination Highlights

1 UK > Chalon-sur-Saône (France) Welcome reception

2 Chalon-sur-Saône > Tournus Burgundy region

3 Tournus > Mâcon Riverside cycling

4 Mâcon Beaujolais wine region

5 Lyon Enrich Scenic Rouge cabaret

6 Tournon Sundowners at Tournon Castle

7 Tournon > Viviers Chocolates and wine

8 Viviers > Châteauneuf-du-Pape Ardèche National Park

9 Châteauneuf-du-Pape > Avignon Cotes du Rhône

10 Avignon Enrich dinner at Pope's Palace

11 La Camargue La Camargue National Park

12 Tarascon Villages of Provence

13 Tarascon > UK Farewell

South of France
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Les Hospices de Beaune Tain l'Hermitage

Day 01
UK > Chalon-sur-Saône
Choose from a selection of ways to 
travel to Charlon-sur-Saone, all of which 
are included at no extra supplement. 
Pick one of 14 UK regional airports to 
travel with Air France or travel with 
British Airways from London Heathrow.
 If you'd prefer not to fly, why not take 
advantage of our Eurostar No Fly 
option at no extra cost? Travel Standard 
Premier Class aboard the Eurostar from 
St. Pancras International to Paris Gare 
du Nord. Your onward journey will be 
from Paris Gare de Lyon to Chalon-sur-
Saone, where you’ll board your luxury 
Scenic Space-Ship.
Raise your glass to the marvellous 
cruise ahead of you at this evening's 
welcome reception. Your journey into 
wonder is about to begin as you cruise 
into the heart of the beautiful south of 
France.
Meals: D 

Day 02
Chalon-sur-Saône >  
Tournus f 
Welcome to your first full day on your 
Scenic river cruise. By now you will have 
settled into your comfortable suite 
and become familiar with the plentiful 
amenities on your award-winning ship.  
Freechoice: This morning you are 
invited to explore Beaune, which 
includes a visit to Les Hospices de 
Beaune, a former charitable almshouse 
founded in 1443 by Nicolas Rolin, 
chancellor of Burgundy. Alternatively, 
visit the estate of Château de Savigny-
les-Beaune to see the impressive 
collection of motorcycles, race cars, 
and fighter planes.
Meals: B.L.D 

Day 03
Tournus > Mâcon fc
Freechoice: Experience the magnificent 
Château de Cormatin, a magnificent 
residence boasting beautiful 
gardens and striking water features. 
Alternatively, join the intelligent hounds 
and their owners in nearby quaint 
villages to locate and sample French 
truffles – a gastronomic delicacy. 
Later, enjoy leisurely cruising to the 
small city of Mâcon, or opt for a class 
in French cuisine in Scenic Culinaire 
on board. Alternatively, if you're feeling 
particularly active, you can embark on a 
cycle ride from Tournus to Mâcon. Your 
ship will make gentle progress down the 
waterway and meet you on arrival. 
Meals: B.L.D 

Day 04
Mâcon f
Mâcon is located on the banks of the 
Saone river in the Saone-et-Loire 
department of France, to the south 
of the Burgundy region, north of Lyon 
and near Cluny. The town is the most 
southerly in Burgundy, and perhaps the 
first town that you come to heading 
when south through France With a 
history dating back more than 2,000 
years, Mâcon prospered thanks to its 
historical position as an important 
border town to the east of France, and 
on an important trading route. The town 
and region, like many in Burgundy, are 
recognised for their fine wines.
Freechoice: Retrace the traditional 
life of the region on your visit to the 
Bresse Museum, or enjoy wine tasting 
in the celebrated Beaujolais region. 
Alternatively, visit Cluny, a village in 
Burgundy that was constructed around 
the great Benedictine Abbey, once the 
world’s largest basilica. 
Meals: B.L.D 

Day 05
Lyon fe
Today you will awake in the city of Lyon, 
the gastronomic heart of France, famed 
for its countless eateries and world-
class restaurants. It's also a beautiful 
destination with plenty of architectural 
gems populating the streets.
Freechoice: Discover Lyon’s historic 
significance by traversing its hidden 
traboules – secret passageways that 
date back to the 4th century, and visit 
Notre Dame Basilica, offering a fabulous 
vantage point for views across Lyon. 
Alternatively, walk the cobblestone 
paths of yesteryear in the medieval 
hilltop town of Pérouges. Or, if you wish, 
visit the exclusive culinary school of 
Paul Bocuse and perfect the art of 
French cuisine before sampling some of 
the delicious fare.
Lyon’s Botanical Gardens and Zoo are 
perfect for a leisurely bike ride this 
afternoon. 
Enrich
Tonight you will attend one of our newest 
Scenic Enrich encounters. Experience 
the French extravaganza that is the can-
can amidst other performances when 
you are treated to the exclusive gala 
spectacular, Scenic Rouge, under the 
big-top onshore this evening in Lyon. This 
celebratory evening promises to be one 
of the most unforgettable moments of 
your time in southern France. 

Meals: B.L.D 

13 Day Itinerary Chalon-sur-Saône > Tarascon

South of France

Lyon Shop with a Chef Camargue National Park

Day 06
Tournon cs
Cruising from Lyon, you’ll have 
the opportunity to soak up the 
picturesque riverside panoramas as 
your Space-Ship glides effortlessly 
toward Tournon. You may choose to 
visit our newly established Scenic 
Culinaire whilst cruising and pick up 
a trick or two to add to your culinary 
prowess. On arrival in the waterside 
commune of Tournon, you are invited 
to enjoy a fun lecture on the French 
paradox and etiquette. 
Sundowners^
Overlooking the Rhône, Tournon Castle 
is a must-see for visitors, both for its 
historic interest and its breathtaking 
views of the river below. You are cordially 
invited to enjoy an afternoon aperitif on 
the terrace of the castle accompanied 
by local musicians. You’ll find it a great 
soundtrack to a truly awe-inspiring 
backdrop. Another Scenic-only highlight 
that you will cherish for years to come.

Meals: B.L.D 

Day 07
Tournon > Viviers f
Another day, another wealth of 
excursions to entertain you. As your 
cruise continues, a world of discovery 
awaits, and there really is something to 
suit every guest.
Freechoice: Enjoy a unique wine tasting 
event in the wine cave of Tournon Castle. 
Alternatively, join a guided walk of Tain 
l’Hermitage which includes a tasting 
at Valrhona Chocolates. You could 

also enjoy a group bike ride along the 
Rhône to neighbouring villages, or hike 
the famed Saint-Joseph vineyard for a 
tasting of the delicious varietals amidst 
the vines. 
This afternoon you are invited to make 
the most of your luxurious ship as you 
cruise towards Viviers.
Meals: B.L.D 

Day 08
Viviers >  
Châteauneuf-du-Pape f
Enjoy a walking tour of Viviers 
including an organ recital in the town’s 
cathedral. 
Freechoice: Explore the Ardèche 
National Park and immerse yourself in 
the Caverne du Pont-d’Arc Museum, or 
visit the aromatic Lavender Museum. 
If you’re feeling adventurous, you can 
canoe through one of Europe’s largest 
natural canyons, or drop into the 
beautiful provincial town of Grignan. 
Meals: B.L.D 

Day 09
Châteauneuf-du-Pape > 
Avignon fc
Freechoice: Join an exclusive cooking 
class in Scenic Culinaire on board, 
or sample the celebrated wines of 
Châteauneuf-du-Pape at a charming 
Côtes du Rhône vineyard - an option 
favoured by many Scenic guests. 
Enjoy picturesque cruising to Avignon 
this afternoon. Then take a walking 
tour that includes a visit to the city’s 
architectural jewel, the Pope’s Palace. 
Meals: B.L.D 

Day 10
Avignon fce
Enjoy options 
Freechoice: Shop with a Chef at a 
local food market and cook up a storm 
in Scenic Culinaire with your fresh 
ingredients. Alternatively, drop in to the 
villages of the Luberon region including 
Gordes and l’Isle-sur-la-Sourge, or take 

an excursion to Uzès and Pont du Gard. 
Explore Avignon at leisure this 
afternoon.
Enrich
Tonight you will be treated to a truly 
unforgettable experience at the 
prestigious Pope’s Palace of Avignon, 
among the most visited sites in France. 
After the doors close to the general 
public, you’ll be ushered in for an 
exclusive gala dinner and classical 
concert in the grandiose Grand Tinel 
room. This Scenic-only event is one of 
the most unforgettable encounters of 
your cruise - exclusive and unique. 

Meals: B.L.D 

Day 11 
La Camargue fc
Choices today include the spectacular 
La Camargue National Park.
Freechoice: Enhance your French 
cooking skills by joining a lesson in 
Scenic Culinaire. Or take in the wild 
beauty of Saintes-Maries-de-la-
Mer and visit the 60 hectare Parc 
Ornithologique whilst there. You 
can also choose to visit the fortified 
Mediterranean village of Aigues-Mortes. 
This afternoon, relax on the Sun Deck 
while cruising roundtrip from Tarascon 
towards the Mediterranean Sea. Tonight, 
a Camargue gypsy band performs live 
for your listening pleasure on board. 
Enjoy a complimentary cocktail in the 
bar or sip on something a little stronger 
in the comfort of your own private 
balcony.
Meals: B.L.D 

South of France

Valrhona Chocolates



Having travelled to France many times 
before, my wife and I considered ourselves 
quite familiar with the country – but how 
wrong we were. Cruising on the Rhône 
opened up a whole new world of discovery 
for us and we got to see more of this beautiful 
place than we could have ever imagined.

 Peter Jenkins, 67 
Lyon, France 
N 45° 45’ E 4° 50’
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Aigues-Mortes

All-inclusive highlights

On board
    Fly from a selection of up to  

15 UK airports or travel via 
Standard Premier Eurostar  
with upgrades available

   12 nights on board a 5-star  
Scenic Space-Ship

   Balcony suites, including a  
Scenic Sun Lounge 

   Butler service for all guests
   Laundry concierge
   Complimentary premium branded 
beverages all day, everyday†

   Six dining options, from casual  
to fine dining

   Exclusive Scenic Tailormade GPS  
for self-guided touring

   Authentic local entertainment
   The freedom of our e-bikes
   Cruise Directors to guide and assist
   Expert local guides
   Exclusive Scenic Culinaire
   Complimentary Wi-Fi internet
   Return airport transfers

Onshore
   Scenic Enrich – unforgettable  
and exclusive events

   Scenic Sundowners^ – exclusive 
hosted cocktails in stunning 
locations

   Scenic Freechoice – a choice of 
activities throughout your journey

And of course all tipping and 
gratuities worth up to £740  
per couple

Day 12
Tarascon f
The riverside town of Tarascon exudes a 
charming medieval character.
Freechoice: Explore the artistic 
heritage of Arles, and see the striking 
Arles Arena, or stop in at the pretty 
hilltop village of Les Baux before touring 
a charming family-run olive farm to 
sample their delicious products in a 
delightful setting. Alternatively, pay a 
visit to Saint-Rémy and Saint-Paul de 
Mausole Monastery where Van Gogh 
was held for a year.
Meals: B.L.D 

Day 13 
Tarascon > UK
After breakfast, transfer to Marseille 
airport for your return journey home. Fly 
direct to London Heathrow or one of up 
to 14 UK regional airports. Alternatively, 
travel by first class rail from Avignon to 
Lille and then Standard Premier aboard 
Eurostar to St.Pancras International.
Meals: B

Key

e Scenic Enrich

s Scenic Sundowners

c Scenic Culinaire

f Freechoice - see page 150-155
          Meals: Breakfast (B). Lunch (L). Dinner (D).

13 Day Itinerary Chalon-sur-Saône > Tarascon

South of France

For detailed deck & cabin plan inclusions see pages 162-171.
Please note different ships operate across different dates & not all ships have all category cabins available. Please call us for details.
Scenic Culinaire capacity is limited. ^Sundowners are weather permitting. † With the exception of fine and rare wines and spirits. *Dedicated Culinary Cruises.

Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £750 per person. Flights are in Economy class. Full payment is required 90 days prior to departure. 
Please note, the ship operating a particular cruise is subject to change. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 158 to 161.

2017 Departure Dates For details of our latest offers visit scenic.co.uk

Suite Categories
Jewel Deck Sapphire Deck Diamond Deck

E D C BA BB B BJ A PA PP P RJ RA RS RO

Apr 29  £4,345 £4,510  £5,190  £5,320  £5,440  £5,530 £6,040  £5,530  £5,590  £5,690  £5,780  £6,140  £7,240  £7,230  £8,340 

May 08, 18  £4,745 £4,910  £5,590  £5,720  £5,840  £5,930 £6,440  £5,930  £5,990  £6,090  £6,180  £6,540  £7,640  £7,630  £8,740 

Jun 01, 05, 15, 19  £4,745 £4,910  £5,590  £5,720  £5,840  £5,930 £6,440  £5,930  £5,990  £6,090  £6,180  £6,540  £7,640  £7,630  £8,740 

Jul 03, 08, 17, 17*, 22  £4,745 £4,910  £5,590  £5,720  £5,840  £5,930 £6,440  £5,930  £5,990  £6,090  £6,180  £6,540  £7,640  £7,630  £8,740 

Aug 05, 14, 19, 19*, 28  £4,745 £4,910  £5,590  £5,720  £5,840  £5,930 £6,440  £5,930  £5,990  £6,090  £6,180  £6,540  £7,640  £7,630  £8,740 

Sep 02, 16, 25, 30  £4,745 £4,910  £5,590  £5,720  £5,840  £5,930 £6,440  £5,930  £5,990  £6,090  £6,180  £6,540  £7,640  £7,630  £8,740 

Oct 09, 14  £4,695 £4,860  £5,540  £5,670  £5,790  £5,880 £6,390  £5,880  £5,940  £6,040  £6,130  £6,490  £7,590  £7,580  £8,690 

Saint-Paul de Mausole Monastery

   Dedicated Culinary Cruises

 
For those looking to savour the taste 
of France, we have dedicated culinary 
cruises, departure dates marked below 
with a (*) please call for details.

¥Mileage restrictions apply on private door-to-door transfers 
- call for details.

 

£1,500  
SAVE  

a guaranteed

per couple  
on all prices 
shown below

FREE  
private  

door-to-door  
transfers¥  

worth up to 

£330  
per couple 

Birthday  
Bonus Offer

£100  
per couple  

off all our 2017  
Europe River 

Cruises
Book by  

25 June 2016
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Idyllic Rhône
 8 Day  Cruise       Chalon-sur-Saône > Tarascon

Create your own story in France's 
beautiful South
Many millions of words have been written about 
France, a country that’s inspired more stories than 
virtually any in the world.
It has featured in the works of towering French talents 
like Hugo, Flaubert and Voltaire as well as émigrés like 
Hemingway, Dickens, and Orwell. Of course, that’s hardly 
surprising, for there’s just so much to say about this 
fascinating place. Be transported down the delightful 
Rhône River, with stops at numerous quaint villages and 
splendid historical cities. You’ll also enjoy passages 
through the incredible wine regions of Burgundy and 
Beaujolais, before wrapping up the trip of a lifetime in 
the former Roman town of Tarascon. 

  River Cruise 

  Cruise start/finish

   Enrich

    Freechoice

 1  Overnight Stay 
  Land Content

Italy

France

Switzerland

Spain

Tarascon
Avignon

Tournon

Viviers

Lyon

Mâcon
TournusCluny

Uzés

Les Baux
Saint-Rémy

PérougesBeaujolais

Arles
Marseille

Chalon-sur-Saône
Saône

Rhône

7

A Pont d’Avignon, Avignon
B Tournon-sur-Rhône
C Arles Arena

Chalon-sur-Saône > Tarascon

 Freechoice activity

During a Freechoice excursion to Les 
Baux-de-Provence, you’ll get a real 
taste of rural France during a visit to a 
rustic olive farm. As you would expect, a 
scrumptious tasting and tour has been 
laid out for you to enjoy. 

Idyllic Rhône

Day Destination Highlights

1 UK > Chalon-sur-Saône (France) Welcome dinner

2 Mâcon > Lyon Beaujolais wine region

3 Lyon City tour

4 Vienne > Tournon Sundowners at Tournon Castle

5 Viviers > Avignon Walking tour of Viviers

6 Avignon Enrich dinner at Pope's Palace

7 Tarascon Villages of Provence

8 Tarascon > UK Farewell
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Mâcon Notre Dame Basilica, Lyon Tree lined avenue, Provence

8 Day Itinerary Chalon-sur-Saône > Tarascon

Idyllic Rhône

Day 01
UK > Chalon-sur-Saône
Choose from a selection of ways 
to travel to Charlon-sur-Saône, all 
of which are included at no extra 
supplement. Pick one of 14 UK regional 
airports to travel with Air France or 
travel with British Airways from London 
Heathrow.
 If you'd prefer not to fly, why not take 
advantage of our Eurostar No Fly 
option at no extra cost? Travel Standard 
Premier Class aboard the Eurostar from 
St. Pancras International to Paris Gare 
du Nord. Your onward journey will be 
from Paris Gare de Lyon to Chalon-sur-
Saône, where you’ll board your luxury 
Scenic Space-Ship.
Raise your glass to the marvellous 
cruise ahead of you at this evening's 
welcome reception. Your journey into 
wonder is about to begin as you cruise 
into the heart of the south of France.
Meals: D

Day 02
Mâcon > Lyon fc
Freechoice: Travel from Mâcon to the 
‘Golden Stone’ region of Beaujolais 
and sample the area’s world-famous 
wines. Alternatively, why not embark 
on an excursion to Cluny, a commune 
in the Saône-et-Loire department of 
the region of Burgundy. You’ll get to 
visit the region’s famous Benedictine 
Abbey, a former monastery built in the 
Romanesque style, with three churches 
constructed in succession from the 
10th to the early 12th centuries. Later, 
perhaps join a cooking class in Scenic 
Culinaire whilst cruising the river to 
Lyon.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 03
Lyon f
Awake today in Lyon, the gastronomic 
heart of France, famed for its immense 
contribution to the culinary world. This 

city echoes with over 2,000 years of 
historical influence, with remnants 
of Roman rule still visible at the city’s 
amphitheatre in Fourvière. 
Freechoice: Discover the city’s hidden 
traboules and secret passageways that 
date back to the 4th century, and visit 
the Notre Dame Basilica, which offers 
fabulous views across Lyon. If you’d 
prefer, why not walk the cobblestone 
paths of yesteryear in the medieval 
hilltop town of Pérouges and uncover 
a completely different side to France, 
idyllic and cut off from the hum of 
the modern world. Alternatively, join 
a guided cycle to Lyon’s Botanical 
Gardens and Zoo.
Meals: B.L.D 

Day 04
Vienne > Tournon cs
Enjoy a morning walking tour of Vienne, 
an old Roman city with plenty of 
ancient landmarks to visit, including 
St. Romaine-en-Gal, Theatre Romain 
and Cathedral Saint-Maurice. The most 
impressive roman monument in Vienne 
is the 'Temple d'Auguste et de Livie' in 
the original city forum, built during the 
period 20 to 10 BC and converted into  
a church during the Middle Ages.  
If you like, join a cooking class in Scenic 
Culinaire as we cruise to Tournon.
Sundowners^
Today you’ll spend your afternoon at a 
private event located on the terrace of 
the Castle of Tournon, where you’ll be 
invited to soak up picturesque views of 
the placid Rhône below with an aperitif 
in hand. Local guitarists will perform an 
acoustic set for your exclusive benefit, 
while you take your time to admire the 
beautiful location and swap stories with 
your fellow guests.
Meals: B.L.D 

Day 05
Viviers > Avignon c
This morning, take advantage of an 
included walking tour of Viviers. This 

delightful region - a small walled 
city situated on the right bank of the 
Rhône - boasts ancient homes and an 
unusual cathedral, which dates back 
to Roman rule. Navigate the warren of 
narrow streets and visit the heart of 
the old town. Scenic Culinaire will be 
hosting a lesson in French cuisine for 
those  wishing to improve their cooking 
skills. Later, enjoy the panoramic vistas 
from the Sun Deck as you cruise into 
Avignon, a city in south eastern France’s 
Provence region. From 1309 to 1377, 
Avignon was the seat of the Catholic 
popes, and remained under papal rule 
until becoming part of France in 1791. 
When the evening arrives, you’re invited 
to settle back enjoy one of the region’s 
most entertaining French Chansons 
vocalists performing live for your 
pleasure.
Meals: B.L.D 

Day 06
Avignon fce
The city of Avignon is filled with history 
and architectural splendour. The region 
itself is surrounded by medieval stone 
ramparts, and contains the show-
stopping Palais des Papes and remains 
of the Saint-Bénezet bridge. A large 
student population had propelled the 
800-year-old cobbled walkways into 
the modern day, with an array of inviting 
boutiques and bistros. 
Freechoice: Today you can choose to 
partake in an in-depth tour of Avignon’s 
architectural jewel, the majestic Pope's 
Palace. Alternatively, join an excursion 
to Uzès and visit Pont du Gard, a 
magnificent ancient Roman aqueduct. 
Or if you’d prefer to stay a little closer 
to this special city, you can disembark 
your ship to Shop with a Chef at a local 
food market before cooking up a storm 
in Scenic Culinaire.
Enrich
Be treated to a truly unforgettable 
experience at the prestigious Popes’ 
Palace in Avignon. After the doors close 

Wine tasting Lyon

All-inclusive highlights

On board
    Fly from a selection of up to  

15 UK airports or travel via 
Standard Premier Eurostar  
with upgrades available

   7 nights on board a 5-star  
Scenic Space-Ship

   Balcony suites, including a  
Scenic Sun Lounge 

   Butler service for all guests
   Laundry concierge
   Complimentary premium branded 
beverages all day, everyday†

   Six dining options, from casual  
to fine dining

   Exclusive Scenic Tailormade GPS  
for self-guided touring

   Authentic local entertainment
   The freedom of our e-bikes
   Cruise Directors to guide and assist
   Expert local guides
   Exclusive Scenic Culinaire
   Complimentary Wi-Fi internet
   Return airport transfers

Onshore
   Scenic Enrich – unforgettable  
and exclusive event

   Scenic Sundowners^ – exclusive 
hosted aperitif in stunning location

   Scenic Freechoice – a choice of 
activities throughout your journey

And of course all tipping and 
gratuities worth up to £465 
per couple

Idyllic Rhône

to the general public, virtuoso musicians 
will showcase their skills by performing 
Mozart, Strauss, Vivaldi and Beethoven 
in the elegant Grand Tinel Room for 
your exclusive enjoyment. Only a select 
few will ever get to bask in the inspiring 
opulence of this unique setting. The 
melodies of the evening will live with you 
long after this momentous event has 
finished.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 07
Tarascon f
Relax on board as we cruise onto 
the Provençal town of Tarascon, a 
stone-built commune situated at the 
extreme west of the Bouches-du-Rhône 
department of France in the Provence-
Alpes-Côte d'Azur region. 
Freechoice: Visit Les Baux, and drop 
into a local olive farm to sample the 
produce and see what day-to-day life is 
like, or visit Saint-Rémy and Saint-Paul 
de Mausole Monastery.  
 
 
 

Alternatively, pay a visit to the Arles 
Arena in this once thriving Roman 
city and let your imagination carry 
you through the ages. Look up for too 
long and you’ll feel like you’ve been 
transported to the streets of Rome.
Meals: B.L.D 

Day 08

Tarascon > UK
After your final breakfast on board, 
you’ll transfer to Marseille airport for 
your return journey home. Fly direct to 
London Heathrow or one of up to14 UK 
regional airports. Alternatively, travel by 
first class rail from Avignon to Lille and 
then Standard Premier aboard Eurostar 
to St. Pancras International.
Meals: B

Key

e Scenic Enrich

s Scenic Sundowners

c Scenic Culinaire

f Freechoice - see page 150-155
          Meals: Breakfast (B). Lunch (L). Dinner (D).

For detailed deck & cabin plan inclusions see pages 162-171.
Please note different ships operate across different dates & not all ships have all category cabins available. Please call us for details.
Scenic Culinaire capacity is limited. ^Sundowners are weather permitting. † With the exception of fine and rare wines and spirits. * Cruise operates in reverse.

Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £750 per person. Flights are in Economy class. Full payment is required 90 days prior to departure.  
Please note, the ship operating a particular cruise is subject to change. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 158 to 161.

2017 Departure Dates For details of our latest offers visit scenic.co.uk

Suite Categories
Jewel Deck Sapphire Deck Diamond Deck

E D C BA BB B BJ A PA PP P RJ RA RS RO

May 11*  £3,195  £3,320  £3,840  £3,940  £4,040  £4,090  £4,540  £4,090  £4,140  £4,240  £4,290  £4,740  £5,390  £5,390  £6,190 

May 22, 29*  £3,395  £3,520  £4,040  £4,140  £4,240  £4,290  £4,740  £4,290  £4,340  £4,440  £4,490  £4,940  £5,590  £5,590  £6,390 

Jun 29  £3,395  £3,520  £4,040  £4,140  £4,240  £4,290  £4,740  £4,290  £4,340  £4,440  £4,490  £4,940  £5,590  £5,590  £6,390 

Jul 31  £3,395  £3,520  £4,040  £4,140  £4,240  £4,290  £4,740  £4,290  £4,340  £4,440  £4,490  £4,940  £5,590  £5,590  £6,390 

Aug 07*  £3,395  £3,520  £4,040  £4,140  £4,240  £4,290  £4,740  £4,290  £4,340  £4,440  £4,490  £4,940  £5,590  £5,590  £6,390 

Sep 09*, 16  £3,395  £3,520  £4,040  £4,140  £4,240  £4,290  £4,740  £4,290  £4,340  £4,440  £4,490  £4,940  £5,590  £5,590  £6,390 

Oct 21  £3,295  £3,420  £3,940  £4,040  £4,140  £4,190  £4,640  £4,190  £4,240  £4,340  £4,390  £4,840  £5,490  £5,490  £6,290 

¥Mileage restrictions apply on private door-to-door transfers 
- call for details.

 

£2,000  
SAVE  

a guaranteed

per couple  
on all prices 
shown below

FREE  
private  

door-to-door  
transfers¥  

worth up to 

£330  
per couple 

Birthday  
Bonus Offer

£100  
per couple  

off all our 2017  
Europe River 

Cruises
Book by  

25 June 2016



Four amazing courses accompanied by 
a fine selection of Grand Clu class wines, 
at the exclusive Chateaux Giscours - 
there is no better way to indulge in the 
spoils of France.

John Michaels, 58  
Médoc, France 
N 49° 45’ W 0° 22’
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Bordeaux 
Affair

 8 Day Cruise      Bordeaux > Bordeaux

Savour the flavour 
French river cruising has never been more elegant 
and refined than on a cruise through the beautiful 
Bordeaux region. With centuries-old wine making 
traditions, exquisite architectural treasures and 
postcard worthy scenery, this cruise is the perfect 
introduction to a spectacular region.  
Begin your journey in the beautiful city of Bordeaux, 
an outstanding urban ensemble with more than 2,000 
years of history coursing through its streets. Discover 
catacombs, sample Grand Cru Class wine, feast in the 
remarkable Château Giscours, get lost in the wonder of 
medieval villages or simply relax on board your luxury 
Space-Ship, content in the knowledge that there is sure 
to be yet another wondrous experience waiting to greet 
you at the next port.

  River Cruise 

  Cruise start/finish

   Enrich

    Freechoice

 1  Overnight Stay 

Atlantic
Ocean

Bourg

Pauillac

Médoc

Cognac

Bordeaux

Cadillac

Libourne

Saint-Émilion

Sauternes

Entre Deux Mers

Bergerac

Garonne

Gironde

Dordogne
7

France

A Saint-Émilion
B Porte Cailhau, Bordeaux
C Pont de Pierre, Bordeaux

Bordeaux > Bordeaux

 Freechoice activity

Visit a local food market in World 
Heritage-listed Bordeaux and marvel at 
the gastronomic delights that surround 
you. Relish the chance to shop and taste 
test the best produce with your chef.

Bordeaux Affair

Day Destination Highlights

1 UK > Bordeaux (France) Welcome reception

2 Bordeaux > Saint Émilion Sundowner at Château Siaurac

3 Libourne Wine tasting

4 Libourne > Médoc Dine at Château Giscours

5 Médoc > Cadillac Cadillac

6 Cadillac Cycle tour through Vineyards

7 Cadillac > Bordeaux Shop with a chef

8 Bordeaux > UK Farewell
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¥Mileage restrictions apply on private door-to-door transfers 
- call for details.

 

£1,500  
SAVE  

a guaranteed

per couple  
on all prices 
shown below

FREE  
private  

door-to-door  
transfers¥  

worth up to 

£330  
per couple 

Birthday  
Bonus Offer

£100  
per couple  

off all our 2017  
Europe River 

Cruises
Book by  

25 June 2016

BergeracWine Tasting Roquetailade Castle

8 Day Itinerary Bordeaux > Bordeaux

Bordeaux Affair

Day 01
UK > Bordeaux 
Choose from a selection of ways to 
travel to Bordeaux, all of which are 
included at no supplement. Pick from 
one of up to 5 UK regional airports or 
travel direct from London Gatwick. If 
you’d prefer not to fly, why not take 
advantage of our Eurostar No Fly 
option at no extra cost? Travel Standard 
Premier Class aboard the Eurostar from 
St. Pancras International to Paris and 
on to Bordeaux. Raise your glass to the 
marvellous cruise ahead of you at this 
evening’s welcome reception.
Meals: D

Day 02
Bordeaux > Saint-Émilion 
cs
Enjoy a relaxing morning on board as 
you cruise in style into the beautiful 
13th century port of Libourne. Whilst 
cruising, perhaps drop into Scenic 
Culinaire for a French cooking class. 
You’ll spend the afternoon in the 
nearby town of Saint-Émilion, an 
absolute visual feast and the jewel of 
this ancient wine growing region. You’ll 
also get to explore the underground 
catacombs of the Monolithic Church  
– a true trip highlight.
Sundowners^
Celebrate the two thousand-year 
history of wine by enjoying a glass at the 
exclusive estate of Château Siaurac. The 
vines glow red and gold at sunset, and 
with a glass of the estate’s vintage in 
hand whilst a local guitarist provides an 
acoustic soundtrack, it really is hard to 
imagine a more elegant way to enjoy this 
beautiful region.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 03
Libourne > Paillac fc
Welcome to Libourne, a commune in 
the Gironde department in Aquitaine in 
south western France.
Freechoice: Begin your day with a 
guided tour of Libourne and visit the 
quaint 16th century town house and 
gothic church. Alternatively, explore 
the exquisite estate of Château Franc 
Mayne and taste its delicious Grand Cru 
Class wine, or explore the eclectic city 
of Bergerac and indulge in a foie gras 
tasting at local farm.
After your afternoon at leisure, opt 
to enhance your culinary prowess in 
Scenic Culinaire or simply soak in the 
riverside panoramas while cruising to 
Pauillac. Enjoy an evening of fabulous 
local entertainment on board tonight.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 04
Médoc e
This morning you will cruise to the 
scenic Médoc wine region. Spend the 
afternoon discovering why this area is 
regarded the one of the world’s leading 
red wine producers. Afterwards, sample 
the region’s finest at the Château 
Gruaud-Larose estate, a winery in 
the Saint-Julien appellation of the 
Bordeaux region of France. It is also the 
name of the red wine produced by this 
property. The wine produced here was 
classified as one of fifteen Deuxièmes 
Crus. 
Enrich
The serene Médoc countryside boasts 
many fine aristocratic châteaux but 
none more opulent that Château 
Giscours. During this evening’s exclusive 
Enrich event, you will be escorted 
to this spectacular estate to enjoy a 
four-course dinner accompanied by 
Grand Cru Class wines and musicians 
performing live for your enjoyment.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 05
Paillac > Cadillac c
Soak in the Garonne River vistas as 
you spend a luxurious full day aboard 
the Scenic Diamond. Cruising the 
picturesque landscapes of the Garonne 
River into Cadillac provides some of the 
most beautiful scenic cruising in all of 
the Bordeaux region. Whilst cruising 
you may choose to implement your 
cooking skills with a lesson in Scenic 
Culinaire. This remarkable space comes 
to life when fabulous local entertainers 
perform live in the Panorama Lounge for 
your exclusive enjoyment this evening.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 06
Cadillac f
Venture into the Sauternes region for 
a tasting of the prestigious Château 
Guiraud dessert wines. Alternatively, 
cycle through the rolling vineyards of 
Sauternes to taste the Grand Cru Class 
wines of Château Myrat before picking 
your preferred excursion from yet 
another wealth of enticing Freechoice 
options.
Freechoice: The Roquetaillade Castle 
was founded by Charlemagne. This is 
your chance to visit and explore the 
ancient landmark, which has been open 
to the public since 1956 and is the most 
visited castle in the Bordeaux region. 
Alternatively, discover the medieval 
village of Saint Macaire, a beautiful 
stone-built commune. If you're feeling 
particularly active, perhaps you would 
enjoy embarking on a 7.5 mile roundtrip 
hike from Cadillac to the neighbouring 
village of Loupiac. This is the ideal 
way to soak up even more of France's 
magical countryside,
Meals: B.L.D

For detailed deck & cabin plan inclusions see pages 162-171.
Please note different ships operate across different dates & not all ships have all category cabins available. Please call us for details.
Scenic Culinaire capacity is limited. ^Sundowners are weather permitting. † With the exception of fine and rare wines and spirits. *Dedicated Culinary Cruises. √Dedicated Cycling Cruises.

Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £750 per person. Flights are in Economy class. Full payment is required 90 days prior to departure.  
Please note, the ship operating a particular cruise is subject to change. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 158 to 161.

Roquetaillade Castle On-board Cooking Class

All-inclusive highlights

On board
    Fly from a selection of up to  

6 UK airports or travel via Standard 
Premier Eurostar  
with upgrades available

   7 nights on board a 5-star  
Scenic Space-Ship

   Balcony suites, including a  
Scenic Sun Lounge 

   Butler service for all guests
   Laundry concierge
   Complimentary premium branded 
beverages all day, everyday†

   Six dining options, from casual  
to fine dining

   Exclusive Scenic Tailormade GPS  
for self-guided touring

   Authentic local entertainment
   The freedom of our e-bikes
   Cruise Directors to guide and assist
   Expert local guides
   Exclusive Scenic Culinaire
   Complimentary Wi-Fi internet
   Return airport transfers

Onshore
   Scenic Enrich – unforgettable  
and exclusive event

   Scenic Sundowners^ – exclusive 
hosted event in stunning location

   Scenic Freechoice – a choice of 
activities throughout your journey

And of course all tipping and 
gratuities worth up to £465 
per couple

Bordeaux Affair

Day 07
Bordeaux fc
Today we discover the city of Bordeaux. 
Some 1,810 hectares of Bordeaux 
are listed a UNESCO World Heritage 
site, with much of the city undergoing 
pedestrianisation at the turn of the 
millennium. 
Freechoice: Shop with a Chef at a local 
food market and cook up a storm in 
Scenic Culinaire afterwards. Or enjoy a 
guided tour of Bordeaux and her many 
attractions. For the more energetic, 
cycle the historic regions of Bordeaux. 
Cross beautiful bridges to witness sites 
such as the Royal Gate and the Palais 
Rohan, before cycling through public 
gardens back your floating hotel.
A city that exudes charm, you’ll enjoy 
a full afternoon at leisure to immerse 
yourself in the culture of the Bordelais. 
Enjoy a special dinner on board 
showcasing regional delicacies before 
an illuminations cruise on the Garonne 
River. A fabulous soloist will perform 
live in the Panorama Lounge tonight. 
Meals: B.L.D

Day 08

Bordeaux > UK
After breakfast, transfer to Bordeaux 
airport for your return journey home. Fly 
direct to London Gatwick or one of up 
to 5 UK regional airports. Alternatively, 
travel by first class rail from Bordeaux 
to Paris and then Standard Premier 
aboard Eurostar to St. Pancras 
International.
Meals: B

Key

e Scenic Enrich

s Scenic Sundowners

c Scenic Culinaire

f Freechoice - see page 150-155
          Meals: Breakfast (B). Lunch (L). Dinner (D).

2017 Departure Dates For details of our latest offers visit scenic.co.uk

Suite Categories
Jewel Deck Sapphire Deck Diamond Deck

E D C BA BB B BJ A PA PP P RJ RA RS RO

Apr 30  £3,245  £3,370  £3,890  £3,990  £4,090  £4,140  £4,590  £4,140  £4,190  £4,290  £4,340  £4,790  £5,440  £5,440  £6,240 

May 10, 20, 30  £3,695  £3,820  £4,340  £4,440  £4,540  £4,590  £5,040  £4,590  £4,640  £4,740  £4,790  £5,240  £5,890  £5,890  £6,690 

Jun 09, 19, 29  £3,695  £3,820  £4,340  £4,440  £4,540  £4,590  £5,040  £4,590  £4,640  £4,740  £4,790  £5,240  £5,890  £5,890  £6,690 

Jul 09, 09*, 19, 19√, 29  £3,645  £3,770  £4,290  £4,390  £4,490  £4,540  £4,990  £4,540  £4,590  £4,690  £4,740  £5,190  £5,840  £5,840  £6,640 

Aug 08, 18, 28, 28*  £3,645  £3,770  £4,290  £4,390  £4,490  £4,540  £4,990  £4,540  £4,590  £4,690  £4,740  £5,190  £5,840  £5,840  £6,640 

Sep 08, 08√, 18, 28  £3,745  £3,870  £4,390  £4,490  £4,590  £4,640  £5,090  £4,640  £4,690  £4,790  £4,840  £5,290  £5,940  £5,940  £6,740 

Oct 07  £3,245  £3,370  £3,890  £3,990  £4,090  £4,140  £4,590  £4,140  £4,190  £4,290  £4,340  £4,790  £5,440  £5,440  £6,240 

   Dedicated Cycling Cruises
For those looking for a more active 
pace, we have dedicated cycling 
cruises, departure dates marked below 
with a (√) please call for details.

   Dedicated Culinary Cruises
For those looking to savour the taste 
of France, we have dedicated culinary 
cruises, departure dates marked below 
with a (*) please call for details.
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A

B C

Beautiful 
Bordeaux

 11 Day Cruise      Bordeaux > Bordeaux

Where romance meets reality
The name Bordeaux has always evoked impressions 
of quiet sensual pleasure, where the civilised and the 
natural coexist in easy harmony, and wine lovers are 
free to engage their favourite pastime – savouring 
the world’s finest wines. 
In fact, the reality of Bordeaux is not that different 
from the romantic impression most people have of it. 
Extraordinary landscapes, delicious fare, prepared with 
a finesse characteristic of the French, wine making that 
has been refined to an art, and a wealth of historical 
riches, from elegant châteaux to churches that have 
been around for longer than most of the new world. Visit 
Grand Cru Class wine estates, explore the Cognac region 
and sample its famous brandy, or fresh oysters from 
the waters of Arcachon Bay. You’ll find that beautiful 
Bordeaux is everything you imagined it to be, and more.

  River Cruise 

  Cruise start/finish

   Enrich

    Freechoice

 1  Overnight Stay 

Atlantic
Ocean

Blaye

Pauillac

Médoc

Cognac

Bordeaux

Cadillac

Libourne

Saint-Émilion

Sauternes

Bassin 
d’Arcachon

Entre Deux Mers

Arcachon

Bergerac

Garonne

Gironde

Dordogne

France
Bourg

10

A Place de la Bourse, Bordeaux
B Sauternes region
C Citadel of Blaye

Bordeaux > Bordeaux

 Scenic Culinaire

Explore the finest local recipes in our 
private Scenic Culinaire cooking classes. 
Using fresh ingredients and featuring our 
wine and cheese cellar, this is the perfect 
way to immerse yourself in French 
gastronomy.

Beautiful Bordeaux

Day Destination Highlights

1 UK > Bordeaux (France) Welcome reception

2 Bordeaux > Saint-Émilion Sundowners at Château Siaurac

3 Libourne Foie Gras in Bergerac

4 Médoc Enrich dinner and concert  
at Château Giscours

5 Pauillac > Cadillac Full day cruising

6 Cadillac Roquetaillade Castle

7 Bordeaux Shop with a Chef

8 Arcachon Arcachon Bay and surrounds

9 Cognac Tasting at Rémy-Martin property

10 Blaye Cycle the Captain's Road

11 Bordeaux > UK Farewell
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¥Mileage restrictions apply on private door-to-door transfers - call for details.

 

£1,500  
SAVE  

a guaranteed

per couple  
on all prices 
shown below

FREE  
private  

door-to-door  
transfers¥  

worth up to 

£330  
per couple 

Birthday  
Bonus Offer

£100  
per couple  

off all our 2017  
Europe River 

Cruises
Book by  

25 June 2016

Porte Cailhau, Bordeaux Château Gruaud-Larose Blaye Citadel

11 Day Itinerary Bordeaux > Bordeaux

Beautiful Bordeaux

Day 01
UK > Bordeaux
Choose from a selection of ways to 
travel to Bordeaux, all of which are 
included at no supplement. Pick from 
one of up to 5 UK regional airports or 
travel direct from London Gatwick. If 
you’d prefer not to fly, why not take 
advantage of our Eurostar No Fly 
option at no extra cost? Travel Standard 
Premier Class aboard the Eurostar from 
St. Pancras International to Paris and 
on to Bordeaux. Raise your glass to 
the marvellous cruise ahead of you at 
this evening’s welcome reception. Your 
journey into wonder is about to begin 
as you cruise through France’s south-
western region.
Meals: D

Day 02
Bordeaux >  
Saint-Émilion cs
Enjoy a relaxing morning on board as 
you cruise in style into the beautiful 
13th century port of Libourne. Whilst 
cruising, perhaps drop into Scenic 
Culinaire for a French cooking class. 
You’ll spend the afternoon in the 
nearby town of Saint-Émilion, an 
absolute visual feast and the jewel of 
this ancient wine growing region. You’ll 
also get to explore the underground 
catacombs of the Monolithic Church  
– a true trip highlight.
Sundowners^
Celebrate the two thousand-year 
history of wine by enjoying a glass at the 
exclusive estate of Château Siaurac. The 
vines glow red and gold at sunset.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 03 
Libourne > Pauillac fc
Freechoice: Enjoy a guided tour of 
Libourne and view its quaint 16th 
century town-house and Gothic church. 
Alternatively, explore the exclusive 
estate of Château Franc Mayne and 

taste its Grand Cru Class wine, or view 
the eclectic city of Bergerac and enjoy 
foie gras tasting at a local farm.
After your afternoon at leisure, opt 
to enhance your culinary prowess in 
Scenic Culinaire or simply soak in the 
riverside panoramas while cruising to 
Pauillac. Enjoy an evening of fabulous 
local entertainment on board tonight.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 04 
Médoc e
Travel the scenic Médoc wine route 
today and discover why this region 
is viewed as the world’s leading red 
wine producer. Afterwards, sample the 
region’s finest at the Château Gruaud-
Larose estate, or cycle to Château 
Lagrange, featured on Napoleon III’s 
1855 Classification, for a wine tasting. 
Enrich
The spectacular Médoc countryside 
boasts many fine aristocratic 
châteaux but none more opulent than 
Château Giscours. You’ll be escorted 
to the charming 18th century Farm 
Suzanne on the Giscours estate to 
enjoy unforgettable four-course 
dining with Grand Cru Class wines and 
live musicians performing classical 
masterpieces for your enjoyment. 
Meals: B.L.D

Day 05 
Pauillac > Cadillac c
Soak in the Garonne River vistas as 
you spend a full day aboard the Scenic 
Diamond. Whilst cruising you may 
choose to implement your cooking skills 
with a lesson in Scenic Culinaire. This 
remarkable space comes to life when 
fabulous local entertainers perform 
live in the Panorama Lounge for your 
exclusive enjoyment this evening.
Meals: B.L.D 

Day 06 
Cadillac fc
Venture into the Sauternes region for 
a tasting of the prestigious Château 
Guiraud dessert wines. Alternatively, 
cycle through the rolling vineyards of 
Sauternes to the Grand Cru Class estate 
of Château Myrat for a tasting.
Freechoice: Remain on board and join a 
master class in French cuisine in Scenic 
Culinaire. Or visit Roquetaillade Castle, 
founded by Charlemagne, it’s one of the 
region’s most impressive historic sites 
and you’ll tour it with the family that 
now lives within its walls. Alternatively, 
discover the medieval village of Saint 
Macaire, or enjoy a 12 km roundtrip 
hike from Cadillac to the neighbouring 
village of Loupiac. 
Meals: B.L.D

Day 07 
Bordeaux: fc
Freechoice: Shop with a Chef at a local 
food market and cook up a storm in 
Scenic Culinaire afterwards. Or enjoy a 
guided tour of Bordeaux. For the more 
energetic, cycle the historic regions of 
Bordeaux before cycling through public 
gardens back to the luxury of your 
floating hotel.
Meals: B.L.D 

Day 08 
Arcachon > Bourg fc
Arcachon is the jewel of France’s 
western coastline. 
Freechoice: For those fancying 
something sweet, why not stay on board 
and enjoy a fabulous Mademoiselle de 
Margaux chocolate and wine pairing 
event in Scenic Culinaire. Alternatively, 
explore Le Teich Bird Reserve, home 
to over 250 bird species. Or climb 
Europe’s largest sand dune. You may 
choose instead to join a walking tour of 
Arcachon including the Baltard market. 
In the afternoon, cruise into Bourg and 
enjoy a jazz performance on board.
Meals: B.L.D 

2017 Departure Dates For details of our latest offers visit scenic.co.uk

Suite Categories
Jewel Deck Sapphire Deck Diamond Deck

E D C BA BB B BJ A PA PP P RJ RA RS RO

Apr 30  £3,945  £4,080  £4,640  £4,790  £4,940  £5,040  £5,390  £5,040  £5,040  £5,070  £5,140  £5,490  £6,340  £6,340  £7,740 

May 10, 20, 30  £4,345  £4,480  £5,040  £5,190  £5,340  £5,440  £5,790  £5,440  £5,440  £5,470  £5,540  £5,890  £6,740  £6,740  £8,140 

Jun 09, 19, 29  £4,345  £4,480  £5,040  £5,190  £5,340  £5,440  £5,790  £5,440  £5,440  £5,470  £5,540  £5,890  £6,740  £6,740  £8,140 

Jul 09, 09*, 19, 19√, 29  £4,245  £4,380  £4,940  £5,090  £5,240  £5,340  £5,690  £5,340  £5,340  £5,370  £5,440  £5,790  £6,640  £6,640  £8,040 

Aug 08, 18, 28, 28*  £4,245  £4,380  £4,940  £5,090  £5,240  £5,340  £5,690  £5,340  £5,340  £5,370  £5,440  £5,790  £6,640  £6,640  £8,040 

Sep 08, 08√, 18, 28  £4,445  £4,580  £5,140  £5,290  £5,440  £5,540  £5,890  £5,540  £5,540  £5,570  £5,640  £5,990  £6,840  £6,840  £8,240 

Oct 07  £3,745  £3,880  £4,440  £4,590  £4,740  £4,840  £5,190  £4,840  £4,840  £4,870  £4,940  £5,290  £6,140  £6,140  £7,540 

Le Teich Bird Reserve Bordeaux Food Market

All-inclusive highlights

On board
    Fly from a selection of up to  

6 UK airports or travel via Standard 
Premier Eurostar  
with upgrades available

   10 nights on board a 5-star  
Scenic Space-Ship

   Balcony suites, including a  
Scenic Sun Lounge 

   Butler service for all guests
   Laundry concierge
   Complimentary premium branded 
beverages all day, everyday†

   Six dining options, from casual  
to fine dining

   Exclusive Scenic Tailormade GPS  
for self-guided touring

   Authentic local entertainment
   The freedom of our e-bikes
   Cruise Directors to guide and assist
   Expert local guides
   Exclusive Scenic Culinaire
   Complimentary Wi-Fi internet
   Return airport transfers

Onshore
   Scenic Enrich – unforgettable  
and exclusive event

   Scenic Sundowners^ – exclusive 
hosted event in stunning locations

   Scenic Freechoice – a choice of 
activities throughout your journey

And of course all tipping and 
gratuities worth up to £600 
per couple

Beautiful Bordeaux

Day 09
Cognac f
Freechoice: Discover the Carriages 
Museum in Bourg Castle including a 
visit to the 16th century passageway to 
the guards rooms and WWII oil tanks. 
Alternatively, spend a full day exploring 
the fortified town of Cognac, renowned 
for its production of fine brandy. 
Afterwards, enjoy a tasting at the 
acclaimed property of Rémy Martin.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 10
Blaye > Bordeaux fc
Freechoice: Stroll through the charming 
Citadel of Blaye, or join a 30 kilometre 
roundtrip cycle along the Captain’s 
Road which is so named in honour 
of the WWI Captain’s who chose to 
purchase their homes along this 
beautiful stretch of waterway in the 
early 20th century. 
You’ll have the opportunity to enjoy 
an exclusive cooking class in Scenic 

Culinaire or simply relax on board as 
we cruise past beautiful uninhabited 
islands bound for Bordeaux.
Dine in style at the Captain’s farewell 
dinner on board this evening.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 11
Bordeaux > UK
After breakfast, transfer to Bordeaux 
airport for your return journey home. Fly 
direct to London Gatwick or one of up 
to 5 UK regional airports. Alternatively, 
travel by first class rail from Bordeaux 
to Paris and then Standard Premier 
Class aboard Eurostar to St. Pancras 
International.
Meals: B

Key

e Scenic Enrich

s Scenic Sundowners

c Scenic Culinaire

f Freechoice - see page 150-155
          Meals: Breakfast (B). Lunch (L). Dinner (D)

For detailed deck & cabin plan inclusions see pages 162-171.
Please note different ships operate across different dates & not all ships have all category cabins available. Please call us for details.
Scenic Culinaire capacity is limited. ^Sundowners are weather permitting. † With the exception of fine and rare wines and spirits. *Dedicated Culinary Cruises. √Dedicated Cycling Cruises.

Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £750 per person. Flights are in Economy class. Full payment is required 90 days prior to departure.  
Please note, the ship operating a particular cruise is subject to change. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 158 to 161.

   Dedicated Cycling Cruises
For those looking for a more active 
pace, we have dedicated cycling  
cruises, departure dates marked below 
with a (√) please call for details.

   Dedicated Culinary Cruises
For those looking to savour the taste 
of France, we have dedicated culinary 
cruises, departure dates marked below 
with a (*) please call for details.
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A

B C

Gems of the 
Seine

 11 Day Cruise      Paris > Paris

Take a journey down a river of dreams
The Seine isn’t the largest river in Europe, or even 
France, but it may be the most renowned – and for 
good reason. This splendid waterway cuts through 
the heart of Paris, before winding its way along some 
of the most celebrated sites in Northern France. 
There are few superlatives that do justice to beautiful 
Paris, as you’ll have ample opportunity to discover. 
Beyond Paris, you can look forward to a serene cruise 
to Honfleur, by the open waters of the English Channel, 
pausing at the most beautiful landmarks along the way. 
Les Andelys, Rouen, Caudebec-en-Caux – all the key 
points in this itinerary showcase fine historic settings 
and beautiful environs. However, we’ve saved some 
highlights – evocative Vernon and charming Conflans  
– for the return trip, including one last unforgettable 
fling in Paris.

  River Cruise 

  Cruise start/finish

   Enrich

    Freechoice

 1  Overnight Stay 

France Vicomte
Palace

Chantilly

GivernyChâteau-
Gaillard

Lyons la Fôret

Auvers-
sur-Oise

Normandy 
Beaches

Deauville

Bolbec
Étretat

Fécamp

Normandy’s 
Calvados Route

Somme Battlefields

 English
Channel

Honfleur

Caudebec-en-Caux

Conflans
Vernon

Les Andelys

Rouen

Paris

Seine

10

A Honfleur
B Monet’s Garden, Giverny
C Palace of Vicomte

Paris > Paris

 Enrich experience

Enjoy a dinner and exclusive private 
concert at Fécamp’s Bénedictine Palace 
– a unique neo-Gothic architectural 
masterpiece, part palace and part 
factory, where Alexandre Legrand first 
created and produced his famous 
Bénedictine liqueur.

Gems of the Seine

Day Destination Highlights

1 UK > Paris (France) Welcome reception

2 Paris > Les Andelys Cider and beauty

3 Rouen Joan of Arc sites

4 Rouen Somme battlefields

5 Honfleur Sundowners at Manoir d'Appreavel

6 Honfleur Normandy D-Day beaches

7 Caudebec-en-Caux Enrich dinner at Benedictine 
Palace, Fécamp

8 Caudebec-en-Caux > Vernon Monet's house & gardens, Giverny

9 Cornflans > Paris Chantilly Castle

10 Paris Palace of Vicomte

11 Paris > UK Farewell
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Chateau Gaillard, Les Andelys Calvados tasting D-Day Landing

11 Day Itinerary Paris > Paris

Gems of the Seine

Day 01
UK > Paris
Choose from a selection of ways to 
travel to Paris, all of which are included 
at no supplement. Pick from one of 
up to 14 UK regional airports or travel 
direct from London Heathrow to Paris. 
If you’d prefer not to fly, why not take 
advantage of our Eurostar No Fly 
option at no extra cost? Travel Standard 
Premier Class aboard the Eurostar from 
St. Pancras International to Paris Gare 
du Nord. Enjoy a welcome reception 
and dinner aboard the luxurious Scenic 
Gem. Later, cruise out with the beautiful 
city of Paris as a backdrop. What a 
magical start to your cruise.
Meals: D 

Day 02
Les Andelys f 
Freechoice: Hike to King Richard the 
Lionheart’s Château Gaillard, or journey 
to Lyons la Forêt, one of the most 
beautiful villages of France, and visit 
Fleury-la-Forêt Castle. Sample cider, 
the region’s specialty, after touring 
this exquisite example of 17th century 
architecture. For nature lovers, walk 
the forested paths of the beautiful 
L’Arboretum de Lyons nature reserve.
Meals: B.L.D 

Day 03 
Les Andelys > Rouen f
This morning we wake in Rouen.
Freechoice: Enjoy a walking tour of 
Rouen that takes in the famous sites 
of Joan of Arc and the historic Rouen 
Cathedral. Or, if you’d prefer, enjoy a 
cooking demonstration and tasting and 
learn exactly why French baking and 
patisseries are so world renowned. 
This region is also the gateway to the 
historic Western Front, and you’re able 
to gain fascinating insights into the 
Somme battlefields with an on board 
lecture from a local expert on board this 
evening. 
Meals: B.L.D

Day 04 
Rouen f
Freechoice: Experience what the 
Somme battlefields might have been 
like for those caught up in this terrible 
World War I battle, which claimed the 
lives of more than 150,000 British and 
Commonwealth soldiers. This full-day 
excursion commemorates the 101 
years since, and includes a visit to 
the Australian National Memorial and 
Victoria School in Villers-Bretonneux. 
Alternatively, explore the collection of 
Impressionistic paintings, including 
masterpieces by Renoir and Monet, at 
the Museum of Fine Arts.
Meals: B.L.D 

Day 05 
Rouen > Honfleur fs
You’ll love cruising toward the open 
waters of the English Channel.
Freechoice: Later, take the opportunity 
to explore Honfleur, with its quaint 
architecture, its relaxed coastal 
atmosphere and the many colourful 
fishing boats. Alternatively, immerse 
yourself in the beautiful la Cote Fleurie 
region on France’s northern beaches to 
discover Deaourville. 
Sundowners^
The estate of Manoir d’Appreval 
exclusively welcomes Scenic guests 
for a unique cocktail event showcasing 
their prestigious apple spirits in a 
setting you’ll remember fondly for many 
years to come. Celebrate your visit to 
the picturesque Calvados region with a 
beverage of the same name, and let your 
eyes drink in the surrounding beauty.
Later, back on board, kick up your heels 
on the dance-floor as a fabulous local 
swing band performs the best of the 
1920s in the Panorama Lounge. 
Meals: B.L.D 

Day 06 
Honfleur f
Freechoice: Walk the historic Normandy 
beaches, the site of the D-Day landings, 
before visiting the Landing Museum 
at Arromanches. You’ll be struck by 
the sombre ambience surrounding the 
9,387 graves of the Normandy Cemetery 
and whilst there, take a moment to 
reflect on the momentous impact of 
that day, as you look out from your 
hilltop position above Omaha Beach. 
Alternatively, explore Normandy’s 
famous Calvados Route. 
Meals: B.L.D 

Day 07 
Honfleur >  
Caudebec-en-Caux fe
Freechoice: The beauty of the Alabaster 
Coast will leave you breathless. Sitting 
proudly atop this dramatic seascape is 
the town of Etretat, where you’ll have 
the opportunity to enjoy a guided tour 
and time at leisure. Alternatively, travel 
to the hilltop village of Bolbec and 
view fabrics at the fascinating Textile 
Museum before visiting the Normand 
Traditions Museum nearby. Or visit the 
new Seine Museum for an insight into 
this fascinating river system. For the 
more adventurous, join a guided cycling 
tour to the charming village of Villequier 
and visit the Victor Hugo Museum.
Enrich
Be treated to a truly unforgettable 
experience in Fécamp's Benedictine 
Palace. Experience the opulence 
and grandeur of yesteryear when 
you dine exclusively within Abbots 
Hall whilst enjoying a live classical 
concert performed by the region’s most 
reputable musicians. 
Meals: B.L.D 

For detailed deck & cabin plan inclusions see pages 162-171.
Please note different ships operate across different dates & not all ships have all category cabins available. Please call us for details.
^Sundowners are weather permitting. † With the exception of fine and rare wines and spirits. 

Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £750 per person. Flights are in Economy class. Full payment is required 90 days prior to departure.  
Please note, the ship operating a particular cruise is subject to change. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 158 to 161.

¥Mileage restrictions apply on private door-to-door transfers 
- call for details.

 

£1,500  
SAVE  

a guaranteed

per couple  
on all prices 
shown below

FREE  
private  

door-to-door  
transfers¥  

worth up to 

£330  
per couple 

Birthday  
Bonus Offer

£100  
per couple  

off all our 2017  
Europe River 

Cruises
Book by  

25 June 2016

2017 Departure Dates For details of our latest offers visit scenic.co.uk

Suite Categories
Jewel Deck Sapphire Deck Diamond Deck

E D C BA B BD PA P PD RJ RA RP

Apr 20, 30  £4,245  £4,380  £4,940  £5,090  £5,340  £5,390  £5,340  £5,440  £5,630  £5,790  £6,640  £7,740 

May 10, 20, 30  £4,445  £4,580  £5,140  £5,290  £5,540  £5,590  £5,540  £5,640  £5,830  £5,990  £6,840  £7,940 

Jun 09, 19, 29  £4,445  £4,580  £5,140  £5,290  £5,540  £5,590  £5,540  £5,640  £5,830  £5,990  £6,840  £7,940 

Jul 09, 19, 29  £4,445  £4,580  £5,140  £5,290  £5,540  £5,590  £5,540  £5,640  £5,830  £5,990  £6,840  £7,940 

Aug 08, 18, 28  £4,445  £4,580  £5,140  £5,290  £5,540  £5,590  £5,540  £5,640  £5,830  £5,990  £6,840  £7,940 

Sep 07, 17, 27  £4,445  £4,580  £5,140  £5,290  £5,540  £5,590  £5,540  £5,640  £5,830  £5,990  £6,840  £7,940 

Oct 07  £3,745  £3,880  £4,440  £4,590  £4,840  £4,890  £4,840  £4,940  £5,130  £5,290  £6,140  £7,240 

Arc de Triomphe, Paris Shop with a Chef

All-inclusive highlights

On board
    Fly from a selection of up to  

15 UK airports or travel via 
Standard Premier Eurostar  
with upgrades available

   10 nights on board a 5-star  
Scenic Space-Ship

   Balcony suites, including a  
Scenic Sun Lounge 

   Butler service for all guests
   Laundry concierge
   Complimentary premium branded 
beverages all day, everyday†

   Six dining options, from casual  
to fine dining

   Exclusive Scenic Tailormade GPS  
for self-guided touring

   Authentic local entertainment
   The freedom of our e-bikes
   Cruise Directors to guide and assist
   Expert local guides
   Complimentary Wi-Fi internet
   Return airport transfers

Onshore
   Scenic Enrich – unforgettable  
and exclusive event

   Scenic Sundowners^ – exclusive 
hosted event in stunning locations

   Scenic Freechoice – a choice of 
activities throughout your journey

And of course all tipping and 
gratuities worth up to £600 
per couple

Gems of the Seine

Key

e Scenic Enrich

s Scenic Sundowners

f Freechoice - see page 150-155
          Meals: Breakfast (B). Lunch (L). Dinner (D).

Day 08 
Caudebec-en-Caux >  
Vernon f
Enjoy a full morning of relaxation and 
take in the incredible scenery as you 
cruise into Vernon. 
Freechoice: Visit Giverny and Monet’s 
former residence and gardens. If you’re 
feeling more adventurous you can 
explore by bike, with a self-guided 
cycling tour that starts at Vernon. 
Meals: B.L.D

Day 09 
Vernon > Conflans > Paris f
Freechoice: Discover the charms of 
Auvers-sur-Oise and get to see Vincent 
Van Gogh’s room, or step inside the 
magnificent Chantilly Castle for a 
guided tour of this remarkable château. 
After a leisurely afternoon of cruising, 
the evening will see us returning to 
Paris, and you’ll have the chance to view 
the beautiful illuminated skyline, and 
the soaring Eiffel Tower.
Meals: B.L.D 

Day 10 
Paris
Today you have the choice of either 
spending time exploring France’s most 
celebrated city, or a discovery beyond 
the city limits. 
Freechoice: Shop with a Chef when you 
visit one of Paris’s local food markets, or 
walk the city with a resident expert and 
hear tales that only the locals know. 
Alternatively, you may wish to explore 
beyond Paris and tour the 17th century 
estate of Vicomte Palace, Louis XIV’s 
inspiration for Versailles Palace. 
Meals: B.L.D 

Day 11
Paris > UK
After breakfast, transfer to Paris airport 
or train station for your return journey 
home. Fly direct to London Heathrow 
or one of up to 14 UK regional airports. 
Alternatively, travel Standard Premier 
Class from Paris Gare du Nord aboard 
Eurostar to St. Pancras International.
Meals: B



Once a great, conquering 
seafaring nation, Portugal has a 
history and culture as proud and 
as intrepid as any in Europe. 
— Today, large tracts of it remain 
unchanged, almost like a land out 
of time, where beautiful traditions 
survive the ravages of progress.

PORTUGAL

From rolling vineyards to grand historic 
structures, magic waterscapes to endlessly 
engaging vistas, Portugal’s charm will dance into 
your consciousness, seducing you slowly without 
you realising it. However, by the time you’ve fully 
explored the Douro’s wondrous valleys and friendly 
village communities, you’ll find yourself completely 
and hopelessly in love.
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A

B C

Delightful 
Douro

 8 Day Cruise       Porto > Porto

Rustic treasures and fine wine
The rustic grandeur of Portugal once formed a 
mighty seafaring kingdom that conquered and 
helped to colonise the known world, from America to 
the Far East.
Today, some of that grandeur is still evident in the fine 
palaces and splendid manors that litter the fertile 
landscape. However, there’s also a humility and pastoral 
simplicity that belies the magnificence of days past. 
From their welcoming salt-of-the-earth demeanor to 
their relaxed love of the good life, fine wine and fresh 
food, it’s the people that make this land so memorable 
and charming. As you make leisurely progress down the 
Douro, you’ll soon become accustomed to the pace of 
local life, and visiting the charming villages and stunning 
cities that neighbor the river’s banks turns into a  
never-ending pleasure. 

  River Cruise 

  Cruise start/finish

   Enrich

    Freechoice

 1  Overnight Stay 

 Land Content

10
Porto

Mateus
Palace

Lamego
Côa

Valley

Douro
Salamanca

Vega de
Terron

7

Portugal

Spain

Regua Pinhão Pocinho
Aveleda

Guimarães

Provesende

A Douro Valley
B Porto
C Pinhão

Porto > Porto

Delightful Douro

 Enrich experience

Enjoy a decadent dinner and exclusive 
Fado music performance at the 
Burmester Cellars, which are carved into 
the rock on the shores of Vila Nova de 
Gaia by the famous Pont Louis I Bridge.

Day Destination Highlights

1 UK > Porto (Portugal) Welcome dinner

2 Porto > Régua Sundowner at Douro Muesum

3 Régua > Vega de Terron (Spain) Vinhateira Cruising

4 Salamanca Flamenco dancing

5 Pocinho > Pinhão (Portugal) Côa Valley

6 Pinhão > Porto Enrich dinner and concert at 
Burmester Cellars

7 Porto Palacio da Bolsa

8 Porto Farewell



¥Mileage restrictions apply on private door-to-door transfers 
- call for details.

 

£1,500  
SAVE  

a guaranteed

per couple  
on all prices 
shown below

FREE  
private  

door-to-door  
transfers¥  

worth up to 

£330  
per couple 

Birthday  
Bonus Offer

£100  
per couple  

off all our 2017  
Europe River 

Cruises
Book by  

25 June 2016
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Douro wine valley region Salamanca

8 Day Itinerary Porto > Porto

Delightful Douro

Day 01 
UK > Porto 
Choose from a selection of ways to 
travel to Porto, all of which are included 
at no supplement. Fly from one of up to 
5 UK airports – please call for details. 
On arrival into Porto Airport you’ll be 
met and transferred to the luxurious 
Scenic Azure where a warm welcome 
awaits you from your crew. Tonight you’ll 
enjoy a celebratory welcome reception 
on board. 
Meals: D

Day 02 
Porto > Régua s
Make yourself comfortable and enjoy 
the plentiful amenities and luxuries 
at your disposal as you begin cruising 
towards Régua. Savour the views from 
your own private balcony, bask in the 
panoramic scenery of the Sun Deck 
or partake in a traditional tile painting 
class in the Panorama Bar & Lounge.  
Sundowners^
After the doors close to the general 
public, you’re invited to enjoy the 
expansive views of Régua’s surrounding 
vineyards at an exclusive cocktail event 
hosted on the beautifully manicured 
terrace of the Douro Museum. Sample 
the local flavours of the region and 
savour a range of port wine varietals in 
the most wondrous setting. Be sure to 
try the delicious Port Tonic, a sublimely 
refreshing white port aperitif.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 03
Régua > Vega de Terron f
Freechoice: Tour the Baroque-style 
town of Lamego, a unique destination 
nestled among the terraced slopes of 
the Douro valley port wine-growing 
region. Alternatively, enjoy a guided 
visit of Mateus Palace, the historic icon 
depicted on the labels of Portugal’s 
famous Mateus rosé wine. You’ll get to 
meander the property’s lush gardens 
after exploring the Baroque-style 
residence, which was completed in 
1743. 
Later, enjoy a full day cruising the Douro 
Valley’s Vinhateiro wine growing region. 
Classified a UNESCO World Heritage 
site, Vinhateiro has a history of wine 
production that stretches back for 
2,000 years. In fact, its impeccable port 
wines have been world-famous since at 
least the 18th Century.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 04
Salamanca
Take your time absorbing the sheer 
architectural splendour of Salamanca, 
a city known for its ornate sandstone 
architecture and for the Universidad de 
Salamanca, said to be the third oldest 
university in Europe. During your time 
in Spain, it’s only right we treat you 
to a tapas-style lunch, which will be 
accompanied by a Flamenco dance 
performance. Of course, you will also 
enjoy some free time to explore this 
beautiful UNESCO World Heritage city 
at your leisure. The city's historic centre 
has important Romanesque, Gothic, 
Moorish, Renaissance and Baroque 
monuments. The Plaza Mayor, with its 
galleries and arcades, is particularly 
impressive.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 05
Pocinho > Pinhão f
This morning, why not take breakfast on 
the Riverview Terrace as you embark on 
a leisurely cruise to nearby Pocinho. 
Freechoice: Visit the award-winning 
Côa Valley Museum and enjoy a 
pre-historic workshop, which will 
uncover the secrets behind the famous 
prehistoric rock carvings found in 
the Côa Valley. If you’re feeling more 
adventurous, take a canoeing excursion 
on the Sabor River. Alternatively, you 
could join the ‘Tastes of the Côa Valley’ 
excursion and visit Casa Painova for a 
sweet almond workshop and a tasting 
of their almond, olive and fruit products.
This afternoon, enjoy your picturesque 
cruise to Pinhão, a scenic gem encircled 
by terraced hillsides that produce some 
of the world’s finest port. 
Meals: B.L.D

Day 06
Pinhão > Porto e
Today you’ll visit the remarkable 
village of Provesende, resplendently 
showcasing the Portugal of yesteryear. 
Wander the tranquil streets of this 
quaint village with the locals as they 
proudly introduce you to their way of 
life – including their local bakery, and 
the bar with its wonderfully eclectic 
collection of regional wares. This is a 
specially choreographed experience 
only open to Scenic guests. You’ll also 
visit the church for a special recital, 
and enjoy wine tasting at the restored 
manor house of Morgadio da Calçada. 
What better way to immerse yourself 
into the local culture. 

Pinhão Porto

All-inclusive highlights

On board
    Fly from a selection of up to  

5 UK airports
   7 nights on board a 5-star  
Scenic Space-Ship

   Balcony suites, including a  
Scenic Sun Lounge 

   Butler service for all guests
   Laundry concierge
   Complimentary premium branded 
beverages all day, everyday†

   Six dining options, from casual  
to fine dining

   Authentic local entertainment
   Cruise Directors to guide and assist
   Expert local guides
   Complimentary Wi-Fi internet
   Return airport transfers

Onshore
   Scenic Enrich – unforgettable  
and exclusive event

   Scenic Sundowners^ – exclusive 
hosted cocktails in a stunning 
location

   Scenic Freechoice – a choice of 
activities throughout your journey

And of course all tipping and 
gratuities worth up to £465 
per couple

Delightful Douro

Enrich
Enjoy a decadent fine dining experience 
accompanied by a traditional Fado 
music performance at the fabulous 
Burmester Cellars this evening. You 
can look forward to an evening at what 
is arguably Porto’s most historic wine 
cave, situated at the foot of the iconic 
Dom Luis I pedestrian bridge – a truly 
unforgettable experience, once again 
exclusive to Scenic guests.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 07
Porto f
Today, discover the unique treasures of 
Porto, which includes a visit to Palacio 
da Bolsa. This 19th century palace 
in the Neoclassical style is located 
in the Infante D. Henrique Square in 
the historical centre of Porto and is 
a designated World Heritage site by 
UNESCO.
Freechoice: Guimarães is dominated 
by the impressive Ducal Palace, which 
dates back to medieval times. You’ll 
soon learn all about this classical city in 
northern Portugal, which was once the 
first seat of the King.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Alternatively, you could choose to 
indulge in a tasting at the fairy tale-like 
property of Quinta Aveleda, a renowned 
regional sparkling wine producer. The 
incredible gardens alone make the 
excursion worthwhile.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 08
Porto > UK
After breakfast, transfer to Porto airport 
for your return journey home. Fly to one 
of up to 5 UK airports – please call for 
details.
Meals: B

Key

e Scenic Enrich

s Scenic Sundowners

f Freechoice - see page 150-155
          Meals: Breakfast (B). Lunch (L). Dinner (D).

   Lisbon Extension

 
Start your trip to Lisbon and a 4 day 
fully escorted luxury stay in Lisbon from 
only £650 per person.

For detailed deck & cabin plan inclusions see pages 162-171.
^Sundowners are weather permitting. † With the exception of fine and rare wines and spirits. 

Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £750 per person. Flights are in Economy class. Full payment is required 90 days prior to departure.  
Please note, the ship operating a particular cruise is subject to change. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 158 to 161.

2017 Departure Dates For details of our latest offers visit scenic.co.uk

Suite Categories
Jewel Deck Sapphire Deck Diamond Deck

E D C1 C BB B BJ PA P RJ RP

Sep 27  £3,245  £3,370  £3,495  £3,890  £3,990  £4,240  £4,590  £4,220  £4,390  £4,640  £5,740 

Oct 04, 31  £2,745  £2,870  £2,995  £3,390  £3,490  £3,740  £4,090  £3,720  £3,890  £4,140  £5,240 

Mateus Palace



Dining in one of Porto’s most historic 
wine caves, Burmester Cellars, was the 
perfect way to spend our penultimate 
evening in Portugal. The food was rich 
and paired perfectly with the locally-
made wine. Is there any better way to 
spend an evening in this gorgeous city? 
You’d be hard-pressed to find one.

Judith Taylor, 54  
Porto, Portugal 
N 41° 9’ W 8° 37’
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A

B C

Unforgettable 
Douro

 11 Day Cruise      Porto > Porto

A truly timeless place
Portugal’s Douro River winds its way through 
towns that have somehow managed to preserve their 
distinctive culture, and way of life, even as the world 
all around them has succumbed to change.
From elegant Lamego to Régua and Vega de Terron 
you’ll find that people still ply their traditional trades in 
the historic pockets of the Douro Valley. The vineyards 
that grace the banks of the Douro are worked the way 
vineyards in the region always have been. The wines they 
produce, from the many highly loved varieties of port, 
to their fine unfortified reds and whites, are as rich and 
plentiful as ever. The fare is as honest and as delicious 
as it was in days of yore. And, most refreshing of all, the 
communities are every bit as friendly, and welcoming.

  River Cruise 

  Cruise start/finish

   Enrich

    Freechoice

 1  Overnight Stay 

 Land Content

10
Porto

Mateus
Palace

Lamego
Côa

Valley

Douro

Afurada

Salamanca

Vega de
Terron

10

Portugal

Spain

Entre-
os-Rios

Regua Pinhão Pocinho
Aveleda

Guimarães

Ucanha
Varosa 
Valley

Tarouca

Provesende

A Douro River, Porto
B Afurada village, Porto
C Douro Valley

Porto > Porto

Unforgettable Douro

Day Destination Highlights

1 UK > Porto (Portugal) Welcome reception

2 Porto > Entre-os-Rios Historic Porto

3 Entre-os-Rios Sundowners at Douro Museum

4 Regua Ucanha and Varosa Valley

5 Regua > Vega de Terron (Spain) Cruising Vinhateiro

6 Salamanca Spanish dining and Flamenco

7 Pocinho > Pinhão (Portugal) Côa Valley

8 Pinhão Scenic village experience

9 Pinhão > Porto Scenic Enrich at Burmester Cellars

10 Porto Afurada fishing village

11 Porto Farewell
 Birthplace of explorers

The wonderful little village of Provesende 
lies in the region of Sabrosa. Sabrosa 
is also, incidentally, where Ferdinand 
Magellan was born, the first person to 
circumnavigate the world, this famed 
explorer certainly understood the  
scenic route.
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SalamancaDouro River, Porto Ucanha Bridge

11 Day Itinerary Porto > Porto

Unforgettable Douro

Day 01
UK > Porto 
Choose from a selection of ways to 
travel to Porto, all of which are included 
at no supplement. Fly from one of up to 
5 UK airports – please call for details. 
On arrival into Porto Airport you’ll be 
met and transferred to the luxurious 
Scenic Azure where a warm welcome 
awaits you from your crew. Tonight you’ll 
enjoy a celebratory welcome reception 
on board.
Meals: D

Day 02
Porto > Entre-os-Rios
Today you will discover the historic 
treasures of beautiful Porto, which 
includes a visit to Palacio da Bolsa, a 
19th century palace in the Neoclassical 
style. Porto’s historic centre is the 
Ribeira district, a World-Heritage site 
where residents mingle before old store 
fronts, on village-style plazas and in the 
old houses of commerce where Roman 
ruins hide beneath the foundations of 
this historic metropolis.
Later, enjoy a relaxing afternoon of 
cruising as your luxury Scenic Space-
Ship meanders its way to Entre-os-
Rios. With a wealth of all-inclusive 
treats at your fingertips, you will 
find plenty of ways to unwind or stay 
entertained as you begin to make your 
way through the enchanting Douro 
Valley.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 03
Entre-os-Rios fs
Freechoice: Guimarães is dominated 
by the impressive Ducal Palace, which 
dates back to medieval times. It’s the 
ideal place to kick-start your guided 
tour through the region. You’ll soon 
learn all about this classical city in 
northern Portugal, which was once 
the first seat of the King. Alternatively, 
you could choose to indulge in a 
tasting at the fairy tale-like property 
of Quinta Aveleda, a renowned 
regional sparkling wine producer.  
The incredible gardens alone make 
the excursion worthwhile.
This afternoon, enjoy a blissful cruise 
to Régua. 
Sundowners^
After the doors close to the general 
public, you’ll get to soak in the expansive 
views of Regua’s surrounding vineyards 
at an exclusive cocktail event hosted 
on the beautifully manicured terrace of 
the Douro Museum. Sample the local 
flavours of the region and savour a 
range of port wine varietals in the most 
wondrous setting - and be sure to try the 
Port Tonic.

Meals: B.L.D

Day 04
Regua f
Freechoice: Tour the Baroque-style 
town of Lamego, a unique destination 
nestled among the terraced slopes of 
the Douro valley port wine-growing 
region. Alternatively, enjoy a guided 
visit of Mateus Palace, the historic 
1743 icon depicted on the labels of 
Portugal’s famous Mateus rosé wine. 
This afternoon, you’ll discover the 
captivating Varosa Valley and visit the 
charming village of Tarouca, where 
you’ll get to explore the restored 
Monastery of Saint John of Tarouca. 
En route walk the fortified bridge of 
Ucanha, Portugal’s first toll bridge, 
spanning the crystal clear waters of 
the Varosa River.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 05
Regua > Vega de Terron
Today, enjoy a full day cruising the 
Douro Valley’s Vinhateiro wine growing 
region. Classified a World-Heritage 
site, Vinhateiro has a history of wine 
production that stretches back for 
2,000 years. In fact, its impeccable port 
wines have been world-famous since 
at least the 18th century. As Scenic 
Azure makes leisurely progress down 
the Douro, you'll be greeted by endless 
views of terraced hillsides, vineyards 
and rural quintas nestled amongst 
emerald landscapes.
Meals: B.L.D

Port tasting Pinhão

Unforgettable Douro

Day 06
Salamanca
Today you will cross the border  
into Spain.
Take your time absorbing the sheer 
architectural splendour of Salamanca, 
a city known for its ornate sandstone 
architecture and for the Universidad 
de Salamanca, said to be the third 
oldest university in Europe. During 
your time in Spain, it’s only right we 
treat you to a tapas-style lunch, which 
will be accompanied by a Flamenco 
dance performance. Of course, you will 
also enjoy some free time to explore 
this beautiful World-Heritage city at 
your leisure. The city's historic centre 
has important Romanesque, Gothic, 
Moorish, Renaissance and Baroque 
monuments. The Plaza Mayor, with its 
galleries and arcades, is particularly 
impressive, and something of a 
meeting place for students and locals 
alike. We are certain that you will fall 
under the spell of Salamanca, a real 
gem of a city.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 07
Pocinho > Pinhão f
This morning, why not take breakfast 
on the Riverview Terrace as you 
embark on a leisurely cruise to nearby 
Pocinho for our Côa Valley discovery.
Freechoice: Visit the award-winning 
Côa Valley Museum and enjoy a 
pre-historic workshop, which will 
uncover the secrets behind the famous 
prehistoric rock carvings found in 
The Côa Valley. In the late 1980s, the 
engravings were discovered in the 
course of construction of a dam in the 
valley. The site includes thousands 
of engraved rock drawings of horses, 
bovines and other animals, human and 
abstract figures, dated from 22,000 to 
10,000 years BC.

If you’re feeling more adventurous, 
take a canoeing excursion on the Sabor 
River. Alternatively, you could join the 
‘Tastes of the Côa Valley’ excursion 
and visit Casa Painova for a sweet 
almond workshop and a tasting of 
their almond, olive and fruit products. 
This afternoon, enjoy your picturesque 
cruise to Pinhão and make the most of 
your state-of-the-art ship. You could 
even take a dip in our new Vitality Pool  
on the Sun Deck.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 08
Pinhão f
Today you’ll visit the remarkable 
village of Provesende, resplendently 
showcasing the Portugal of yesteryear. 
Wander the trainquil streets of this 
quaint village with the locals as they 
proudly introduce you to their way of 
life – including their local bakery, and 
the bar with its wonderfully eclectic 
collection of regional wares. This is a 
specially choreographed experience 
only open to Scenic guests. You’ll also 
visit the church for a special recital, 
and enjoy wine tasting at the restored 
manor house of Morgadio da Calçada. 
What better way to immerse yourself 
into the local culture. 
Freechoice: Top off a truly unforgettable 
day with a visit to the estate of Quinta 
Bonfim for a tasting of their famous 
export. If you’re feeling energetic, you 
could also choose a walk through the 
hillside vineyard for a unique tasting 
amidst the vines. Either way, we 
promise another delicious afternoon 
ashore in Portugal.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 09
Pinhão > Porto e
Having spent the previous eight 
days discovering the treasures of 
the Douro, Varosa and Côa Valleys, 
today you will enjoy an exclusive 
Douro Valley Wine Review, as well as 
on board activities, including a cork 
jewellery workshop. If you’d prefer, 
you could also unwind on board, take 
in the endless scenery from the Sun 
Deck and enjoy a complimentary glass 
of something sweet as you cruise  
into Porto.
Enrich
This evening, enjoy a decadent fine 
dining experience accompanied by a 
traditional Fado music performance 
at the fabulous Burmester Cellars. You 
can look forward to an evening at what 
is arguably Porto’s most historic wine 
cave, situated at the foot of the iconic 
Dom Luis I pedestrian bridge – a truly 
unforgettable experience, once again 
exclusive to Scenic guests.

Meals: B.L.D

Canning  factory, Porto



There’s only one way to explore  
this part of Portugal – a river 
cruise. It grants you such a unique 
vantage point that you feel like 
you’re travelling upon a secret 
waterway, one hidden from the 
modern world. 

 George Durrell, 56 
Douro River, Portugal 
N 41° 15’ W 8° 37’

¥Mileage restrictions apply on private door-to-door transfers 
- call for details.

 

£1,500  
SAVE  

a guaranteed

per couple  
on all prices 
shown below

FREE  
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door-to-door  
transfers¥  

worth up to 

£330  
per couple 

Birthday  
Bonus Offer

£100  
per couple  

off all our 2017  
Europe River 

Cruises
Book by  

25 June 2016
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All-inclusive highlights

On board
    Fly from a selection of up to  

5 UK airports or travel via Standard 
Premier Eurostar  
with upgrades available

   10 nights on board a 5-star  
Scenic Space-Ship

   Balcony suites, including a  
Scenic Sun Lounge 

   Butler service for all guests
   Laundry concierge
   Complimentary premium branded 
beverages all day, everyday†

   Six dining options, from casual  
to fine dining

   Authentic local entertainment
   Cruise Directors to guide and assist
   Expert local guides
   Complimentary Wi-Fi internet
   Return airport transfers

Onshore
   Scenic Enrich – unforgettable  
and exclusive event

   Scenic Sundowners^ – exclusive 
hosted cocktails in a stunning 
location

   Scenic Freechoice – a choice of 
activities throughout your journey

And of course all tipping and 
gratuities worth up to £600 
per couple

For detailed deck & cabin plan inclusions see pages 162-171.
^Sundowners are weather permitting. † With the exception of fine and rare wines and spirits. 

Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £750 per person. Flights are in Economy class. Full payment is required 90 days prior to departure.  
Please note, the ship operating a particular cruise is subject to change. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 158 to 161.

2017 Departure Dates For details of our latest offers visit scenic.co.uk

Suite Categories
Jewel Deck Sapphire Deck Diamond Deck

E D C1 C BB B BJ PA P RJ RP

Apr 30  £3,645  £3,790  £3,920  £4,340  £4,490  £4,740  £5,240  £4,840  £5,040  £5,340  £6,640 

May 10, 20, 30  £3,845  £3,990  £4,120  £4,540  £4,690  £4,940  £5,440  £5,040  £5,240  £5,540  £6,840 

Jun 09, 19, 29  £3,845  £3,990  £4,120  £4,540  £4,690  £4,940  £5,440  £5,040  £5,240  £5,540  £6,840 

Jul 09, 19, 29  £3,745  £3,890  £4,020  £4,440  £4,590  £4,840  £5,340  £4,940  £5,140  £5,440  £6,740 

Aug 08, 18, 28  £4,045  £4,190  £4,320  £4,740  £4,890  £5,140  £5,640  £5,240  £5,440  £5,740  £7,040 

Sep 07, 17  £4,045  £4,190  £4,320  £4,740  £4,890  £5,140  £5,640  £5,240  £5,440  £5,740  £7,040 

Oct 11, 21  £3,745  £3,890  £4,020  £4,440  £4,590  £4,840  £5,340  £4,940  £5,140  £5,440  £6,740 

Nov 07  £3,745  £3,890  £4,020  £4,440  £4,590  £4,840  £5,340  £4,940  £5,140  £5,440  £6,740 

Douro River

Day 10
Porto f
Acquaint yourself with the local 
fishing industry by meeting the 
fishermen of Afurada village as 
they return to port with the day’s 
catch. Hear their tales of the sea in 
a local taberna where they’ll prepare 
their catch over an open fire for the 
freshest tasting, to be enjoyed with a 
chilled glass of wine – a true insight 
into Portuguese hospitality.
Freechoice: Visit the oldest remaining 
Canning Factory in Porto for an 
insight into their 100-year-old family 
business. Or visit a local corking 
factory. 
We have put together enough exciting 
sightseeing excursions to ensure you 
really do make the most of your last 
day in Porto, one of Portugal's most 
spectacular cities. 
Meals: B.L.D

Day 11
Porto > UK
After breakfast, transfer to Porto airport 
for your return journey home. Fly to one 
of up to 5 UK airports – please call for 
details.
Meals: B

Key

e Scenic Enrich

s Scenic Sundowners

f Freechoice - see page 150-155
          Meals: Breakfast (B). Lunch (L). Dinner (D).

   Lisbon Extension

 
Start your trip to Lisbon and a 4 day 
fully escorted luxury stay in Lisbon from 
only £650 per person.

11 Day Itinerary Porto > Porto

Unforgettable Douro

Corking factory



Is there a country more  
multi-layered than Russia? 
— It’s a land of stark contrasts  
– dark and light, tumultuous  
and sublime.

RUSSIA

From the grace of the Bolshoi to the might of the 
Kremlin, from the treasures of the Hermitage to 
the echo of marching boots in Red Square, Russia 
is magnificent and compelling. Start your cruise 
in either St. Petersburg or Moscow and wind 
your way along the mighty Volga River through a 
culturally rich and diverse region. In the process, 
experience such wonders as The Kremlin, Red 
Square, Peterhof Palace, St. Basil’s Cathedral, 
Kizhi Island and Lake Lagoda.
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Jewels of Russia
 15 Day Cruise       St. Petersburg > Moscow

Russia’s many mysteries revealed
In the words of Winston Churchill, mighty Russia 
has always been "a riddle wrapped in a mystery 
inside an enigma." 
From the haunting beauty of St. Petersburg to the might 
and splendour of Moscow, Russia remains one of the 
most intriguing countries in the world. It is, after all, a 
land as vast as it is beautiful. Visit the iconic Hermitage, 
watch ballet performed by the masters, sample vodka 
and visit the mighty Kremlin.

There’s simply no better way to traverse this land than 
along Russia’s unique and majestic waterways. The best 
option by far is a luxury cruise on board Scenic Tsar. Life 
on board this boutique ship, which is unique in Scenic’s 
impressive fleet, is an incomparable blend of luxury 
and intimacy. With only 112 guests, Scenic Tsar allows 
you to traverse great distances and immerse yourself 
completely in the many traditions and wonders of Russia 
along the way.

  River Cruise 

  Cruise start/finish

   Enrich

    Freechoice

 1  Overnight Stay 

Day Destination Highlights

1 UK > St. Petersburg (Russia) Welcome reception

2 St. Petersburg Peterhof Grand Palace

3 St. Petersburg Hermitage

4 St. Petersburg Private Ballet performance

5 St. Petersburg Canals and bridges cruise

6 Mandrogi Museum village

7 Kizhi Island Church of Transfiguration

8 Goritsy Vodka tasting

9 Yaroslavl City tour

10 Uglich Golden Ring city

11 Moscow Scenic Sundowners cruise

12 Moscow Russian circus

13 Moscow Enrich meet a cosmonaut

14 Moscow The Kremlin

15 Moscow > UK Farewell

Yaroslavl

Kizhi Island

Rybinsk
Reservoir

Russia

Volga-Baltic Canal

Moscow Canal

Mandrogi

Goritsy

Uglich

Svir

VolgaEstonia

Finland

Lake
Ladoga

St. Petersburg

Moscow

14

A Kremlin Towers, Moscow
B Cathedral of Christ the Savior, Moscow
C Peterhof Palace fountains, St. Petersburg

St. Petersburg > Moscow

 Enrich experience

Enjoy a private Russian ballet in the 
Palace of Prince Vladimir, exclusive to 
Scenic guests, surrounded by beautiful 
interiors that mirror a wide array of styles 
– from neo-Gothic to Rococo to Oriental.

Jewels of Russia
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Peterhof statues St. Isaac's Cathedral Kizhi Island

15 Day Itinerary St. Petersburg > Moscow

Jewels of Russia

Day 01
St. Petersburg
Choose from a selection of ways to 
travel to St. Petersburg, all of which 
are included at no supplement. Fly 
from one of up to 13 regional airports 
or travel direct from London Heathrow. 
Upon arrival you’ll be met at the airport 
and transferred to the Scenic Tsar 
where you journey through the heart of 
Russia will begin. 
Meals: D

Day 02 
St. Petersburg f
Freechoice: Explore Catherine’s Block 
and the fountains in the Lower Garden 
at Peterhof on a guided tour, or be 
seduced by the sheer extravagance of 
Peterhof’s Grand Palace, which was 
modelled on the Palace of Versailles. 
Alternatively, wander the incomparable 
Upper and Lower Gardens at Peterhof, 
including the palace’s majestic 
fountains.
Enjoy lunch in a local restaurant, 
followed by a guided tour of this 
uniquely beautiful metropolis.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 03 
St. Petersburg f
Freechoice: Visit magnificent St. Isaac’s 
Cathedral, the largest Russian Orthodox 
cathedral in the city. Or discover the 
Yusupov Palace, where Rasputin was 
murdered. 
Following lunch in a local restaurant, 
visit the Hermitage, formerly the Winter 
Palace and home to the Tsars. Today 
it houses one of the world’s most 
magnificent art collections. Later this 
evening, please join the Scenic Tsar’s 
Captain for the official welcome dinner.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 04 
St. Petersburg e
This morning visit Catherine’s Palace, 
famous for its grandiose white and gold 
façade and its elaborate gardens. 
Enrich 
Enjoy a highlight lunch at the old-world 
wooden Podvorie restaurant. Here you’ll 
be offered traditional Russian cuisine 
where the delicious fare is home-grown 
at the restaurant owner’s private 
summer residence. 
This afternoon enjoy free time to explore 
or relax as you please. 
Enrich 
Tonight you’ll be treated to a glass of 
sparkling wine, followed by a private 
Russian ballet concert at the majestic 
Palace of Prince Vladimir. It was 
the last Imperial palace to be built 
in St. Petersburg and is an eclectic 
combination of architectural styles that 
will dazzle and amaze you.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 05 
St. Petersburg
This morning you’ll enjoy a cruise 
through the city’s canals and get 
to glide under some of the city’s 
400 bridges.
Tonight, join your fellow guests on the 
Sun Deck as your ship sets sail down 
the Neva River. 
Meals: B.L.D

Day 06 
Mandrogi e
Enrich 
It’s all ashore to explore this 
charming museum village, which was 
reconstructed after WWII. Wander 
around the distinctive buildings and 
later try shashlik, a traditional meal 
similar to shish kebab. 
Meals: B.L.D

Day 07 
Kizhi Island
This morning your ship docks at 
Kizhi Island – an open air museum 
with a precious collection of wooden 
churches and chapels. You’ll also get 
to view the magnificent Church of the 
Transfiguration with its 22 timbered 
onion domes. It is easily amongst the 
most magnificent examples of wooden 
architecture in Russia, if not the world.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 08 
Goritsy
Explore the Kirillo-Belozersky 
monastery, built in 1397 and home 
to a wonderful collection of Russian 
Orthodox icons. As the ship sets sail, 
you’ll get to toast the occasion with 
a little vodka, a beverage integral to 
Russian culture for over 600 years. 
Meals: B.L.D

Day 09 
Yaroslavl
Welcome to the fascinating and ancient 
city of Yaroslavl. In fact, dating back 
to 1010, it’s even older than mighty 
Moscow. Acquaint yourself with its 
long and impressive history by taking 
an enjoyable guided tour of its most 
famous sights.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 10 
Uglich
Part of the ‘Golden Ring’ of cities 
surrounding Moscow, Uglich is well 
worth a long, deliberate examination 
and your guided walking tour will be 
just what the doctor ordered.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 11 
Moscow s
Relax on board as you sail towards 
Russia’s mightiest city. Arriving after 
lunch, you’ll set out on an exploration 

Kirillo-Belozersky monastery Moscow River

Fully-inclusive highlights

On board
    Fly from a selection of up to  

14 UK airports
   14 nights on board a Scenic Tsar
   Balcony suites 
   Beer and wine included with lunch 
and dinner on board your cruise†

   Authentic local entertainment
   Cruise Directors to guide and assist
   Expert local guides
   Complimentary Wi-Fi internet
   Return airport transfers

Onshore
   Scenic Enrich – unforgettable  
and exclusive events

   Scenic Sundowners^ – exclusive 
hosted cocktails in stunning 
locations

   Scenic Freechoice – a choice of 
activities throughout your journey

And of course all tipping and 
gratuities worth up to £870 
per couple

that will acquaint you with such  
world-renowned sights as Red Square 
and the unusually beautiful Saint 
Basil’s Cathedral. Though now more 
accessible to travellers from around the 
world, these incredible icons still exude 
much of the enigma that has always 
defined them.
Sundowners^
Enjoy a refreshing drink during a 
cruise on the Moskva River, where you 
can admire Moscow’s fine sights and 
architecture from the waterways. 
Meals: B.L.D

Day 12 
Moscow
Start your day by seeing the city’s finest 
sights. Then, take an insightful ride on 
Moscow’s Metro, which is guaranteed 
to surprise you. In fact, it’s considered 
one of the best subway systems in the 
world. 
After lunch in a local restaurant, enjoy 
free time to explore this bustling city. 
Tonight, you’ll attend an internationally 
renowned Russian circus, where you’ll 
get to rediscover your sense of wonder 
all over again.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 13 
Moscow ef
Enrich 
Visit the Memorial Museum of 
Cosmonautics. Here you’ll have the 
opportunity to meet a real cosmonaut 
and learn about the history of space 
exploration, with original exhibits and 
models relating to space technology, 
history and art. It’s a beautiful and out-
of-this-world experience that will have 
you seeing stars.
Enjoy lunch in a local restaurant.
Freechoice: Visit the State Tretyakov 
gallery, a world-famous museum 
housing a unique collection of Russian 
art, or explore the Museum of the 
Armed Forces, where you’ll have an 
opportunity to see a vast collection of 
Russian military memorabilia.
Meals: B.L.D

Day 14 
Moscow
Your day begins with a visit to the 
Kremlin, the intriguing seat of the 
former Soviet Union. In the State 
Armoury, you’ll see priceless weaponry, 
jewels, and ceremonial robes. 
Tonight, witness a thrilling National 
Russian Show performed by fifty 
folk dancers. 
Meals: B.L.D

For detailed deck & cabin plan inclusions see pages 172-173.
^Sundowners are weather permitting. † Only beer and wine are included, other alcholic drinks are charged extra. * Cruise Operates in reverse.

Please note that Scenic Tsar is not a Space-Ship and amenities, inclusions and on board facilities differ from Scenic's standard all-inclusive offering. Soft drinks, wine and beer are served only 
with lunch and dinner and speciality coffees are an additional fee. There is no butler service, tailormade or E-bike facilities and laundry and in-suite mini-bar are charged as extra.

Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades per person, twin share in GBP. Deposit is £750 per person. Flights are in Economy class. Full payment is required 90 days prior to departure.  
Please note, the ship operating a particular cruise is subject to change. Itinerary and departure date are subject to change. For full terms and conditions please refer to pages 158 to 161.

2017 Departure Dates For details of our latest offers visit scenic.co.uk

Suite Categories
Moska 
Deck Volga Deck Neva Deck

E BA BB B RS PA P R

May 14*, 28  £4,945  £5,840  £5,940  £6,140  £7,640  £6,240  £6,340  £7,440 

Jun 11*, 25  £5,045  £5,940  £6,040  £6,240  £7,740  £6,340  £6,440  £7,540 

Jul 09*, 20  £4,945  £5,840  £5,940  £6,140  £7,640  £6,240  £6,340  £7,440 

Aug 06*, 20  £4,745  £5,640  £5,740  £5,940  £7,440  £6,040  £6,140  £7,240 

Sep 03*, 17  £4,945  £5,840  £5,940  £6,140  £7,640  £6,240  £6,340  £7,440 

Day 15 
Moscow
After breakfast, transfer to the airport 
for your return flight home. Fly to a 
choice of 13 UK regional airports or 
travel direct to London Heathrow.
Meals: B

Key

e Scenic Enrich

s Scenic Sundowners

f Freechoice - see page 150-155
          Meals: Breakfast (B). Lunch (L). Dinner (D).

¥Mileage restrictions apply on private  
door-to-door transfers - call for details.

Birthday  
Bonus Offer

£100  
per couple  

off all our 2017  
Europe River 

Cruises
Book by  

25 June 2016

 

£1,500  
SAVE  

a guaranteed

per couple  
on all prices 
shown below

FREE  
private  

door-to-door  
transfers¥  

worth up to 

£330  
per couple 



Russia is synonymous with ballet, 
and after my evening at the Palace 
of Prince Vladimir I can now 
see why. From the setting to the 
performers, this eloquent showcase 
of exceptional human skill was 
nothing short of inspirational.

Charles Attwood, 56  
St. Petersburg, Russia 
N 59° 56’ E 30° 20



CRUISE &  
TOUR 
INFORMATION
On the following pages you’ll find 
further information about your 
Scenic experience, including: 
— all the particulars about our 
Scenic Club, additional cruise and 
tour options, as well as detailed 
deck plans of our luxury ships.
If you wish to know anything else feel free to contact 
us on 0808 274 5410 or scenic.co.uk and we’ll be 
happy to help. We’re confident that, once on board, 
you won’t want for anything. But rest assured, if you 
do, your Scenic crew will be on hand to assist, day 
or night.
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Be rewarded for doing what you enjoy most – creating 
beautiful memories with Scenic. 

Membership

Scenic Club

*Conditions apply. For the most up-to-date details of member benefits and Terms and Conditions, please visit our website. 

Upon returning from your first 
trip you will automatically 
become a Scenic Club Gold 
member. Benefits include:
• A £100 discount to be redeemed 

on your next cruise or tour*
• Scenic Club Gold luggage, which 

you’ll receive prior to every trip*
• Member only offers on selected 

itineraries
• Priority on pre release tours and 

cruises
• Member competitions and 

events
• The very latest news and 

information from Scenic

Complete five paid tours or 50 
days travel and be upgraded 
to Scenic Club Platinum. In 
addition to all the benefits of 
Gold your Platinum benefits 
include:
• Private transfers before and 

after you travel*
• A complimentary pre or post 

night hotel stay for trips of 20 
days or more*

• Scenic Club Platinum wheel-
on overnight bag and luggage 
selection prior to every trip*

• Exclusive Scenic Club Platinum 
offers

• Access to exclusive member 
only wonder itineraries

Complete 10 paid tours or 100 
days travel and be upgraded 
to Scenic Club Diamond. In 
addition to all the benefits of 
Platinum your Diamond benefits 
include:
• A Scenic Club Diamond full-

sized suitcase or a £75 gift card 
prior to each departure*

• Scenic Club Diamond trolley bag 
and selection of luggage prior to 
every trip*

• An extended distance allowance 
for the private transfer service.*

• Exclusive Scenic Club Diamond 
offers

• Access to exclusive member 
only wonder itineraries

Complete 15 paid tours or 150 
days travel and be upgraded  
to Scenic Club Emerald. In 
addition to all the benefits of 
Diamond your Emerald benefits 
include:
• Additional £50 voucher to be 

redeemed on next cruise/tour 
(£150 in total)

• £50 on-board credit for use in 
the Wellness Centre

• Upgraded hotel categories for 
pre or post accommodation 
when available

• Multiple access to dining 
at Table La Rive/Table d’Or 
Portobellos or L’Amour

• Unlimited laundry and pressing 
on cruises

• Welcome home hamper after 
every trip of 20 days or more

Scenic Gold Scenic Platinum Scenic Diamond Scenic Emerald

The luxury started at our front door when our 
transfer came to pick us up! From then on I felt 
like royalty the entire holiday. It was a truly 
wonderful experience.

At Scenic, a little loyalty goes a  
long way, and a lot of loyalty goes 
even further. 
So when you choose to travel with 
us, not only do you get to explore a 
world of wonder that will leave you 
with memories for a lifetime, you’ll 
also be automatically enrolled into 
our loyalty club which entitles you 
to a range of exclusive privileges 
that will help you enjoy the 
experience even more.

Over our 30 year history, guests have 
always remained our number one 
priority and we’d like to say thank 
you for your loyalty.
Scenic Club benefits can include 
- Thank You vouchers, priority on 
Pre-Release tours, complimentary 
luggage, on board access to our 
dining options, member-only 
itineraries and special events.

Marion Jones, 68, Platinum Member,  
Brighton, England 
N50° 49’ W0° 8’
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Whether your interests lie in 
seeing great works of art and 
architecture, tasting regional 
specialities, visiting historic 
sites and monuments or 
learning about culture and 
traditions, you’ll always find a 
Freechoice excursion to enjoy.

Whether you want a relaxed pace or you’re looking to fit 
in as much as possible, Scenic Freechoice offers a diverse 
range of sightseeing and activities for you to choose from. 
And of course, they’re all included.

Setting the pace

All our guests are unique so we appreciate 
that people may want different levels 
of pace during your trip. Perhaps plan to 
follow a busy day with one at a more relaxed 
tempo or simply unwind throughout.  
We’ve divided our extensive list of 
Freechoice excursions into Active,  
Moderate and Relaxed pace so you 
can choose those which best suit your 
requirements and interests.

  Active – For those keen to explore 
further afield, for an energetic excursion 
or perhaps a cycle ride.

  Moderate – A comfortable walking 
pace at which you can easily discover the 
beautiful city centres on our walking tours.

  Relaxed – A slower pace to take in 
museums, castles, thermal baths or  
even a canal cruise. 

A

B

A Shop with a Chef, Bordeaux
B Petite France, Strasbourg 

Canal Boat Cruise

Amsterdam
Canal boat cruise
Explore Amsterdam on board a glass-top boat, 
and enjoy its maze of quaint canals lined with 
stately buildings and elaborately decorated 
residences. 

Windmills and tulips – Excursion to Zaanse 
Schans
See the historic windmills and traditional green 
painted houses. 

Drachenburg castle

Cologne
Cologne walking tour 
Famous for its grand cathedral, Cologne is full of 
impressive sights and you’ll have the chance to 
enjoy them while exploring the city on foot. 

Drachenburg Castle NEW

Enjoy a scenic ride on the oldest cog railway in 
Germany and discover splendid Drachenburg 
Castle. 

Bishop’s Residence, Würzburg

Würzburg
Guided tour of Würzburg &  
Bishop’s Residence
Take a guided tour of this World Heritage-listed 
Site, acclaimed for its Baroque architecture and 
manicured gardens. 

Romantic Road to Rothenburg
See picturesque towns and fairytale castles as 
you travel down the Romantic Road to Rothenburg 
– an amazingly preserved medieval city. 

Nuremberg
Nuremberg WWII historic sites
Journey through the town’s historic sites, which 
held great significance during the Nazi era. Take 
a self-guided tour of the WWII Documentation 
Centre. 

Cooking class NEW

Learn how to make  traditional German 
gingerbread in a cooking class with a local. Taste 
this regional delight whilst learning about the 
region. 

Regensburg
Guided walking tour 
Take a guided walking tour of the city of 
Regensburg, located at the confluence of three 
rivers. See the Gothic cathedral, the medieval 
Stone Bridge and the Porta Praetoria, the remains 
of the city’s ancient Roman walls. 

Weltenburg Abbey 
Board a local ferry and sail through the mighty 
Danube Gorge to the impressive Weltenburg 
Abbey, where you’ll enjoy a guided tour. 

Salzburg

Passau
Salzburg 
Visit Salzburg, the setting of ‘The Sound of Music’ 
and birthplace of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. 
Enjoy lunch at Salzburg’s oldest restaurant, which 
dates back to 803AD. 

Cesky Krumlov
Enjoy a full-day excursion to Cesky Krumlov in 
the Czech Republic. This World Heritage-listed 
Site on the Vltava River was once an important 
trade route. 

Melk – Dürnstein 
Melk Benedictine Abbey 
Tour Melk’s impressive Benedictine Abbey, which 
overlooks the town and was built between 1702 
and 1736. 

Guided bicycle tour to Dürnstein
Join your guide on a bicycle tour along the Danube 
to the quaint village of Dürnstein. 

Spanish Riding School

Vienna
Spanish riding school#

Located in the Hofburg Palace, either see the 
famous Lipizzaner stallions take their morning 
exercise to refine their skills or enjoy a guided tour 
behind the scenes. 

Schönbrunn Palace
Once home to Austria’s Imperial family, 
Schönbrunn is one of Europe’s most beautiful 
Baroque palaces. Take a guided tour of this 
majestic site and its gardens. 

Bratislava 
Visit Slovakia’s capital, Bratislava and enjoy a guided 
tour that includes its enchanting Old Town. 

Shop with a Chef
Join your chef on a guided visit to a local farmers 
market, where you’ll have an opportunity to shop 
for, and taste, the best ingredients this region has 
to offer. 

Thermal Baths

Budapest
Hospital in the Rock 
Explore the underground caves that were a 
former top secret nuclear bunker and emergency 
hospital. 

Thermal Baths
Treat yourself to a visit to the Thermal Bath & 
Spa which will leave you feeling completely 
rejuvenated and relaxed. 

Guided city tour
Discover the highlights of both Buda and Pest on 
a guided tour, which includes the Matthias Church 
and Fisherman’s Bastion. 

Vogtsbauernhof Open Air Museum

Breisach 
Vogtsbauernhof Open Air Museum NEW

Be immersed in a truly magical experience as you 
step inside the setting of the Hansel and Gretel 
fable during your visit to the Vogtsbauernhof Open 
Air Museum in the heart of the Black Forest. 

Active tour of the Black Forest  
Be mesmerised by the ever changing colours of 
the Black Forest as you take a cable car journey 
followed by a guided hike through this stunning 
region of Germany. 

Cycle in the Black Forest 
For the more adventurous, join your guide and 
cycle the majestic Black Forest region. 

Strasbourg
Alsace wine region
Enjoy a guided tour through the French vineyards 
and beautiful medieval villages of the Alsace 
region. 

Guided walking tour of Strasbourg
Stroll through this World Heritage-listed Site, 
you’ll discover La Petite France and stroll 
through the Old Town, with its half-timbered 
houses. 
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There is a wealth of choice across all locations 
to satisfy even the most curious of guests, 
whichever cruise you decide upon.

Strasbourg (continued)

Shop with a Chef
Join your chef on a guided visit to a local farmers 
market where you’ll have an opportunity to shop for, 
and taste, the best ingredients of this region. 

Mannheim
Guided tour of Heidelberg
Tour Heidelberg, home to Europe’s oldest 
University, including a visit to Heidelberg Castle 
and the Baroque style Old Town. 

Hockenheim Formula 1 Track▲ 
Visit Hockenheim’s famous Formula 1 race track 
where you’ll tour its museum and see the setting 
for over 30 Formula 1 races. 

Speyer Technik Museum
Visit the unique Technik Museum in the charming 
riverside town of Speyer. 

Bernkastel

Bernkastel
Luxembourg 
Travel to the small country of Luxembourg and 
its capital where you’ll have some free time to 
explore after enjoying a guided city tour. 

Trier 
Journey to Trier, one of Germany’s oldest cities, 
where you’ll stroll through history at sites dating 
back to Roman times. 

Bernkastel 
Join your local guide and discover Bernkastel, set 
on the Moselle River and famous for its medieval 
market square and its fine wine.      

Zanten
Zollverein Coal Mine 
Tour the World Heritage-listed Zollverein 
industrial site, formally the largest and most 
productive coal mine in Europe. 

The Netherlands Open Air Museum

Arnhem
The Netherlands Open Air Museum NEW  
Discover historic houses, farms and windmills.  
The museum portrays an impression of daily 
life for the average Dutchman over the past few 
centuries. 

Arnhem Airborne Museum 
This informative museum allows you to discover 
the history of the Battle of Arnhem through the 
eyes of the British parachutists as they made their 
way to Arnhem in September 1944. 

Hoge Veluwe National Park cycling NEW  
Journey to the Hoge Veluwe National Park and 
enjoy cycling on one of their iconic white bicycles. 
The national park is one of the largest continuous 
nature reserves in Holland, and the best way to 
explore it is by bicycle.  

Delta Works

Veere
Delta Works 
See the impressive engineering feat that consists 
of a complex series of dams built to protect the 
Delta plains from flooding. 

Veere guided tour 
With a history stretching back to the 15th century, 
Veere is as fascinating as it is charming. Discover 
many of the hundreds of heritage buildings on a 
guided tour. 

Cycling tour of Veere 
In typical Dutch fashion explore the streets of 
Veere on bike with a local guide showing you the 
sights. 

Antwerp

Antwerp
Antwerp walking tour
Join your local guide on a walking tour through this 
beautiful city, seeing sights such as the impressive 
cathedral and the city’s Old Town. 

Excursion to Bruges 
Travel to the charming World Heritage-listed city 
of Bruges. Be amazed by this fascinating little 
city, with its pretty canals, often referred to as the 
‘Venice of the North’. 

Rotterdam
Guided tour of Rotterdam
Explore this fascinating city of modern 
architectural wonder with your expert local guide 
and discover the city’s lively culture and maritime 
history. 

Excursion to Delft
With its pretty town centre and canals, the 
beautiful city of Delft has played a significant 
part in Dutch history for its association with the 
Dutch Royal Family. Enjoy a guided tour of the 
charming city before a visit to the pottery factory 

and museum. 

Hoorn
Walking tour of Hoorn
Enjoy a guided walking tour of Hoorn and its 
charming inner harbour area. You’ll also have 
an opportunity to sample some of Hoorn’s 
delicious specialities such as local fish and 
cheese. 

Bicycle tour of Hoorn
Discover this striking city on two wheels with your 
local guide, see the historical city centre and the 
lively harbour once the departure point for the 
famed Dutch East India Company. 

Volendam and Edam tour
Discover the fishing village of Volendam, and 
explore Edam famous for its round cheese. 

Zsolnay Ceramic Factory

Mohacs 
Zsolnay ceramic factory
Take a guided visit to the Zsolnay ceramic factory, 
where you’ll visit the main exhibition areas and 
enjoy a ceramic making presentation. The factory 
was established in 1853 and is one of the most 
unique porcelain factories in the world. 

Excursion to Villány
One of Hungary’s top wine regions, Villány is a 
charming village with rows of fine cellars and a 
picturesque village centre. Enjoy a wine tasting 
of the local drop and learn more about the wines 
grown in this region. 

Osijek

Osijek
Walking tour of Osijek 
Discover Osijek on a walking tour as you learn 
about the history of this charming town. 

Cycling tour of Osijek 
Join your local guide on a leisurely cycle 
around the town of Osijek and its surrounding 
countryside. 

Fishing in local village  
Travel to a small village outside of Osijek and soak 
up the splendid natural scenery. Relax by the 
small river canals and fish to your heart’s content 
surrounded by the traditional housing of this 
Croatian village. 

Belgrade
Guided city tour 
Explore one of the oldest capital cities in Europe 
on a guided tour. You’ll see all the major sights and 
get the chance to visit Tito’s memorial. 

Belgrade bicycle tour 
Join your local guide on a leisurely cycle along the 
Danube River. 

Walking with the locals 
See Belgrade through the eyes of the locals when 
you meet a native Belgradian who will take you 
around the city. 

Shop with a Chef
Join your chef on a guided visit to a local 
food market, where you’ll have an opportunity to 
shop for, and taste, the best ingredients of this 
region. 

Excursion to Sremski Karlovci 
Journey to the Serbian city of Sremski Karlovci. 
This important city has been the spiritual, cultural 
and educational centre of Serbia for over 200 
years. Surround yourself amongst the beautiful 
Baroque buildings and explore the Patriarchy 
Palace on your guided tour. 

Svistov
Excursion to Veliko Tarnovo
Enjoy a full day excursion to Veliko Tarnovo, a 
town with a rich historical past. Then travel to the 
nearby leafy village of Arbanassi. 

Guided tour of Russe
Enjoy the morning relaxing on board your ship 
as you sail to Russe. Upon arrival enjoy a guided 
walking tour of the city. 

Silistra
Guided hike to Silistra Fort
Join your local guide for an active walk to the 
Silistra Fort, located on the borders of the modern 
town. 

Local village experience
Journey to a nearby village, visit a local primary 
school and learn about everyday life in Bulgaria. 

Excursion to Varna
Located on the Bulgarian Black Sea coast the city 
of Varna is an interesting city known for its Roman 
baths and maritime history. Explore this city with 
your expert local guide. 

Hospices de Beaune

Beaune
Hospices de Beaune
Visit the former hospital for the poor, the Hospices 
de Beaune, an impressive example of 15th century 
architecture in the centre of Beaune. 

Château de Savigny-les-Beaune 
Originally built in 1340 this impressive castle 
is set on a magnificent 12 hectare estate. Visit 
the unique privately owned museum housed in 
the château, dedicated to historic motorcycles, 
aircraft, tractors and fire engines.  

Mâcon
Bresse Museum
Visit the Bresse Museum, holding the 
ethnographic collections of Bourg-en-Bresse, as 
well as several other interesting collections. 

Beaujolais wine tasting
Meet a local Vintner and sample some of his 
best vintages, accompanied by a tasting of local 
cheese. 

The Village of Cluny
Visit the village of Cluny that was built around 
its great Benedictine Abbey, once the largest 
Christian building in the world. 

Paul Bocuse Cooking Institute

Lyon
Guided tour of Lyon
Lyon has long been reputed as the gastronomic 
capital of France. Explore France’s third largest 
city with a local. Discover the Traboules of Vieux 
Lyon, passageways built in Lyon’s oldest district, 
and discover why French cuisine has become such 
a major part of the city’s culture.  

Cycling tour of Lyon  
Cycle the streets of Lyon with your local guide. 
Discover the Botanical Gardens and the fabulous 
zoo whilst enjoying the ease and comfort of 
Scenic’s electronically assisted bicycles. 

Medieval Pérouges
Visit the medieval walled village of Pérouges, 
perched atop a hill overlooking the Ain River.  

Paul Bocuse Cooking Institute
Tour the culinary school owned by the famous  
chef, Paul Bocuse. See the students perfecting 
the art of French cuisine before a cooking 
demonstration. 

Tain l’Hermitage

Tournon
Côtes du Rhône wine tasting
Enjoy a tour followed by wine tasting in the cellars 
of the magnificent Tournon Castle.  

Tain l’Hermitage
Enjoy a walking tour to the wine growing centre of 
Tain l’Hermitage, including a Valrhona Chocolate 
tasting. 

Guided cycle along the Rhône 
Cycle the picturesque banks of the Rhône River 
from Tournon to the village of Glun. 

Guided vineyard hike  NEW

Hike the famed Saint-Joseph vineyard for a 
tasting amidst the vines. 

Guided Canoeing in Ardèche National Park

Viviers
Guided canoeing in Ardèche National Park
In the Ardèche National Park take a guided canoe 
trip down the river to explore the natural beauty of 
this area. 

Caverne du Pont-d’Arc Museum  
Your senses will be abuzz with this newly built 
state-of-the-art museum.  You’ll feel as if you’re in 
a real life cave as you tour the museum that was 
built as an exact replica of the famed prehistoric 
Chauvet Cave. 

Lavender Museum  
Breathe in the magical aroma of lavender at the 
popular Lavender Museum. Take a guided tour and 
discover how the plant is grown, harvested and 
produced. 

Excursion to Grignan  
The medieval village of Grignan is dominated by 
its impressive castle and surrounded by lush 
lavender fields. Be immersed in its stunning 
and ancient surrounds as your guide walks you 
through. 

Gordes

Avignon
Shop with a Chef
Join your chef on a guided visit to a local farmers 
market and take the opportunity to shop for, and 
taste, the best this region has to offer. 

Uzès and Pont du Gard
Explore the town of Uzès with a local guide and 
see one of France’s most popular attractions, Pont 
du Gard. 

Luberon region
Travelling through a landscape adorned with 
vineyards, orchards, and flowering fields explore 
the beautiful towns of Gordes and l’Isle-sur-la-
Sourge. Among France’s prettiest attractions. 

Guided tour of Avignon
Your expert local guide will impart their knowledge 
during a guided tour of this beautiful city, discover 
the historic centre including the famous Pont 
d’Avignon and visit the imposing Popes Palace. 
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From a relaxing canal boat cruise to an active 
bike ride, our Freechoice highlights vary in pace 
so that everyone on board will enjoy an activity 
to suite their taste.
La Camargue
Saintes-Maries-de-la-Mer and Wetlands
Discover the wild beauty of Saintes-Maries-de-la-
Mer, and the wide variety of birds and wildlife at 
the Parc Ornithologique. 

Aigues-Mortes 
Tour the historic city walls of the medieval town of 
Aigues-Mortes and immerse yourself in the town’s 
alluring Mediterranean atmosphere. 

Arles

Tarascon
Les Baux-de-Provence
Visit the hilltop village of Les Baux, and a quaint 
olive farm to enjoy a tasting of its produce. 

Saint-Remy-de-Provence
Visit the monastery where Vicent van Gogh was 
lived and explore this charming town. 

Excursion to Arles
Join your local guide for a tour of Arles. Visit the 
Roman Arena and spend time in this remarkable 
town that has inspired many artists throughout 
the ages. 

Les Andelys
Château Gaillard
Hike to King Richard the Lionheart’s Château 
Gaillard and enter this fabulous ruin overlooking 
the Seine River. 

L’Arboretum de Lyons   NEW

Walk the paths through the glorious scenery of 
L’Arboretum de Lyons, regarded as one of the most 
beautiful beech groves in Europe. 

Fleury-la-Forét Castle, Lyons la Forêt  NEW

Journey to one of the most beautiful villages in 
France, Lyons la Forêt, and tour the magnificent 
Fleury-la-Forét Castle before enjoying cider 
tasting on the grounds of the estate. 

Rouen
Joan of Arc
Enjoy a guided walking tour to discover the 
delights of Rouen, including the famous Joan of 
Arc sites and Rouen Cathedral. 

French baking secrets  
Be inspired as a local atelier shares their love of 
baking with you over a cooking demonstration and 
taste for yourself why the French are renowned for 
their baking prowess. 

Somme battlefields
See the area of the WWI Battle of the Somme, 
and visit key memorials such as those at Villers-
Bretonneux. 

Museum of Fine Arts
Visit the Museum of Fine Arts, in a region made 
famous by impressionist artists such as Monet, 
and view the meticulously presented exhibitions 
within. 

Honfleur

Honfleur
Guided tour of Honfleur 
Enjoy a walking tour of Honfleur and its charming 
inner harbour area, known for its beautiful old 
houses. 

Deauville
Tour the playground of the rich and famous in 
Deauville, stroll the city’s beautiful seafront 
promenades, see the famous casino and relive 
the history and culture of this city with your 
knowledgeable local guide. 

Normandy’s Calvados Route
Explore the Normandy region famed for the 
production of Calvados, a delicious Apple 
Brandy.  With spectacular landscapes around 
every corner it’s not just the Calvados that will 
impress you. 

Normandy beaches
Choose a full day excursion to the D-Day Landing 
beaches, including the key memorials and 
attractions of the area. 

Caudebec-en-Caux
Bolbec
Travel to the delightful hilltop village of Bolbec 
and tour the impeccable Textile Museum, and the 
ancient Normand Traditions Museum in a quaint 
village nearby. 

Excursion to Etretat 
Located on the Alabaster Coast and perched 
above limestone cliffs, the stunning town of 
Etretat is surrounded by natural rugged beauty. 
Explore the town with your local guide. 

Seine Museum   NEW

The brand new Seine Museum in Caudebec-en-
Caux is dedicated to illustrating the maritime 
history of the important Seine river region. 

Guided Cycle to Villequier   NEW  
Enjoy a picturesque guided cycle along the banks 
of the Seine River to the neighbouring village 
of Villequier where you’ll visit the Victor Hugo 
Museum. 

Vernon
Giverny
Visit the village of Giverny, including entry to 
Monet’s former residence and gardens. 

Conflans
Auvers-sur-Oise
Visit the charming village of Auvers-sur-Oise, 
where van Gogh painted his final masterpieces, 
including entry to van Gogh’s room. 

Chantilly Castle
Step inside the magnificent Chantilly Castle for a 
guided tour of this remarkable château, set amidst 
beautiful parklands. 

Paris
Vicomte Palace  NEW

Tour the magnificent 17th century architectural 
jewel that is Vicomte Palace, Louis XIV’s 
inspiration for Versailles Palace. 

Parisienne insight
Explore Paris on your walking tour with a local 
Parisienne for an insider’s perspective on life in 
Paris. 

Shop with a Chef
Join your chef on a guided visit to a local farmers 
market, where you’ll have an opportunity to shop 
for, and taste, the region’s best ingredients. 

Cadillac
Cadillac tour 
Join your local guide for a walking tour of the 
highlights of Cadillac, originally established in the 
13th century. 

Walking tour to Loupiac 
A local guide will take you on a spectacular walk 
from Cadillac to the village of Loupiac. Enjoy 
stunning vistas over the Garonne and surrounding 
vineyards. 

Roquetaillade Castle 
Initiated by Charlemagne, tour Roquetaillade 
Castle, with the family that now resides within its 
historic walls. 

Saint Macaire 
Discover the medieval village of Saint Macaire, 
with its 11th century buildings and its many 
quaint alleyways. 

Bergerac

Libourne
Libourne city tour 
Discover Libourne, which includes sights such as 
the quaint 16th century town-house and a Gothic 
church that boasts a 71m stone spire. 

Château Franc Mayne 
Tour the exclusive estate of Château Franc Mayne 
followed by a tasting of their exquisite Grand Cru 
Class wine. 

Bergerac 
Tour the 12th century riverside village of Bergerac 
before being invited onto a local farm for a tasting 
of their delicious foie gras. 

Blaye
Cognac 
Visit the fortified town of Cognac and sample its 
delicious Brandy on your visit to the property of 
Remy Martin. 

Guided tour of Blaye  
Tour Blaye, including the well preserved  
historic centre contained within the walls of its 
Citadel. 

Dune du Pilat

Arcachon
Arcachon tour NEW  
Visit the delightful town of Arcachon including a 
visit to the local Baltard Market. 

Chocolate and wine pairing event NEW  
Savour the delicious partnership of chocolate and 
wine with an informative tasting event. 

Le Teich 
Discover Le Teich Bird Reserve, with reputedly 
more than 250 species of birds. 

Dune du Pilat 
Climb Europe’s largest sand dune, for expansive 
panoramas over the Atlantic Ocean. 

Bordeaux
City tour 
Discover Bordeaux and her many attractions on a 
guided walking tour. 

Bordeaux cycling tour NEW  
Follow your guide on a discovery of Bordeaux’s 
historic regions by bicycle. 

Shop with a Chef
Join your chef on a guided visit to a local food 
market, including tasting opportunities. 

Entre-Os-Rios 
Guimarães
Guimarães is credited for the emergence of the 
Portuguese national identity. Explore the city and 
discover its history on your visit to the imposing 
Ducal Palace. 

Quinta Aveleda
Quinta Aveleda is an architectural jewel set in 
beautifully manicured gardens. Taste the exquisite 
sparkling wines grown and made on the property 
during your visit. 

Lamego

Regua 
Excursion to Lamego
Steeped in history, Lamego is a city of delights and 
surprises, as you’ll discover on a guided tour of it’s 
promendes. Among the highlights is the striking 
Shrine of Our Lady of Remedies. 

Mateus Palace 
Built in the first half of the 18th century the 
grounds of the palace feature a cellar, chapel and 
impressive gardens. Tour this amazing property, 
depicted on the label of the internationally 
renowned rosé wine by the same name, with our 
expert local guide. 

Côa Valley

Pocinho 
Côa Valley Museum
Set overlooking the dramatic landscapes of 
the Côa Valley, this interactive museum is the 
perfect location to learn about the impressive 
archaeological gems discovered in this region. 

Canoeing on the Sabor River
Join your guide on a canoeing adventure on the 
Sabor River, a tributary of the mighty Douro River. 
Enjoy the sights and sounds of this picturesque 
terrain as you glide along the river. 

Tastes of the Côa Valley
Take in the sights and tastes of this spectacular 
region of Portugal. Visit charming Casa Painova 
and learn to make delicious sugar-coated 
almonds and taste other regional produce. 

Pinhão 
Quinta Bonfim
Visit Quinta Bonfim, housed amongst the 
spectacular scenery of the rolling vine-covered 
slopes of Pinhão, and sample some of the 
delicious wines produced in house. 

Vineyard walk and wine tasting
Immerse yourself in the spectacular countryside 
of this port wine growing region. Walk through the 
lush vineyards of Quinta Bonfim before delighting 
your senses with a delicious wine tasting. 

Canning Factory

Porto 
Canning factory
Visit the oldest remaining canning factory for 
Porto’s historic fishing industry. Having been 
owned and operated by the same family for over 
100 years, discover the history and techniques of 
this important local industry. 

Cristal Gardens
Perched above Porto and overlooking the 
spectacular Douro River, explore the aromatic 
flowered terraces of Cristal Gardens. The hilltop 
position reveals one of Porto’s most incredible 
views. 

Corking factory
Learn the techniques of growing, harvesting and 
producing cork products and be amazed by the 
variety of items that can be made from the humble 
cork tree. Among Portugal’s list of greatest eco-
friendly industries.   

Peterhof Palace

St. Petersburg
Peterhof: Catherine’s Block and Lower Park
Visit the beautiful palace constructed for Empress 
Elisabeth I and explore the Lower Park, known as 
the ‘Russian Versailles’. 

Peterhof: Grand Palace and Lower Park
On a guided tour, discover the Grand Palace, the 
largest palace at Peterhof, and among the most 
beautiful. 

Peterhof Gardens including the Upper and 
Lower Parks and Fountains
Join your local guide on an exploration of the 
Lower Park, which features one of the world’s 
largest fountain systems, as well as the Upper 
Garden, which was inspired and designed in a 
formal French style. 

St. Isaac’s Cathedral
Visit magnificent St. Isaac’s Cathedral, the largest 
Russia Orthodox Cathedral in St. Petersburg. 

Yusupov Palace
Enjoy a guided tour of the 19th century Yusupov 
Palace, where Prince Yusupov murdered Rasputin, 
a controversial figure in Russian history. 

Museum of the Armed Forces

Moscow
Tretyakov Gallery
Visit the State Tretyakov gallery, a world famous 
museum housing a unique collection of Russian 
art. 

Museum of the Armed Forces
See a vast collection of Russian military displays 
relating to the Soviet Union’s part in WWII. 

Please refer to specific itinerary pages for included 
Scenic Freechoice activities. Certain Scenic 
Freechoice options may require pre selection prior 
to travel. ▲Hockenheim Formula 1 Track is subject to 
availability due to race schedule.  #Available option is 
based on the riding school’s schedule, it’s not a choice. 
It is not available on all dates and does not include 
performance ticket and limited numbers apply.
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One of the best things about a Europe river cruise with Scenic is the 
opportunity to get out on the water, to soak up the ambiance and 
watch the magnificence sail by. Mother Nature is utterly awe-inspiring 
and the rivers of Europe showcase her finest features.
What is a lock?
The geography of Europe is both stunning 
and challenging when it comes to 
navigation. The original river systems 
often wind through mountainous 
landscapes making it difficult for vessels 
to traverse the depth variances of the 
river. Thanks to ingenuity and great feats 
in engineering the locks system was 
created to tackle this issue.
A lock is essentially an elevator where 
ships can be raised higher or lower. Locks 
are built in places where the level of 
the water in the river or canal suddenly 
changes. Each river we cruise along in 
Europe has locks, for example, on the 
Main Danube Canal there are 16 locks, 
some as high as 25 metres, that assist  
us to cross a mountainous section of  
our cruise.
Rising and falling
Europe’s beautiful rivers are occasionally 
at the mercy of the elements which can 

mean we encounter lock closures or 
difficulties passing under historic and 
often low-slung bridges when water levels 
are either too high or too low. Scenic has 
a range of carefully prepared plans ready 
to activate at the drop of a hat, should our 
ships encounter any water level issues.
Our state-of-the-art Space-Ships are 
designed to convert easily so they can 
slide under all kinds of bridges if the water 
is too high, allowing our expert crews to 
continue navigating even the trickiest 
waterways, but when the water on these 
rivers is simply impossible to work around, 
we are ready to put our contingencies  
into action.
Local support
We have local offices throughout Europe 
which ensure that if there are any 
navigation issues at all, they are dealt with 
in a timely and efficient manner, which 
means minimal disruption to your holiday 
plans.

A Chain Bridge, Budapest
B River lock, Main-Danube Canal
C Dürnstein, Austria

A

B C

Scenic

Life on the river

Luxury Europe River Cruises
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cancel a confirmed tour and we must reserve the right to do 
so. A significant change is a change made before departure 
which, taking account of the information you give us at the 
time of booking or which we can reasonably be expected 
to know as a tour operator, we can reasonably expect to 
have a significant effect on your tour. If we have to make 
a significant change or cancel, we will tell you as soon as 
possible. If there is time to do so before departure, you 
will be offered the choice of the following options:- (a) (for 
significant changes) accepting the changed arrangements 
or (b) purchasing alternative arrangements from us, of 
a similar standard to those booked if available. We will 
offer you at least one alternative holiday of equivalent or 
higher standard for which you will not be asked to pay any 
more than the price of the original holiday. If this holiday 
is in fact cheaper than the original one, we will refund the 
price difference. If you do not wish to accept the holiday 
we specifically offer you, you may choose any of our other 
then available holidays. You must pay the applicable price 
of any such holiday. This will mean your paying more if it is 
more expensive or receiving a refund if it is cheaper or (c) 
cancelling or accepting the cancellation and receiving a full 
refund of all monies you have paid to us. Please note, the 
above options are not available where any change made is 
a minor one. A change of flight time of less than 12 hours, 
airline (except as specified in clauses 48-51 “Flights”), type 
of aircraft (if advised) or destination airport will all be treated 
as minor changes. 

19. If we have to make a significant change to or cancel 
a confirmed tour, we will in addition to the options set 
out in clause 18 pay you compensation depending on 
the circumstances and when the significant change or 
cancellation is notified to you subject to the following 
exceptions. Compensation will not be payable and no liability 
beyond offering the options set out in clause 18 can be 
accepted where (1) we are forced to make a change or cancel 
as a result of unusual and unforeseeable circumstances 
beyond our control, the consequences of which we could not 
have avoided even with all due care or (2) we have to cancel 
because the minimum number of bookings necessary for us 
to operate your tour has not been reached – see clause 2. 
No compensation will be payable and the options set out in 
clause 18 will not be available if we have to cancel as a result 
of your failure to comply with any requirement of these terms 
and conditions entitling us to cancel (such as paying on time) 
or where a change is a minor one. 

20. Very rarely, we may be forced by Force Majeure (see 
clause 34) to change or terminate your tour after departure 
but before the scheduled end of your time away. This is 
extremely unlikely but if this situation does occur, we will be 
unable to make any refunds (unless we obtain any refunds 
from our suppliers which we do not use to pay for alternative 
services), pay you any compensation or meet any costs or 
expenses you incur as a result. 

Amendment or cancellation by you
21. If any member of your party is prevented from travelling, 
the person(s) concerned may transfer their place to 
someone else (introduced by you) providing we are notified 
not less than 90 days before departure. Where a transfer to 
a person of your choice can be made, all costs and charges 
incurred by us and/or incurred or imposed by any of our 
suppliers as a result together with an amendment fee of £50 
per person must be paid before the transfer can be effected. 
Any overdue balance payment must also be received. For 
flight inclusive bookings, you must pay the charges levied by 
the airline concerned. As most airlines do not permit name 
changes after tickets have been issued for any reason, these 
charges are likely to be the full cost of the flight.

22. If you wish to make any amendments to your confirmed 
booking you must notify us in writing as soon as possible. 
It may not always be possible to make such amendments. 
Where we can, an amendment fee of £50 per person per 
booking will be payable together with any costs incurred by 
ourselves and any costs or charges incurred or imposed by 
any of our suppliers. A change of tour dates will normally 
be treated as a cancellation of the original booking and 
rebooking in which case cancellation charges will apply. 
Changes may result in the recalculation of the tour price 
where, for example, the basis on which the price of the 
original tour was calculated has changed.

23. You may cancel your booking by notice to us in writing 
and payment of the applicable cancellation fee as shown 
below. Cancellation notifications are not effective until 
received by us in writing (if received by us on a weekend day 
or public holiday the notification will be treated as having 
been received by us on the next working day).

The following cancellation fees apply to each person(s) 
cancelling and where shown as a percentage are based on 
the total cost of the arrangements which are being cancelled 
excluding any insurance premiums, amendment fee or 
previously incurred cancellation charges which are all non-
refundable in the event of your cancellation:

Cancellation Fees
Period before your tour commences within which written 
notification of cancellation is received by us

Cancellation period  Fee per person
91 days and over  Loss of Deposit
90 days to 60 days  35% of tour price
59 days to 30 days  50% of tour price
29 days or less  100% of tour price
NB. Transferring to another date is treated as a cancellation 
and the cancellation fees above will apply.

Depending on the reason for cancellation, you may be able 
to reclaim these cancellation charges (less any applicable 
excess) under the terms of your insurance policy. Claims 
must be made directly to the insurance company concerned.

Where any cancellation reduces the number of full paying 
party members below the number on which the price, 
number of free places and/or any concessions agreed for 
your booking were based, we will recalculate these items 
and re-invoice you accordingly.

Our liability
 25. We will not be responsible for any injury, illness, death, 
loss (including loss of enjoyment or possessions), damage, 
expense, cost or other sum or claim of any description 
whatsoever which results from any of the following: -

- the act(s) and/or omission(s) of the person(s) affected or 
any member(s) of their party or

- the act(s) and/or omission(s) of a third party not 
connected with the provision of your tour and which were 
unforeseeable/unavoidable or

- Force Majeure as defined at clause 34 below.

26. We cannot accept responsibility for any services which 
do not form part of our contract with you. This includes, 
for example, any additional services or facilities which any 
hotel or other supplier agrees to provide for you where the 
services or facilities are not advertised in our tour brochure 
as part of your tour and we have not agreed to arrange them 
as part of our contract and any excursion or other services 
you purchase during your tour. Where any such excursion 
or services are purchased through or with our assistance, 
please note that we act only as booking agent. Your contract 
will be with the operator or provider of the excursion or 
services in question. We have no liability in relation to the 
same. In addition, regardless of any wording used by us on 
our website, in any of our brochures or elsewhere, we only 
promise to use reasonable skill and care as set out above 
and we do not have any greater or different liability to you.

27. The promises we make to you about the services we 
have agreed to provide or arrange as part of our contract 
and the laws and regulations of the country in which your 
claim or complaint occurred will be used as the basis for 
deciding whether the tour arrangements in question had 
been properly provided. If the particular arrangements which 
gave rise to the claim or complaint complied with the then 
applicable local laws and regulations, the services will be 
treated as having been properly performed or provided. This 
will be the case even if the arrangements did not comply 
with the laws and regulations of the UK which would have 
applied had those arrangements been provided in the 
UK. The exception to this is where the claim or complaint 
concerns the absence of a safety feature which might 
lead a reasonable tour participant to refuse to take the 
tour in question. Please note, however, our obligation is to 
exercise reasonable skill and care as referred to in clause 
24. We do not make any representation or commitment 
that all services will comply with applicable local laws and 
regulations and failure to comply does not automatically 
mean we have not exercised reasonable skill and care.

28. As set out in these booking conditions, we limit the 
maximum amount we may have to pay you for any claims 
you may make against us. Where we are found liable for loss 
of and/or damage to any luggage or personal possessions 
(including money), the maximum amount we will have to 
pay you is £1000 per person affected unless a different 
limitation applies to your claim under this clause or clause 
29 below. For all other claims which do not involve death or 
personal injury, if we are found liable to you on any basis the 
maximum amount we will have to pay you is twice the price 
(excluding insurance premiums and amendment fees) paid 
by or on behalf of the person(s) affected in total unless a 
lower limitation applies to your claim under clause 29 below. 
This maximum amount will only be payable where everything 
has gone wrong and you have not received any benefit at all 
from your tour.

29. Where any claim or part of a claim (including those 
involving death or personal injury) concerns or is based on 
any travel arrangements (including the process of getting on 
and/or off the transport concerned) provided by any air, sea 
or rail carrier to which any international convention or EU 
regulation applies, the maximum amount of compensation 
we will have to pay you will be limited. The most we will 
have to pay you for that claim or that part of a claim if found 
liable to you on any basis is the most the carrier concerned 
would have to pay under the international convention or 
regulation which applies to the travel arrangements in 
question (for example, the Warsaw Convention as amended 
or unamended and the Montreal Convention for international 
travel by air and/or for airlines with an operating licence 

granted by an EU country, the EC Regulation on Air Carrier 
Liability No 889/2002 for national and international travel by 
air, the Athens Convention for international travel by sea (as 
amended by the 2002 Protocol where applicable) and COTIF, 
the Convention on International Travel by Rail). Please note: 
where a carrier or hotelier would not be obliged to make any 
payment to you under and in accordance with the applicable 
international convention or regulation in respect of a claim 
or part of a claim, we similarly are not obliged to make a 
payment to you for that claim or part of the claim. When 
making any payment, we are entitled to deduct any money 
which you have received or are entitled to receive from the 
carrier for the claim in question. Copies of the applicable 
international conventions and regulations are available from 
us on request.

30. Please note, we cannot accept any liability for any 
damage, loss, expense or other sum(s) of any description 
(1) which on the basis of the information given to us by 
you concerning your booking prior to our accepting it, we 
could not have foreseen you would suffer or incur if we 
breached our contract with you or (2) which did not result 
from any breach of contract or other fault by ourselves or 
our employees or, where we are responsible for them, our 
suppliers. Additionally we cannot accept liability for any 
business losses including self employed loss of earnings.

31. You must provide ourselves and our insurers with all 
assistance we may reasonably require. You must also tell us 
and the supplier concerned about your claim or complaint 
as set out below. If asked to do so, you must transfer to us 
or our insurers any rights you have against the supplier or 
whoever else is responsible for your claim or complaint (if 
the person concerned is under 18, their parent or guardian 
must do so). You must also agree to co-operate fully with us 
and our insurers if we or our insurers want to enforce any 
rights which are transferred.

Suppliers
32. Many of the services which make up your tour are 
provided by independent suppliers. Those suppliers provide 
these services in accordance with their own terms and 
conditions. Some of these terms and conditions may limit or 
exclude the supplier’s liability to you, usually in accordance 
with applicable international conventions (see clause 29).

33. Copies of the relevant parts of these terms and 
conditions and of the international conventions are available 
on request from ourselves or the supplier concerned.

Force Majeure
34. Except where otherwise expressly stated in these terms 
and conditions we regret we cannot accept liability or 
pay any compensation where the performance or prompt 
performance of our obligations under our contract with 
you is prevented or affected by or you otherwise suffer 
any damage, loss or expense of any nature as a result of 
Force Majeure. “Force Majeure. “Force Majeure” means 
any event which we or the supplier of the service(s) in 
question could not, even with all due care, foresee or 
avoid. Such events are likely to include (whether actual 
or threatened) war, terrorism, exceptionally high or low 
water levels, lock closures, fire, flooding, unusual weather 
conditions, loss of power, epidemics or pandemics, industrial 
disputes, slow-downs or other strike activities, riots or civil 
disturbances, acts of government, government agencies or 
other authorities, inability to obtain any necessary licence 
or consent through no fault of ours and any other event or 
circumstances beyond the control of us or any supplier of 
any part of your tour, set out in clause 25 (which includes the 
behaviour of any passenger(s) on the flight who, for example, 
fails to check in or board on time).

Risk and travel insurance
35. You acknowledge and accept that there are inherent 
risks associated with our tours for example events of 
Force Majeure, hazards of travelling in undeveloped areas, 
travel by boat, train, automobile, aircraft or other means of 
transportation particularly in underdeveloped countries or 
more remote locations. 

36. We strongly advise you to take out adequate and 
appropriate travel insurance to cover as a minimum 
cancellation by you, loss of luggage, early return following 
death of a relative and emergency repatriation in the event of 
accident or illness. 

37. Please read your policy details carefully and take them 
with you on your tour. It is your responsibility to ensure that 
the insurance cover you purchase is suitable and adequate 
for your particular needs.

Itinerary changes and travel advice
38. During local or national holidays, certain facilities such as 
museums and restaurants, sightseeing tours and shopping 
may be limited or not available. Alternatives will be offered 
if possible.

39. The Foreign and Commonwealth Office may have issued 
information about your tour destination. You are advised 
to check this information on the internet at www.gov.uk/
foreign-travel-advice.

Your contract is with Scenic Tours (UK) Limited trading as 
Scenic, a Member of ABTA.
 
Booking conditions
Important: The following terms and conditions together 
with the general information contained in our tour brochure 
form the basis of your contract with Scenic Tours (UK) 
Limited trading as Scenic. Please read them carefully 
as they set out our respective rights and obligations. 
By asking us to confirm your booking, we are entitled to 
assume that you have had the opportunity to read and have 
read these booking conditions and agree to them. Except 
where otherwise stated, these booking conditions only 
apply to tour arrangements (including pre and post tour 
accommodation, activities and other services) which you 
book with us in the UK and pay for before departure from 
the UK and which we agree to make, provide or perform (as 
applicable) as part of our contract with you. All references 
in these booking conditions to “holiday”, “booking”, “cruise”, 
“tour” or “arrangements” mean such tour arrangements 
unless otherwise stated. In these booking conditions, 
“you” and “your” means all persons named on the booking 
(including anyone who is added or substituted at a later 
date) or any of them as the context requires. “We”, “us” and 
“our” means Scenic Tours (UK) Limited trading as Scenic.

We are a Member of ABTA. When you book with an ABTA 
Member you can expect high service standards, fair terms 
of trading and accurate information. ABTA’s strict joining 
criteria for Members, code of conduct, customer helpline 
and approved ADR scheme to resolve complaints are all 
there to give you confidence and peace of mind when 
booking your travel arrangements. For more information see 
www.abta.com.

Bookings
1. We welcome passengers with medical conditions or 
disabilities. If you or any member of your party has any 
medical condition or disability which may affect your tour 
or has any special requirements as a result of any medical 
condition or disability (including any which affect the 
booking process), it is very important that you tell us of 
the condition and of any medical or mobility equipment 
you will need in writing before you confirm your booking so 
that we can assist you in considering the suitability of the 
arrangements and/or making the booking. You must also 
notify us of any changes or deterioration in the disability 
or medical condition or development of any disability or 
medical condition after booking. We must reserve the right 
to decline a reservation of any person or, if full details are 
not given at the time of booking or the condition/disability 
develops after booking, cancel when we become aware 
of these details, if we reasonably feel unable to properly 
accommodate their particular needs. In the event that you 
require assistance with embarking or disembarking as a 
result of your reduced mobility or disability, please advise 
us at the time of booking and in any event no later than 48 
hours before the assistance is required. Please also note 
that assistance is not always available when embarking or 
disembarking at all ports of call. Any passenger affected 
by a disability or medical condition must ensure they have 
notified this to their travel insurers and that their travel 
insurance will provide a suitable level of cover (see clause 
36 for more information about insurance).

2. The operation of all tours is conditional on us securing 
the minimum number of bookings required to operate the 
tour and to ensure an enjoyable group atmosphere. Where 
sufficient numbers cannot be achieved, we reserve the 
right to cancel or change a scheduled tour. Please also see 
clauses 18 and 19. We will notify you no less than 30 days 
prior to the departure date of the tour if we have to cancel or 
significantly change a tour due to lack of numbers.

3. If you have any special requests (including dietary 
requirements) you must notify us in writing at the time 
of booking. Please note special requests cannot be 
guaranteed. Failure to meet any special request will not 
be a breach of contract by us. Confirmation that a special 
request has been noted or passed on to the supplier of 
any service(s) or the inclusion of the special request on 
your confirmation invoice or any other documentation 
is not confirmation that the request will be met. Unless 
and until specifically confirmed, all special requests are 
subject to availability. For your own protection, you should 
obtain confirmation in writing that a special request will 
be complied (where it is possible to give this) where it 
is important to you. We cannot accept any conditional 
bookings, i.e. any booking which is specified to be 
conditional on the fulfilment of a particular request. All such 
bookings will be treated as “standard” bookings subject to 
the above provisions on special requests.

Payment
4. To make a booking, you must pay the applicable deposit 
of a minimum of £750 per person or full payment if booking 
90 days or less before the start of the holiday. If you make 

a provisional booking the deposit or full payment, as 
applicable, must be received by us at the time of booking 
to ensure a place on the tour is held. We will automatically 
assume that you do not wish to proceed with a booking if 
the applicable deposit or full payment, as applicable, is not 
received by us and we will have no further liability to you. 
Any accommodation, sightseeing or flights we book for you 
which are separate to those stated in your itinerary are not 
included in the deposit or tour price. An extra payment will 
be required to cover the costs of these additional services, 
and these services will not be booked until both your holiday 
deposit and additional service costs are paid in full.

5. Deposits are non-transferable and non-refundable except 
as expressly set out in these terms and conditions. We 
therefore recommend that you take out adequate insurance 
prior to booking.

6. The balance of the tour price (after deduction of the 
applicable deposit) must be received by us no less than 90 
days prior to the start of your tour. If we do not receive all 
payments due (including any surcharge where applicable) in 
full and on time, we are entitled to assume that you wish to 
cancel your booking. In this case, we will be entitled to keep 
all deposits paid or due at that date. If we do not cancel 
straight away because you have promised to make payment, 
you must pay the cancellation charges shown in these 
terms and conditions depending on the date we reasonably 
treat your booking as cancelled.

7. Except for flight inclusive bookings, all monies you pay 
to one of our authorised travel agents for your holiday with 
us will be held by the agent on your behalf until a contract 
between us comes into existence. After that point, your 
agent will hold the monies on our behalf until they are paid 
to us. For flight inclusive bookings, all monies paid to any 
authorised travel agent of ours for your holiday with us will 
be held on behalf of and for the benefit of the Trustees of 
the Air Travel Trust subject to the travel agent’s obligation to 
pay such monies to us in accordance with our trading terms 
unless we fail. In the unlikely event of our financial failure, 
all monies then held by the travel agent or subsequently 
paid by you to the travel agent will be held by the agent 
on behalf of and for the benefit of the Trustees of the Air 
Travel Trust without any obligation on the agent to pay such 
monies to us.

8. Credit & Debit Card Payments
If you pay by debit or credit card the following fees will be 
added to your Tour Price.
Fee on Deposit                  Fee on all other payments
Debit Card 0%          Debit Card 0%
Credit Card 1.5%          Credit Card 1.5%
American Express 1.95%                      American Express 1.95%
Your contract
9. Subject to availability we will confirm your booking by 
issuing our confirmation invoice. This invoice will be sent to 
the lead name on the booking (“Lead Name”) or your Travel 
Agent. Please check this invoice carefully as soon as you 
receive it. Contact us immediately if any information on the 
confirmation or any other document appears to be incorrect 
or incomplete as it may not be possible to make changes 
later. We cannot accept any liability if not notified of any 
inaccuracy in any document within 7 days of our sending 
it out. We will do our best to rectify any mistake notified to 
us outside these time limits but you must meet any costs 
involved in doing so.

10. A binding contract between you and us comes into 
existence when we issue our confirmation invoice. We both 
agree that English law (and no other) will apply to your 
contract and to any dispute, claim or other matter of any 
description which arises between us (“claim”) (except as set 
out below). We both also agree that any claim (and whether 
or not involving any personal injury) must be dealt with by 
the Courts of England and Wales only unless, in the case of 
court proceedings, you live in Scotland or Northern Ireland. 
In this case, proceedings must either be brought in the 
courts of your home country or those of England and Wales.

If proceedings are brought in Scotland or Northern Ireland, 
you may choose to have your contract and any claim or other 
matter of any description which arises between us governed 
by the law of Scotland/Northern Ireland as applicable (but if 
you do not so choose, English law will apply).

What are your on-tour obligations?
11. (a) You must follow the Tour Director’s instructions at all 
times. You acknowledge that failure to do so may result in 
restricted access to areas on tour, or if necessary for your 
own safety and/or that of other passengers, withdrawal 
from the tour. (b) We expect all clients to have consideration 
for other people. If in our reasonable opinion, or in the 
reasonable opinion of any other person in authority, you 
behave in such a way so as to cause or be likely to cause 
danger, upset or distress to yourself or any third party or 
damage to property we are entitled, without prior notice, to 

terminate the tour of the person(s) concerned. We will not 
be liable to you for any loss, cost or damage resulting from 
your withdrawal. If you are withdrawn from the tour, you 
must make your own return travel arrangements at your 
own expense. 

Tour price
12. Please note, changes and errors occasionally occur. You 
must check the price of your chosen holiday at the time 
of booking. We reserve the right to make changes to and 
correct errors in advertised prices at any time before your 
holiday is confirmed. We will advise you of any error of which 
we are aware and of the then applicable price at the time of 
booking. Once the tour price has been confirmed at the time 
of booking, clause 13 below will apply. 

13. Once your tour price has been confirmed at the time of 
booking, then subject to the correction of errors, it will only 
be increased or decreased in the following circumstances. A 
surcharge or refund (as applicable) will be payable, subject 
to the conditions set out below, in the event of any change 
in our transportation costs or in dues, taxes, fuel or fees 
payable for services such as landing taxes or embarkation 
or disembarkation fees at ports or airports increase or 
decrease or in the exchange rates which have been used 
to calculate your tour price. Even in the circumstances 
set out in above, only if the amount of the increase in our 
costs exceeds 2% of your tour price (excluding insurance 
premiums and any amendment fee) will we levy a surcharge. 
If any surcharge is greater than 10% of your tour price 
(excluding insurance premiums and any amendment fee), 
you will be entitled to cancel your booking and receive a 
full refund of all monies you have paid to us (except for 
any amendment fee) or alternatively purchase another 
tour from us – see clause 18. You have 14 days from the 
issue date printed on the surcharge invoice to tell us if you 
wish to cancel or purchase another tour where applicable. 
Otherwise, we are entitled to assume that you do not wish 
to do so and will pay the surcharge. Any surcharge must be 
paid with the balance of the tour price or within 14 days of 
the issue date printed on the surcharge invoice, whichever 
is the later. Please note that travel arrangements are not 
always purchased in local currency and some apparent 
changes have no impact on the tour price due to contractual 
and other protection in place. A refund will only be payable 
if the decrease in our costs exceeds 2% as set out above. 
Where a refund is due, we will pay you the full amount of the 
decrease in our costs. No surcharge will be levied within 30 
days of departure. No refund will be payable if any decrease 
in our costs occurs during this period either.

Tour features
14. We make no representations about the features of any 
tour other than those expressly set out in the tour brochure 
and these terms and conditions.

Brochure validity
15. The tour brochure and these terms and conditions are 
valid for the departure dates as stated in the tour brochure 
unless extra dates are added or otherwise expressly advised 
by us.

Variation or cancellation by us
16. We start planning the tours we offer many months 
in advance. Occasionally, we have to make changes to 
and correct errors in the details of advertised tours both 
before and after bookings have been confirmed and cancel 
confirmed bookings.

17. In the event of industrial action affecting air, rail, cruise 
or other tour related transportation we will make every 
effort to contact the lead name and advise of alternative 
arrangements (if any). However, if contact is not made, you 
should phone 0808 274 5410.

18. Whilst we always endeavour to avoid changes and 
cancellations, we must reserve the right to do so. Due to 
the nature of our itineraries, which are dependent on the 
safe navigation of national and international waterways 
over which we have no control, it is therefore not always 
possible for our vessels to sail or call at all ports as planned 
or foresee when this may occur. Unfortunately this is an 
inherent risk in sailing which you must accept. The captains 
of all the vessels we use retain the ultimate right to deviate 
from or change any particular itinerary where they believe 
it necessary to so, for example in the interests of the 
health and safety of passengers. Most changes made to a 
confirmed tour are minor. Examples of what we both agree 
to be minor changes are changes of vessels to one of the 
same class for the whole or part of your tour, changes to 
vehicles used for transfers and excursions, changes to 
planned excursions, changes to hotel accommodation to 
that of an equivalent standard including the substitution 
of accommodation to on-board our vessels or vice versa, 
changes to berthing or dock location, changes to sailing 
times, and the substitution and/or removal of ports of call, 
or the replacement of sailing with the use of motor coaches. 
Occasionally, we have to make a significant change to or 
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brochure. For holidays in the EU/EEA you should obtain an 
EHIC (European Health Insurance Card) prior to departure 
from www.ehic.org.uk. An EHIC is not a substitute for travel 
insurance. Vaccination and other health requirements/
recommendations are subject to change at any time for any 
destination. Please therefore check with a doctor or clinic 
not less than six weeks prior to departure to ensure that 
you have met the necessary requirements and have the 
applicable information.

57. It is the lead name’s responsibility to ensure that all 
members of the party are in possession of all necessary 
travel and health documents before departure. All costs 
incurred in obtaining such documentation must be paid 
by you. We regret we cannot accept any liability if you are 
refused entry onto any transport or into any country due 
to failure on your part to carry all required documentation. 
If failure to have any necessary travel or other documents 
results in fines, surcharges or other financial penalty, costs 
or expenses being imposed on or incurred by us, you will be 
responsible for reimbursing us accordingly.

Financial security
58. We hold an Air Travel Organiser’s Licence issued by the 
Civil Aviation Authority (ATOL number 9294). When you buy 
an ATOL protected flight or flight inclusive holiday from 
us, you will receive an ATOL Certificate. This lists what 
is financially protected, where you can get information 
on what this means for you and who to contact if things 
go wrong. We, or the suppliers identified on your ATOL 
Certificate, will provide you with the services listed on 
the ATOL Certificate (or a suitable alternative). In some 
cases, where neither we nor the supplier are able to do so 
for reasons of insolvency, an alternative ATOL holder may 
provide you with the services you have bought or a suitable 
alternative (at no extra cost to you). You agree to accept 
that in those circumstances the alternative ATOL holder will 
perform those obligations and you agree to pay any money 
outstanding to be paid by you under your contract to that 
alternative ATOL holder. However, you also agree that in 
some cases it will not be possible to appoint an alternative 
ATOL holder, in which case you will be entitled to make a 
claim under the ATOL scheme (or your credit card issuer 
where applicable). If we, or the suppliers identified on your 
ATOL certificate, are unable to provide the services listed (or 
a suitable alternative, through an alternative ATOL holder 
or otherwise) for reasons of insolvency, the Trustees of the 
Air Travel Trust may make a payment to (or confer a benefit 
on) you under the ATOL scheme. You agree that in return for 
such a payment or benefit, you assign absolutely to those 
Trustees any claims which you have or may have arising out 
of or relating to the non-provision of the services, including 
any claim against us, the travel agent or your credit card 
issuer where applicable. You also agree that any such claims 
may be re-assigned to another body, if that other body 
has paid sums you have claimed under the ATOL scheme. 
Please note: Not all holiday or travel services offered and 
sold by us will be protected by the ATOL scheme *The air 
inclusive holidays and flights we arrange are ATOL protected 
providing they are made available in the UK. For further 
information, visit the ATOL website at www.atol.org.uk.

59. We are a member of ABTA with membership number 
Y6328. ABTA and ABTA members help holidaymakers to get 
the most from their travel and assist them when things do 
not go according to plan. We are obliged to maintain high 
standards of service to you by ABTA’s Code of Conduct. For 
further information about ABTA, the Code of Conduct and 
the dispute resolution scheme available to you if you have a 
complaint, contact ABTA, 30 Park Street, London SE1 9EQ. 
Tel: 020 3117 0500 or www.abta.com.

If your holiday does not include flights, ABTA will financially 
protect your holiday by ensuring you receive a refund or, if 
your arrangements include return travel to the UK (other 
than flights) you are returned to the UK in the event that 
your holiday cannot be provided as a result of our insolvency. 
Please go to www.abta.com for a copy of the guide to ABTA’s 
scheme of Financial Protection.

Tour participation
60. Additional to clause 1, you acknowledge that some of 
the cruise ships we use do not have elevators and where 
there is an elevator on board it may not access all decks. In 
addition standard cabins and bathrooms have significant 
thresholds and cabin doors which limit access and may not 
be wide enough to allow access by many wheelchairs. We 
may not be able to ensure that you are able to participate 
in some activities either on board the ship or onshore at all 
ports of call if it is not safe for you or others to do so. You 
must be physically able to undertake any tour and must be 
self sufficient and/or must travel with a companion able to 
provide any assistance needed during the tour, we regret 
we cannot provide a companion to assist you throughout 
your tour.

Clothing
61. We recommend casual and comfortable clothing. Please 
bring comfortable walking shoes for sightseeing. Dinner 
attire is smart casual – open-neck shirts, trousers and 
dresses. Coats and ties may be worn but are not required. 

The Captain’s Welcome and Farewell Dinners are dressy but 
not formal. For the winter months, we recommend a warm 
coat, gloves, water-resistant footwear and an umbrella. In 
set locations on your cruise, there will be a 1kg per suite, 
allowance of complimentary laundry to be redeemed once. 
Additionally, laundry facilities are available on selected 
cruises en-route for a fee. Laundry facilities are available on 
board the Scenic Tsar for a fee.

Cruise cabins
62. The tour price is based on the cruise cabin category as 
indicated on each tour page. Upgrades to other cabin types 
are available at additional cost. Please note that individual 
cabin number requests are a request only and cannot be 
guaranteed.

Currency and credit cards
63. Most countries visited use the Euro, although some 
still have their own currency. For small purchases ashore 
or in small towns, local currency is advantageous. Many 
locations accept major credit cards. Cash machines are 
located on shore at some stops. Prior to departure you 
should confirm that your card and PIN will work in your 
destination countries. All purchases on board are charged to 
your shipboard account. The on board currency is the Euro. 
Shipboard accounts may be paid in Euros, depending on the 
route taken, or by credit card. On board currency in Russia 
is the Ruble.

Deck plan
64. The deck plans and cabin layouts/sizes are to be used as 
an indication only and are subject to change.

Noise, vibration and odour

65. While we take reasonable steps to minimise noise, 
vibrations and odours on the cruise ships, you acknowledge 
and accept that some noise, vibration and intermittent 
odours may be experienced on vessels and that we will not 
be liable to you in relation to such noise, vibration or odours.

Docking position
66. During port stops, ships may dock side-by-side, 
obstructing views and requiring you to pass through other 
ships to embark and disembark.

Cruise Director
67. An experienced English-speaking Cruise Director 
accompanies every cruise. They are there to ensure your 
comfort, answer your questions and make your holiday 
relaxed and memorable. Cruise Directors are employed by 
us.

All-inclusive beverages
68. (a) All standard beverages are included in the tour 
price whilst you are on-board a Scenic ‘Space-Ship’. This 
includes wine, beer, soft drinks and standard spirits. It 
also includes daily replenishment of the cabin mini-bars. 
(b) Selected items such as high end spirits, including malt 
whiskey, selected French champagne and selected wines 
are not included and there will be an additional charge. 
(c) Responsible service of alcohol is practiced by all staff 
on-board. We reserve the right to refuse anybody service 
if in the reasonable opinion of those severing you are or 
appear to be intoxicated and could put the comfort, quiet 
enjoyment, or safety of yourself of those around you at risk.

(d) All-inclusive drinks do not apply to Russia on board the 
Scenc Tsar or any third party suppliers.

River cruise dining
69. Dining rooms are single, open-seating.

Electricity and WiFi
70. On-board electricity is 220v - you will need a suitable 
plug adaptor to use your electrical items. All river cruise 
ships have hair-dryers available. Not all river cruise ships 
have electrically assisted bicycles.

71. Some of our vessels have WiFi internet access on-board. 
Even when available access to the internet may be limited 
or none existent during the course of your cruise due to the 
demands from other users and/or the ships proximity to 
telecommunication services and network access. We also 
cannot guarantee that you will have any WiFi coverage in 
your room.

River cruising medical services
72. Ships do not carry a doctor on board (apart from 
Russia) and immediate medical attention cannot always 
be guaranteed. Medical services may be called at your 
own expense. We cannot provide personal escorts for any 
medical visits.

73. The on-board language is English. All staff, crew and tour 
guides speak English and all announcements and lectures 
will be made in English.

Mini-bars and safes
74. Our river cruise ships have mini-bars and safes in all 
cabins. If you are staying on a Scenic Space ship, the mini-
bar is complimentary and restocked daily. Any purchases 
from the mini-bar are at your own expense on the Scenic 
Tsar.

Single accommodation
75. One dedicated single cabin is available on each Scenic 
Space ship excluding the Scenic Gem, Scenic Azure and 
Scenic Tsar. A limited number of E, D and balcony suite 
category cabins are available at a single supplement rate for 
each cruise. Please contact us for price information.

Sightseeing tours
76. It is not possible for large coaches to be used for some 
city sightseeing. Many towns and cities will be visited by 
way of walking tours and accordingly, a reasonable level 
of fitness is required. For river cruising, clients should 
be able to climb ramps. For coaches, ship embarkation/
disembarkation (depending on river levels) and attractions, 
these may have a number of steep steps. Please note, 
Scenic Freechoice inclusions are subject to change and 
maximum/minimum numbers.

Scenic Tailormade , personal devices are provided in all 
cabins on board a Scenic Space-Ship for use both on board 
and on shore. They are not available in Portugal or Russia. 
Entrance fees, gratuities and transportation whilst using 
Scenic Tailormade are not included in your tour price. Scenic 
Tailormade tours and their content cannot be guaranteed in 
all locations.

Scenic Sundowners is a seasonal highlight and is included 
for sailings departing from 01 April to 30 September 2017. 
Depending on sailing date, the event may not be held during 
sunset.

Scenic Culinaire is offered on board Scenic Diamond, 
Scenic Emerald and Scenic Sapphire Space-Ships only 
whilst sailing in France. Scenic Culinaire cooking school 
has limited capacity and may not be able to accommodate 
every guest on every cruise. Cooking classes held in Scenic 
Culinaire will be hosted by your on board culinary team.

Itinerary may vary on location and inclusion of the cooking 
school. Regulations are made on board.

Scenic Enrich
77. It may not always be possible to offer every Scenic Enrich 
activity or venue. Wherever possible, suitable alternatives 
will be provided without liability to you.

Royal Suites
78. Guests staying in Royal Suites in Europe (does not apply 
to Russia) will receive credit of €100 per person in their on 
board account, which may be used in the wellness centre. 
This credit may not be used for other on board purchases 
and cannot be exchanged for cash.

Pictures, images and data protection
79. All images in tour brochures represent typical scenes 
and descriptive detail for each tour. However, it is possible 
that the particular subject matter may not be seen or 
experienced on tour. Also, some pictures may have been 
digitally enhanced for reproduction purposes.

80. For the purposes of the Data Protection Act 1998 we are 
a data controller. Our privacy policy is available to view on 
our website www.scenic.co.uk and sets out how we collect 
and use the personal information you provide us with. We 
will only process personal data as set out in our privacy 
policy (as amended or added to) or otherwise notified to 
or agreed by you or as we are otherwise permitted to do in 
accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. 

81. The information contained in our brochure, on our 
website www.scenic.co.uk and in our other advertising 
material is believed correct to the best of our knowledge 
at the time of printing or publication. However, errors may 
occasionally occur and information may subsequently 
change. You must therefore ensure you check all details 
of your chosen holiday (including the price) with us or your 
travel agent at the time of booking. 

Sun Deck 
82. When travelling through locks and under low bridges 
there will/maybe periods when we need to close the Sun 
Deck for safety reasons.

Promotions
83. Please note that if a different promotion becomes 
available after your booking has been confirmed this is not 
applicable to your booking. Scenic does not back date our 
promotions.

Published May 2016.

Smoking
40. Smoking(including e-cigarettes) is not permitted inside 
tourist coaches or indoors on any ship and such other 
places as are prohibited by us or our suppliers from time 
to time. Smoking is not permitted on the balconies of our 
river cruise ships. We will use reasonable endeavours to 
ensure there are frequent stops on any coach trip and there 
are permitted areas outside decks on-board some cruise 
vessels which are available for smoking, however we cannot 
guarantee these facilities will be available.

Baggage allowance
41. You are entitled to carry one suitcase per person with 
the total sum of its length, width and height not exceeding 
76 x 53 x 28cm/30 x 21 x 11in (62 inches) and weight up to 
23kg (50 lbs) dependent on any airline restrictions. Personal 
and valuable items such as make-up, cameras, medication, 
passport, money/credit cards etc. should be carried in a 
travel bag or on your person. You must ensure that luggage 
meets the weight requirements as overweight or oversize 
items will not be carried. Some carriers may impose a small 
surcharge per day for a second suitcase per person. Excess 
baggage is always at your cost.

Young travellers
42. Travellers who are less than 21 years old on the 
departure date must be accompanied by and share a cabin/
room with an adult aged 21 or over. Children under 12 years 
of age are not encourages (with the exception of Christmas 
Cruises) and are accepted or rejected at our sole discretion. 
This is a condition of carriers and cruise operators we use.

Complaints and Damage
43. If a problem occurs during your tour, you must advise 
our representative immediately so that steps can be taken 
to resolve the matter and you can continue to enjoy the 
remainder of your tour. You must also advise the supplier 
concerned. Any verbal notification must be put in writing 
and given to our representative/agent and the supplier as 
soon as possible. If we do not have or you cannot contact 
our local representative or agent and any complaint or 
problem is not resolved to your satisfaction by the supplier, 
you must contact us in the UK using the contact details 
we have provided you with during your holiday, giving us 
full details and a contact number. Until we know about 
a complaint or problem, we cannot begin to resolve it. 
Most problems can be dealt with quickly. If you remain 
dissatisfied, any complaint must be made in writing to 
us giving full details within 30 days of the end of the tour. 
If you fail to follow this procedure, your right to claim 
compensation you may otherwise have been entitled to 
may be affected or even lost as a result. Only the lead name 
should write to us. 

Disputes arising out of, or in connection with your booking 
which cannot be amicably settled may be referred to 
ABTA’s Alternative Dispute Resolution Scheme. The 
scheme provides for a simple and inexpensive method of 
resolving disputes and, where appropriate, arbitration on 
documents alone with restricted liability on the customer 
in respect of costs. Full details will be provided on request 
or can be obtained from the ABTA website (www.abta.
com). The arbitration scheme does not apply to claims 
for an amount greater than £5,000 per person. There is 
also a limit of £25,000 per booking. Neither does it apply 
to claims which are solely in respect of physical injury or 
illness or their consequences. The scheme can however 
deal with compensation claims which include an element 
of minor injury or illness subject to a limit of £1,500 on the 
amount the arbitrator can award per person in respect of 
this element. Your application for arbitration and other 
required documents must be received by ABTA within 18 
months of your return from the holiday. Outside this time 
limit arbitration under the scheme may still be available if 
we agree, although the ABTA Code does not require such 
agreement. For injury and illness claims, you can request 
the ABTA mediation procedure and we have the option to 
agree to this. Where we act as agent, please bear in mind 
that your contract is with the supplier of the arrangements 
concerned. Unless the supplier is also a member of ABTA, 
only disputes relating to our actions as agent can be dealt 
with by the arbitration scheme or mediation procedure and 
not complaints about the arrangements themselves or the 
acts/omissions of the supplier.

44. When you book with us, you accept responsibility for 
any damage or loss caused by you or any member of your 
party. Full payment for any such damage or loss (reasonably 
estimated if not precisely known) must be made direct to 
the accommodation owner or manager or other supplier 
or to us as soon as possible. If the actual cost of the loss 
or damage exceeds the amount paid where estimated, you 
must pay the difference once known. If the actual cost is 
less than the amount paid, the difference will be refunded. 
You will also be responsible for meeting any claims 
subsequently made against us and all costs incurred by 
us (including our own and the other party’s full legal costs) 
as a result of your actions. You should ensure you have 
appropriate travel insurance to protect you if this situation 
arises.

Included in your fare
45. All airfares/rail travel from the UK (unless specified at 
the time of booking, e.g. selected special offers), coach 
travel, all cruise travel, services of a Cruise Director 
(if applicable), airport transfers, port charges, meals, 
accommodation, sightseeing and admissions and other 
services as expressly indicated in the itinerary, all gratuities 
and tipping on land tours and river cruises except as set 
out below. 

NOT included in your fare
46. Gratuities and tips to any staff on cruise ships not 
operated by us (unless otherwise expressly advised), meals 
not specified in the itinerary, drinks, laundry, passport fees, 
expenses of a personal nature, travel between train stations 
and any other items which are not expressly included in 
the cost of your tour. Changes to flight schedules may 
require additional overnight accommodation at either 
commencement or completion of tour which is at your own 
expense. For the avoidance of doubt hotel accommodation 
is not provided on an all inclusive basis.

Airfare conditions
47. Air travel is based on a specific class and is subject to 
availability at time of booking. If booking a promotional 
cruise, all inclusions and conditions may differ. Please check 
promotional booking conditions. Full details and conditions 
may be obtained from your travel consultant. Changes to 
original tickets will incur amendment or cancellation fees, 
are subject to availability and surcharges may apply. Please 
see clauses 21 and 22 above. Please note: all airfares are 
subject to routing restrictions, and route availability. 

Flights
48. We are not always in a position at the time of booking to 
confirm the flight timings which will be used in connection 
with your flight. The flight timings shown in our brochure, 
on our website and/or detailed on your confirmation invoice 
are for guidance only and are subject to alteration and 
confirmation. Flight timings are outside our control. They are 
set by airlines and are subject to various factors including 
air traffic control restrictions, weather conditions, potential 
technical problems and the ability of passengers to check 
in on time. The actual times will be those shown on your 
tickets which will be dispatched to you approximately two 
weeks before departure. Please note, flights may operate 
indirect. You must accordingly check your tickets very 
carefully immediately on receipt to ensure you have the 
correct flight times. It is possible that flight times may be 
changed even after tickets have been dispatched - we will 
contact you as soon as possible if this occurs.

49. In accordance with EU Directive (EC) No 2111/2005, we 
are required to bring to your attention the existence of a 
“Community List” which contains details of air carriers that 
are subject to an operating ban within the European Union. 
The Community list is available for inspection at http://
ec.europa.eu/transport/air-ban/list_en.htm. We are also 
required to advise you of the carrier(s) (or, if the carrier(s) 
is not known, the likely carrier(s)) that will operate your 
flight(s) at the time of booking. Where we are only able to 
inform you of the likely carrier(s) at the time of booking, 
we shall inform you of the identity of the actual carrier(s) 
as soon as we become aware of this. Any change to the 
operating carrier(s) after your booking has been confirmed 
will be notified to you as soon as possible. If the carrier with 
whom you have a confirmed reservation becomes subject 
to an operating ban as above as a result of which we/the 
carrier are unable to offer you a suitable alternative the 
provisions of clause 18 and 19 will apply. Any change in the 
identity of the carrier, flight timings, and/or aircraft type (if 
advised) will not entitle you to cancel or change to other 
arrangements without paying our normal charges except 
where specified in these conditions.

50. If you suffer a delay to your outbound travel 
arrangements, we will do our best to assist you make the 
start of your tour or, if this cannot be achieved, join it as soon 
as possible any costs we incur in making any alternative 
arrangements in this situation will be your responsibility. In 
the event of a flight delay, the airline concerned may provide 
refreshments and/or other assistance depending on factors 
such as the length of the delay, time of day and number 
of passengers affected. We cannot accept liability for any 
delay which is due to any of the reasons set out in clause 25 
(which includes the behaviour of any passenger(s) on the 
flight who, for example, fails to check in or board on time).

51. If your flight is cancelled or delayed, your flight ticket is 
downgraded or boarding is denied by your airline, depending 
on the circumstances, the airline may be required to pay you 
compensation, refund the cost of your flight and/or provide 
you with accommodation and/or refreshments under EC 
Regulation No 261/2004 – the Denied Boarding Regulations 
2004. Where applicable, you must pursue the airline for the 
compensation or other payment due to you. All sums you 
receive or are entitled to receive from the airline concerned 
by virtue of these Regulations represent the full amount of 
your entitlement to compensation or any other payment 
arising from such cancellation, delay, downgrading or denied 
boarding. This includes any disappointment, distress, 

inconvenience or effect on any other arrangements. The 
fact a delay may entitle you to cancel your flight does not 
automatically entitle you to cancel any other arrangements 
even where those arrangements have been made in 
conjunction with your flight. We have no liability to make 
any payment to you in relation to the Denied Boarding 
Regulations or in respect of any flight cancellation or delay, 
downgrading of any flight ticket or denial of any boarding 
as the full amount of your entitlement to any compensation 
or other payment (as dealt with above) is covered by the 
airline’s obligations under the Denied Boarding Regulations. 
If for any reason, we make any payment to you or a third 
party which the airline is responsible for in accordance 
with the Denied Boarding Regulations, you must, when 
requested, assign to us the rights you have or had to claim 
the payment in question from the airline. If the airline does 
not comply with these rules, you may complain to the CAA 
on 020 7453 6888 or by e-mail to passengercomplaints@
caa.co.uk or see www.caa.co.uk – Referring Your Complaint 
to the CAA.

Transfers
52. These are only available on the day your cruise/tour 
commences and the day your cruise/tour terminates at 
designated times. Transfers outside these times will be 
at your expense and arrangement. If you have purchased 
pre and post tour hotel accommodation through us, you 
will be provided with airport transfers to/from your hotel 
to the relevant gateway airport and to the ship. If your 
airline booking is not made by us, you must ensure your 
flight details are provided to us (this can be entered by Tour 
Personaliser at www.scenic.co.uk.) Please note: No refund 
will be given for unused transfers. Transfers cannot be 
routed to other pick-up points or destinations. Passengers 
who miss the pre-booked transfer will be responsible for 
making their own way to/from the ship/rail station or hotel 
at their own expense. Transfers must be booked and flights 
advised to us a minimum of 60 days prior to travel otherwise 
transfers cannot be guaranteed. Please note, heavy traffic 
in Moscow, Munich and St. Petersburg can result in long 
transfer times. Transfer are on a group basis and as such 
waiting times may be required.

Hotel accommodation
53. IMPORTANT: Unless otherwise expressly stated in the 
description of the tour in question or expressly advised 
by us to you, overnight accommodation required to meet 
tour and/or flight connections is not included in the tour 
price and is at your own expense. For any accommodation 
included in the tour itinerary, we reserve the right to 
substitute hotel accommodation of a similar standard in the 
place of the advertised hotel. We make no representations 
about the facilities, quality or size of any such hotel rooms.

Passports and visas
54. British (citizen) passport holders are recommended 
to have a valid passport with at least 6 months validity 
from return date. It is your responsibility to ensure any 
visas required for countries to be visited on the tour have 
been obtained prior to the tour departure date. Failure 
to obtain correct documentation will mean you may be 
unable to participate in particular shore excursions and 
may be denied boarding and/or entry into certain countries. 
Passport and visa entry requirements and costs are your 
sole responsibility. We cannot accept any liability if you are 
refused entry onto any transport or into any country due to 
failure on your part to carry correct documentation. If failure 
to have any necessary travel or other documents results in 
fines, surcharges or other financial penalty being imposed 
on us, you will be responsible for reimbursing us accordingly.

Please note: a letter of invitation and tourist visa is required 
for all cruises to Russia at your own expense. All applicants 
must come in person to apply for the Russian Visa to the 
Russian Visa Application Centres in London, Manchester or 
Edinburgh.

55. A full British passport presently takes approximately 4 to 
6 weeks to obtain. If you are 16 or over and have not yet got a 
passport, you should apply for one at least six weeks before 
your departure from the UK. The UK Passport Service has 
to confirm an applicant’s identity before issuing their first 
passport and will ask them to attend an interview in order 
to do this. If you are not a British citizen or hold a non British 
passport, you must check passport and visa requirements 
with the Embassy or Consulate of the country(ies) you are 
travelling through and to which you are intending to travel. 
Please note, all requirements may change and all clients 
must check the up to date position in good time before 
departure with the Embassy or consulate of the country(ies) 
you are travelling through and to.

56. It is your responsibility to ensure you are aware of all 
recommended vaccinations and health precautions in good 
time before departure. Details are available from your GP 
surgery and from the National Travel Health Network and 
Centre www.nathnac.org. Information on health abroad 
is also available on www.nhs.uk/Livewell/Travelhealth. At 
the time of publication of this brochure, we are not aware 
of any compulsory health requirements applicable to 
British citizens taking any of the holidays featured in this 

Terms and Conditions
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Watch the unfolding tapestry of Europe’s 
beguiling landscape float by as you enjoy 
the scenery from the Riverview Terrace or 
enjoy High Tea on the Sun Deck.

From the dégustation menu and wine 
matching of Table La Rive to the all day 
delights of the River Café, with so many 
dining options we guarantee that you’ll 
always find something to tempt your  
taste buds.

For a little extra pampering, head to our 
on board Wellness Area for a massage or 
treatment. The Fitness Centre and Walking 
Track will help you keep trim and allow for a 
little extra indulgence.

Riverview Terrace & Sun Deck Restaurants Wellness & Fitness Areas

Vitality 
Pool

Portobellos

Crystal Dining
Riverview Terrace

Panorama 
Lounge Bar

Wellness 
Centre

Panorama Deck

Scenic’s state-of-the-art Space-Ships offer 5-star 
luxury; from every scented bath drawn by your 
butler, to every gourmet meal expertly created by 
our on board chefs.

Ship overview

Diamond DeckSapphire DeckJewel DeckSun Deck

Featuring the pinnacle of our luxuriously 
appointed suites, the Royal One-Bedroom 
Suites and Royal Balcony Suites, the 
Diamond Deck also hosts Portobellos 
Restaurant and the River Café.

As well as our Deluxe Balcony Suites and 
standard Balcony Suites the Sapphire Deck 
is home to fine dining at Table La Rive and 
Crystal Dining.

A small selection of Standard Suites and 
the Wellness and Fitness Centre are located 
on the Jewel Deck.

Sapphire DeckDiamond Deck Jewel Deck

Scenic Opal used as example, please note not all ships are equipped with Vitality Pool or follow the same plan. The deckplan and cabin layout images are an indication only and may vary.

Deckplans

Scenic Space-Ships

Take a 3600 Tour @ scenic.co.uk
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Scenic Opal used as example, please note not all ships follow the same plan. The deck plan and cabin layout images are an indication only and may vary.

Your time on board our Scenic Space-Ships will be 
one of complete indulgence and luxury. Every level 
of suite offers up a host of inclusions to ensure your 
river cruise is all the more special.

Balcony Suites
From 19m2 /205ft2 to 21m2/225ft2

Choose from our Balcony Suites to our 
larger Deluxe Balcony Suites which provide 
even more room to relax.

Suite features and services:
• Luxury queen size slumber bed
• Scenic Sun Lounge
• Marble bathrooms
• Pillow menu
• Complimentary mini bar
• Mac-mini infotainment system
• Complimentary movies on demand
• In room safe
• Hairdryer, alarm clock, telephone 
• International power sockets
• L’Occitane bathroom amenities
• Luxury bathrobe and slippers
• Nordic walking sticks
• Butler service 
• Complimentary laundry concierge
• Shoeshine service 
• Early morning tea/coffee service
• Beverage service in your private suite

Standard Suite
From 15m2 /160ft2 to 16m2/172ft2

Our Jewel Deck Suites provide a lovely 
introduction to river cruising. Comfortable 
and luxurious with the finest in amenities.

Suite features and services:
• Luxury queen size slumber bed
• Marble bathrooms
• Pillow menu
• Complimentary mini bar
• Mac-mini infotainment system
• Complimentary movies on demand
• In room safe
• Hairdryer, alarm clock, telephone 
• International power sockets
• L’Occitane bathroom amenities
• Luxury bathrobe and slippers
• Nordic walking sticks
• Butler service 
• Complimentary laundry concierge 
• Shoeshine service 
• Early morning tea/coffee service

Sapphire Deck Jewel Deck

Royal Suites
From 33m2 /360ft2 to 47m2/510ft2

Our opulent collection of Royal Suites are spacious and feature wrap-around 
views. Our oversized one-bedroom Royal Owner’s Suites take river cruising to a 
completely new standard.

Balcony Suites
From 19m2 /205ft2 to 21m2/225ft2

Located on the Diamond Deck, your suite 
includes additional services that will add to 
the luxury of your time on board.

Suite features and services:
• Luxury queen size slumber bed
• Scenic Sun Lounge
• Marble bathrooms
• Pillow menu
• Complimentary mini bar
• Mac-mini infotainment system
• Complimentary movies on demand
• In room safe
• Hairdryer, alarm clock, telephone 
• International power sockets
• L’Occitane bathroom amenities
• Luxury bathrobe and slippers
• Nordic walking sticks
• Butler service 
• Complimentary laundry concierge
• Shoeshine service 
• Early morning tea/coffee service
• Beverage service in your private suite

Exclusive to Diamond Deck
• Complimentary daily pressing for two 

pieces of clothing 
• Exclusive invitation to Table La Rive
• Private Captain’s cocktail party
• Priority dining reservations 

Diamond Deck Diamond Deck
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Junior Suites
23m2/250ft2

Located towards the front of the ship, these 
elegant suites feature their own Scenic Sun 
Lounge, pillow menu and more.

Suite features and services:
• Luxury queen size slumber bed
• Scenic Sun Lounge
• Marble bathrooms
• Pillow menu
• Complimentary mini bar
• Mac-mini infotainment system
• Complimentary movies on demand
• In room safe
• Hairdryer, alarm clock, telephone 
• International power sockets
• L’Occitane bathroom amenities
• Luxury bathrobe and slippers
• Nordic walking sticks
• Butler service
• Shoeshine service 
• Early morning tea/coffee service 

Exclusive to Diamond Deck
• Complimentary laundry concierge including two 

pieces of pressed clothing daily
• Daily delivery of fruit skewers in the afternoon
• Daily delivery of canapés and petit fours
• Beverage and meal service in your private suite
• Exclusive invitation to dine at Table La Rive
• Private Captain’s cocktail party

Please note: Junior Suites are also available on the 
Sapphire deck on selected ships.

Diamond Deck
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*Subject to availability and strictly limited.

Scenic Space-Ship

Suite inclusions

Cabin Inclusions

Suite features and services:
• Luxury queen size slumber bed
• Scenic Sun Lounge
• Marble bathrooms
• Pillow menu
• Complimentary mini bar
• Mac-mini infotainment system
• Complimentary movies on demand
• In room safe
• Hairdryer, alarm clock, telephone 
• International power sockets
• Upgraded bathroom amenities
• Luxury bathrobe and slippers
• Nordic walking sticks
• Butler service
• Shoeshine service 
• Early morning tea/coffee service

Exclusive to Diamond Deck
• Unlimited complimentary laundry service
• Daily delivery of fruit skewers in the 

afternoon
• Daily delivery of canapés and petit fours
• Complimentary bottle of Laurent Perrier 

Brut (750ml)
• Morning delivery of newspapers
• Beverage and meal service in your private 

suite
• Packing and unpacking your luggage
• €100 per cabin on board credit
• Private transfers in Europe*
• Exclusive invitation to dine at  

Table La Rive
• Private Captain’s cocktail party
• Priority dining reservations 
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 Take a 360 Tour@ scenic.co.uk/360Scenic Gem
Built 2014  |  Length 110 metres  |  Passengers 128  |  Cabins 64  |  Crew 44  |  Gross tonnage 2,200

Sun Deck

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Jewel Deck

Rebuilt 2017  |  Built 2008/2009  |  Length 135 metres  |  Passengers 155  |  Cabins 78  |  Crew 53  |  Gross tonnage 2,721

Sun Deck

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Jewel Deck

Scenic Sapphire, Emerald & Diamond

Suite Categories
Diamond Deck Sapphire Deck Jewel Deck

RP Royal One-Bedroom Suite C Balcony Suite E Standard Suite

PA Balcony Suite BA Balcony Suite D Standard Suite

P Balcony Suite B Balcony Suite

PD Deluxe Balcony Suite BD Deluxe Balcony Suite

R Royal Balcony Suite

RJ Junior Balcony Suite

Deck Plan

1 Riverview Terrace

2 Wheelhouse

3 Sun Deck

4 Walking Track

5 Panorama Deck

6 L’Amour Restaurant

7 River Café

8 Panorama Lounge & Bar

9  Gift Shop

10  Reception

11  Elevator

12  Crystal Dining

13  Table La Rive

14  Galley

15  Wellness Area

16  Fitness Centre                  

Royal Balcony Suite

28m2/305ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

R

Private Balcony Suite

19m2/205ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

P BCPA BA

Royal One-Bedroom Suite

42m2/455ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

RP

Private Deluxe Balcony Suite

21m2/225ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

BDPD

Standard Suite

15m2/160ft2

D

Deck Plan

Royal Owner’s Suite

47m2/510ft2

One bedroom suite including Scenic Sun Lounge

RO

Diamond Deck Sapphire Deck Jewel Deck Sun Deck

Crystal Dining Scenic Culinaire

Vitality Pool

Riverview Terrace

Panorama 
Lounge Bar L’Amour Panorama Deck
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BALCONY

LOUNGE AREA

BEDROOM

ENTRY
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ROOM

Panorama 
Deck

L’Amour 
Restaurant

Riverview Terrace

Panorama 
Lounge Bar

Crystal Dining

Jewel DeckSapphire DeckDiamond Deck Sun Deck

Suite Categories
Diamond Deck Sapphire Deck Jewel Deck

RS Royal Panorama Suite C Balcony Suite E Standard Suite

A Balcony Suite BA Balcony Suite D Standard Suite

PA Balcony Suite BS Single Balcony Suite

PP Balcony Suite BB Balcony Suite

RA Royal Balcony Suite B Balcony Suite

RO Royal Owner’s Suite BJ Junior Balcony Suite

P Balcony Suite

RJ Junior Balcony Suite

1 Riverview Terrace

2 Wheelhouse

3 Vitality Pool

4 Walking Track

5 Sun Deck

6 Panorama Deck

7 L’Amour Restaurant

8 River Café

9 Panorama Lounge & Bar

10  Gift Shop

11  Reception

12  Elevator

13  Table La Rive

14  Galley

15  Scenic Culinaire

16  Crystal Dining

17  Fitness Centre

18  Wellness Area

Junior Balcony Suite

23m2/250ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

RJ BJ

Private Balcony Suite

19m2/205ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

PA PA BBPP BBAC

Royal Panorama Suite

30m2/325ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge
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Standard Suite

15m2/160ft2

DE

LIVING
AREA

DINING
AREA

WALK-IN
 ROBE

BEDROOM

ENTRY
POWDER

ROOM
BATH
ROOM

BALCONY

Cabin 301 has a modified wardrobe and bathroom with no bath and features personal assistance fittings. The deck plan and cabin layout images are an indication only and may vary.  
Please refer to Scenic.co.uk for further information.

The deck plan and cabin layout images are an indication only and may vary. Please refer to scenic.co.uk for further information. 
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Luxury Europe River Cruises168 Scenic° Scenic°       169Deck plans

Scenic Azure

Sun Deck

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Jewel Deck

The deck plan and cabin layout images are an indication only and may vary. Suite 221 is fitted with a Scenic Sun Lounge but does not include an external balcony. 
Please refer to scenic.co.uk for further information. 

Built 2016  |  Length 80 metres  |  Passengers 96  |  Cabins 48  |  Crew 36  |  

Diamond Deck
Sapphire Deck

Jewel Deck Sun Deck

Vitality 
Pool

Panorama 
Lounge Bar

Panorama 
Deck

Crystal Dining

Riverview Terrace
Table d’Or

Rebuilt 2013  |  Built 2009/2011  |  Length 135 metres  |  Passengers 167  |  Cabins 84  |  Crew 53  |  Gross tonnage 2,721

Sun Deck

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Jewel Deck

Scenic Ruby & Pearl
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Suite Categories
Diamond Deck Sapphire Deck Jewel Deck

RS Royal Panorama Suite C Balcony Suite E Standard Suite

A Balcony Suite BA Balcony Suite D Standard Suite

PA Balcony Suite BS Single Balcony Suite

PP Balcony Suite BB Balcony Suite

RA Royal Balcony Suite B Balcony Suite

R Royal Balcony Suite BJ Junior Balcony Suite

P Balcony Suite

RJ Junior Balcony Suite

Deck Plan

1 Riverview Terrace

2 Wheelhouse

3 Sun Deck

4 Walking Track

5 Panorama Deck

6 Portobellos Restaurant

7 River Café

8 Panorama Lounge & Bar

9 Gift Shop

10  Reception

11  Elevator

12  Crystal Dining

13  Table La Rive

14  Galley

15  Wellness Area

Royal Balcony Suite

29m2/315ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

R

Junior Balcony Suite

23m2/250ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

RJ BJ

Private Balcony Suite

19m2/205ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

PA PA BBPP BBAC

Royal Panorama Suite

30m2/325ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

RS

Standard Suite

15m2/160ft2

DE

Diamond Deck Sapphire Deck Jewel Deck Sun Deck

Crystal Dining

Riverview Terrace

Panorama 
Lounge Bar Portobellos Panorama Deck

The deck plan and cabin layout images are an indication only and may vary. Please refer to scenic.co.uk for further information. Scenic Pearl Balcony Suites 303 and 304 are RJ Balcony Suites.

 Take a 360 Tour@ scenic.co.uk/360

Suite Categories
Diamond Deck Sapphire Deck Jewel Deck

RP Royal One-Bedroom Suite C Balcony Suite E Standard Suite

RJ Junior Balcony Suite C1 Riverview Suite D Standard Suite

PA Balcony Suite BB Balcony Suite

P Balcony Suite B Balcony Suite

BJ Junior Balcony Suite

Deck Plan

1 Sun Deck

2 Vitality Pool

3 Wheelhouse

4 Riverview Terrace

5 Panorama Deck

6 Portobellos Restaurant

7 River Café

8 Panorama Lounge & Bar

 9 Gift Shop

10  Reception

11  Elevator

12  Wellness Area

13  Fitness Centre

14  Table d’Or

15   Crystal Dining

16  Galley
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Private Balcony Suite

20m2/215ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

PPA BBBC

Junior Suite

23m2/247ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

RJ BJ

Royal One-Bedroom Suite

39m2/420ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

RP

Standard Suite

16m2/172ft2

Riverview Suite

17m2/183ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

DEC1
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Luxury Europe River Cruises170 Scenic° Scenic°       171Deck plans

Sun Deck

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Jewel Deck

Scenic Jasper, Opal & Amber
Built 2015/2016  |  Length 135 metres  |  Passengers 169  |  Cabins 85  |  Crew 53  |  Gross tonnage 2,721

Suite Categories
Diamond Deck Sapphire Deck Jewel Deck

RP Royal Panorama Suite C Balcony Suite E Standard Suite

A Balcony Suite BA Balcony Suite D Standard Suite

PA Balcony Suite BS Single Balcony Suite

PP Balcony Suite BB Balcony Suite

PD Deluxe Balcony Suite BD Deluxe Balcony Suite

RR Royal Balcony Suite BJ Junior Balcony Suite

RJ Junior Balcony Suite B1J Junior Balcony Suite

Deck Plan

1 Riverview Terrace

2 Wheelhouse

3 Sun Deck

4 Walking Track

5 Panorama Deck

6 Portobellos Restaurant

7 River Café

8 Lounge & Bar

9 Gift Shop

10  Reception

11  Elevator

12  Crystal Dining

13  Table La Rive

14  Galley

15  Massage

16  Hairdresser

17  Fitness Centre

18  Vitality Pool

Standard Suite

15m2/160ft2

DE

Royal Balcony Suite

33m2/360ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

RR

Junior Suite

23m2/250ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

BJ

Private Balcony Suite

19m2/205ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

A PP BBPA BAC

Royal Panorama Suite

44m2/475ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

RP

Private Deluxe Balcony Suite

21m2/225ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

BDPD

The deck plan and cabin layout images are an indication only and may vary. Please refer to scenic.co.uk for further information.
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Diamond Deck Sapphire Deck Jewel Deck

Crystal Dining

Vitality 
Pool

Riverview Terrace

Panorama 
Lounge Bar

Sun Deck

Portobellos Panorama Deck

Sun Deck

Sapphire Deck

Diamond Deck

Jewel Deck

Built 2012/2013/2014  |  Length 135 metres  |  Passengers 169  |  Cabins 85  |  Crew 53  |  Gross tonnage 2,721

Scenic Crystal, Jewel & Jade
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Royal Balcony Suite

29m2/315ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

R

Private Balcony Suite

19m2/205ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

A PP BBPA BAC

Royal Panorama Suite

30m2/325ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

RS

Private Deluxe Balcony Suite

21m2/225ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

BDPD

Junior Balcony Suite

23m2/250ft2

Including Scenic Sun Lounge

RJ BJ

The deck plan and cabin layout images are an indication only and may vary. Please refer to scenic.co.uk for further information.
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Suite Categories
Diamond Deck Sapphire Deck Jewel Deck

RS Royal Panorama Suite C Balcony Suite E Standard Suite

A Balcony Suite BA Balcony Suite D Standard Suite

PA Balcony Suite BS Single Balcony Suite

PP Balcony Suite BB Balcony Suite

RA Royal Balcony Suite BD Deluxe Balcony Suite

R Royal Balcony Suite BJ Junior Balcony Suite

PD Deluxe Balcony Suite

RJ Junior Balcony Suite

Deck Plan

1 Riverview Terrace

2 Wheelhouse

3 Sun Deck

4 Walking Track

5 Panorama Deck

6 Portobellos Restaurant

7 River Café

8 Lounge & Bar

9 Gift Shop

10  Reception

11  Elevator

12  Crystal Dining

13  Table La Rive

14  Galley

15  Wellness Area

16  Fitness Centre

Standard Suite

15m2/160ft2

DE

Diamond Deck Sapphire Deck Jewel Deck Sun Deck

Crystal Dining

Riverview Terrace

Panorama 
Lounge Bar Portobellos Panorama Deck

 Take a 360 Tour@ scenic.co.uk/360 Take a 360 Tour@ scenic.co.uk/360
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Neva Deck

Volga Deck
Moskva Deck Onega Deck Wellness Area

Crystal Dining

Deckplans

Scenic Tsar
Ship overview

Take a 3600 Tour @ scenic.co.uk

Luxury focused innovation and design 
ensure that Scenic is a class leader, 
delivering the ultimate in Russia River 
Cruising on our boutique small ship.

Amongst the most spacious on Russia’s 
rivers, our suites are embellished with 
luxury features, elegant appointments and 
the finest amenities akin to a luxury hotel. 
The full-sized balconies provide the perfect 
place to unwind and enjoy the view.

Intimate and friendly, Scenic Tsar is an 
incomparable blend of luxury, comfort 
and cultural immersion. On board you’ll 
have access to WiFi internet, special on 
board entertainment and a wellness area, 
complete with massage services and a hair 
salon*

There’s a choice of delicious dining options, 
including in-room dining, airport transfers 
and a range of fascinating shore excursions. 
From the moment you step on board, your 
Cruise Director and every member of our 
hospitable on board team are committed to 
impeccable service.

Everything you needFinest suites Fully-inclusive 

*Costs apply
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Scenic Tsar
Reconstructed and Renovated 2012  |  Passengers 112  |  Cabins 56  |  Crew 71 |  Gross tonnage 3,019

Onega Deck

Volga Deck

Neva Deck

Moskva Deck

Suite Categories
Neva Deck Volga Deck Moskva Deck

PA Deluxe Balcony Suite BA Balcony Suite E Standard Suite

P Deluxe Balcony Suite BB Balcony Suite

R Royal Suite B Balcony Suite

RS Royal Panorama Suite

Deck Plan

1 Sun Deck

2 Wheelhouse

3 Neva Lounge & Bar

4 Elevator

5  Crystal Dining

 6  Galley

 7  Panorama Lounge & Bar

 8  Beauty Salon

 9  Wellness Area

10  Reception

This one

BEDROOM

ENTRY

BATHROOM

BALCONY

BEDROOM

ENTRY

BATHROOM
ENTRY

BEDROOM

BALCONY

BATHROOMShower

ENTRY

BEDROOM

ENTRY BATHROOM

BEDROOM

LOUNGE AREA

BALCONY

BALCONY

Royal Panorama Suite

31m2/334ft2

RS

 Deluxe Balcony Suite

20m2/215ft2

Standard Suite

15m2/161ft2

Royal Suite

28m2/300ft2

R

Balcony Suite

20m2/215ft2

BA BBPA B E

Please note that Scenic Tsar is not a Space-Ship and amenities, inclusions and on board facilities differ from Scenic’s standard all-inclusive offering. Soft drinks, wine and beer are served only with 
lunch and dinner and speciality coffees are an additional fee. There is no butler service, Tailormade or E-bike facilities and laundry and in-suite mini-bar are charged as extra. The deckplan and 
cabin layout images are an indication only and may vary. Bed configurations will be different in some categories. #Cabin 210 has an obstructed view from the balcony due to steel pillar of the ship.

P



ABTA No.Y6328

Scenic Offices

UK Office

13th Floor   
111 Piccadilly 
Manchester  
M1 2HY 

Australia Offices

Level 2   
25 Watt Street
Newcastle   
NSW 2300

Level 15   
56 Pitt Street
Sydney   
NSW 2000

Canada Office

Suite 1025,  
401 West Georgia Street
Vancouver,
BC  V6B 5A1

USA Office

20 Park Plaza   
Suite 903 
Boston   
MA 02116
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Other Destinations

South East Asia 
River Cruising

Australia & New Zealand 
Escorted Touring

The Americas  
Escorted Touring 

Launches 2018 
Eclipse  
The World’s First 
Discovery Yacht
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